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Special Reports

Kissinger's Plot to Take Over
the Reagan Administration
The surprise naming of Henry A. Kissinger to head the Presi
dent's Bipartisan Commission on Central America was part of
a larger long-term operation by the man who has been char
acterized as acting as Moscow's unpaid ambassador. The
report includes dossiers on the top Kissinger-linked people in
government, including Bud McFarlane, Brent Scowcroft, Law
rence Eagleburger, and Helmut Sonnenfeldt. Essential for un
derstanding current battles over National Security Council,
Defense, and State Department policy.
Order 83-015 $250.00
The Economic Impact of
the Relativistic Beam Technology
The most comprehensive study available in non-classified lit
erature on the vast spinoff benefits to the civilian economy of
a crash beam-weapons program to implement President Rea
gan's March 23 strategic antiballistic-missile defense doctrine
of "Mutually Assured Survival." The study, incorporating pro
jections by the uniquely successful LaRouche-Riemann eco
nomic model, examines the impact on industrial productivity
and real rates of growth through introduction of such beam
defense-related technologies as laser machine tooling, plas
ma steel-making, and fusion energy technologies. Productivity
increases of 300-500 percent in the vital machine-tool sector
are within reach for the U.S. economy within two years.
Order 83-005 $250.00
The Real Story of Libya's Muammar Qaddafi
Why the Libyan puppet was placed, in power, and by whom.
Examines British intelligence input dating to Qaddafi's training
at Sandhurst, his Senussi (Muslim) Brotherhood links, and the
influence of the outlawed Italian Propaganda-2 Freemasons
who control much of international drug- and gun-running. Also
explored is the Libyan role of Moscow intimate Armand Ham
mer of Occidental Petroleum and the real significance of the
prematurely suppressed "Billygate" dossier.
Order 81-004 $250.00
The Coming Reorganization of (J.S. Banking:
Who Benefits from Deregulation?
Under conditions of an imminent international debt default
crisis, the Swiss-based Bank for International Settlements, the
Volcker Federal Reserve, and the New York money center
banks led by Citibank, Chase Manhattan, and Morgan, have
prepared emergency legislation to cartelize the U.S. banking
system. Their aim is to shut down thousands of U.S. regional

banks, and place top-down control over U.S. credit under a
handful of financial conglomerates which are modeled on the
turn-of-the-century Morgan syndicate and created by "dereg
ulation." This cartel will impose economic austerity on the United
States, slashing the defense budget, and giving the Federal
Reserve Board the power to dictate reduced levels of industrial
production, wages, prices, and employment.
Order 83-014 $250.00

Will Moscow Become the Third Rome?
How the KGB Controls the Peace Movement
The Soviet government, in collaboration with the hierarchy of
the Russian Orthodox Church and the World Council of
Churches, is running the international peace and nuclear freeze
movements to subvert the defense of the West. The report
describes the transformation of Moscow into a Byzantine
modeled imperial power, and features a comprehensive eye
witness account of the proceedings of the May 25 "U.S.-Soviet
Dialogue" held in Minneapolis, where 25 top KGB-connected
Soviet spokesmen and leaders of the U.S. peace movement,
including leading advisers of the Democratic Party, laid out
their plans for building the U.S. nuclear freeze movement.
Includes a list of participants and documentation of how the
KGB is giving orders to prevent President Reagan's re-elec
tion and U.S. beam weapons development.
Order 83-001 $250.00
Anglo-Soviet Designs on the Arabian Peninsula
Politics in the Gulf region from the standpoint of a "new Yalta"
deal between Britain's Peter Lord Carrington and Moscow to
force the United States out of the Middle East. The report
details the background of the "Muslim fundamentalist card"
deployed by Moscow and Lord Carrington's friends, and its
relation to global oil maneuvers.
Order 83-004 $�50.00
Jerusalem's Temple Mount: Trigger for
Fundamentalist Holy Wars
A detailed investigation whose findings have made the front
pages of both Arab and Israeli newspapers in recent months.
The report documents the financing and objectives of a little
understood operation to "rebuild Solomon's Temple" at the
site of one of Islam'S holiest shrines, the Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem. Backers of this project are associates of H.enry
Kissinger, Swiss financiers acting on behalf of the Nazi Inter
national, and Protestant fundamentalists who are being drawn
into a plan to destroy the Mideast through religious warfare.
Order 83-009 $250.00
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are happy to announce that our founder and contributing

editor, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., will make three new half-hour
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broadcasts to the nation: on May 31 at 12 midnight on ABC, June 1

Economics: David Goldman
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call your attention to a major article in this issue by LaRouche; its
point of departure is the Continental Illinois insolvency crisis.
In our Special Report, we bring you an assessment of the citizen
candidates' movement launched by LaRouche in the United States.
We don't pretend it's impartial, but we know it's accurate; the au
thors, such as Warren J. Hamennan, chainnan of the National Dem
ocratic Policy Committee, have every interest in gaining and pre
senting an objective picture of the challenges facing their effort to
rescue the nation from the degraded banality which has increasingly
come to dominate the electoral scene since, let's say, the death of
Abraham Lincoln, with all too few interruptions.
These LaRouche candidates, running in Democratic and Repub
lican races, are not full-time politicians but feisty men and women
who know that if "politics" remains a dirty word to Americans, the
enemies of the republic will have a free field. LaRouche has dubbed

Mexico City: Josefina Menendez

the candidates' movement Gen. George Patton's Third Anny. Its

Milan: Marco Fanini

mottos are "Grabbing the enemy by the nose and kicking him in the
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Washington. D.C.: Richard Cohen.

Laura Chasen. Susan Kokinda
Wiesbaden: Philip Golub. Mary Lalevee.

Barbara Spahn

pants," "Attack, attack, attack," and "Never take counsel of your
fears." The enemies in this case are the Henry Kissingers and Paul
Volckers whose power depends on covert operations and on the
existence of manipulable, ignorant, venal, or downright traitorous
elected officials in Washington.
We also bring you the inside story of the scandalous defeat of the
President's MX program, as the administration wearily accepted a
"compromise" congressional vote that suspends the missiles' fund
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ing while the Soviets are beseeched to return to the bargaining table!
At a time when the Soviets are rapidly installing their own ABM
systems and, as we document in our International section, menacing
Western Europe in an unprecedented way, senators and congressmen
were slavishly receiving the anti-beam-weapons pronouncements of
Soviet delegations in Washington, D.C. If any proof were required
why the citizen candidates' movement is essential for national
survival. . . .
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The Conti Illinois case:
U.S. credit under Siege
by Christopher White

The federally organized bailout of the bankrupt Continental
Illinois Bank has pushed the ongoing crisis in international
financial and credit institutions to a new level , and highlights
again the principal fact this journal has stressed over the
years: It is not particular banks which are bankrupt, it is the
banking system as a whole . By putting the weight of the
Federal Reserve System behind Conti , Volcker from the Fed ,
and Connover, the Comptroller of the Currency, along with
those responsible at the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora
tion , have qualified themselves for a treason trial .
I

A case of insanity
These distinguished gentlemen will of course argue that
they are merely doing their job , providing support to an ailing
financial institution . This is pure bunk . They are fighting to
maintain a policy which has already proven to be a total
failure , as each of their successive "necessary" or "suppor
tive" measures merely aggravates the underlying causes of
the present crisis . Thus what erupted symptomatically in the
last days as a solvency crisis in the nation ' s eighth largest
bank has escalated rapidly , because of the actions of Volcker
and Connover and their accomplices in insanity , into a test
of the viability of the U . S . sector of world credit and finance .
Under the governance of present policies , this is a test of
strength the United States cannot win . By putting the full
weight of the Fed behind Conti , to an extent which even
surprised the editors of the New York Times, Volcker and
Company have simply brought the day nearer when the whole
shebang will come tumbling down . And if that ' s what it' s
going to take to bring about a policy change for the better,
perhaps, it ought to come sooner rather than later.
The facts were laid out for all to see in the last repon of
the Basel-based Bank for International Settlements (BIS),
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and were reported at that time in EIR. Over the past year, the
United States , struggling under the effects of Volcker' s
fraudulent recovery , with a President desperate for re-elec
tion clinging to the illusion that there was such a recovery,
became a net capital importer for the first time . As we re
ported then , the continued solvency of U . S . banking had
become dependent on maintaining the inward flow of funds,
estimated at over $180 billion last year, which were the
proceeds of the looting of Ibero-America, Asia, and Europe,
through capital flight, currency devaluations , interest-rate
.
hikes , and raw-material price manipulations .
But where questions of world power are concerned , as is
the case with the United States , the dependency that Volcker
and Company thus permitted to develop , along with the ac
'
tive help of Donald Regan , the bull in the china shop at the
Treasury Department, are very, very dangerous . U . S . bank
ing and finance, and thus the nation itself, were put in hock
to the foreign creditors in London and Switzerlan.d
ample , who directed the inflow of funds . While that inflow
of looted wealth , extracted by genocidal austerity from Third
World countries , helped maintain the illusion of the fraudu
lent recovery in the United States , it also established black
mail control over national existence , and thus over the direc
tion of the world economy , as long as the policy dictated by
Volcker and his friends at the BIS remained in effect . From
relations of dependency in this tortured world of ours it is but
a short step to political victimization .

. Gearing up the printing press
So, on March 10 , Conti Illinois suspended its dividend
payments , was withdrawn from stock-exchange quotation,
and shortly thereafter the bailout package of the century was
announced . Sopteone geared up the printing presses down at
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the Federal Reserve , and nearly $8 billion , supposed to pro
vide stability for the next month , was put into place . It doesn't
take much more than a few phone calls to come up with such
sums these days when you control the printing presses down
at the Fed . And if you control the statistics department too ,
you can also prevent the other kinds of things that are being
done along with this from showing up in the money supply
figures , or in the inflation figures .
The $7. 5 billion that was found in that way for the na
tion ' s eighth largest bank is about half of what Mexico , for
example , is expected to pay in debt service this year. And it
came as an augmentation of a $4.3 billion package that had
been put together over the weekend by a consortium of 16
private banks , led by Morgan Guaranty . The updated pack
age now involved 24 banks , none of which is fundamentally
in any better shape than Conti , many of which are in far
worse shape .
The public packages also came on top of a more than $2
billion credit line which the Chicago Federal Reserve had
made available to the bank , daily, since the trouble hit . So
Vo1cker and Company have probably been prepared to cough
up about $12-$15 billion over the third week of May , or
about half of what the country needs to finance the MX
missile , now held up by Congress .
Now there are some folks who see the grimy fingers of
Henry Kissinger and his friends at work here , setting up Conti
for takeover by American Express, and , as usual , lining their
own pockets in the proces s . That will probably all come out
in the next few days . Such takeovers are still made in public .
But the U . S . credit system was shaken because the run
on Conti was primarily organized from outside the United
States , by th� se who are now taking advantage of the net
capital importer status of U . S . finance. As we reported last
week , the run was timed with the run-up of international
interest rates . Prominent in organizing such an attack were
the Swiss interests that operate through the West German
Bundesbank , the British central bank , and the British and
Swiss interests that operate through the Hong Kong-centered
extensions of the Eurodollar market. Given the collapse of
national financial and credit systems under the impact of
Vo1cker , and the proliferation of the onshore market after
Connally and Vo1cker removed the dollar from gold in Au
gust 1971, these outfits have built up control over sufficient
funds to shake weakened countries such as the United States
to their very foundations , in just about the same number of
phone calls it took Vo1cker to organize the bailout . And that
was what they did .

'Cut the defense budget'
And what did they say about their own handiwork? Listen
to the Bundesbank: "As far as we're concerned, it happened
behind the Iron Curtain . . . . This will teach people a les
son . " And the Swiss National B ank: "Well , the U . S . banks
will have to write off their bad paper , the markets will soon
learn from this . " Or Karl Brunner , an adviser to the S wiss
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N, ional B ank and the U . S . Statebepartment, who says U . S .
banks will have to learn to "adjust . "
The B ritish are o n exactly the same line . According to
City of London insiders , the time has come "to force the issue
of the U . S . deficit. " Therefore , it is reported , the British
Ex hequer and the B ank of England have decided that U . S .
interest rates should b e forced up further . A s one demented
soul put it , "It boils down to forcing the United States to
smash its own defense budget . " But because the United States
is now a net capital importer, it is the international interest
rat :; which are of crucial importance in U. S . banks ' contin
uing abilities to borrow . London six-month euro-rates moved
ahead of the U . S . prime as the Conti episode broke into the
open two weeks ago , forcing a contraction in the United
States by increasing American institutions' cost of borrow
int At the same time , it was reported that U . S . banks were
being squeezed out of London markets for certificate of de
posits . Conti ' s CD were no longer accepted . Other U . S .
banks were forced to pay a premium to maintain their capac
ity to borrow . The lunatics have evidently come to the con
sidered opinion that the way to "blow out" the U . S . defense
budget is by organizing a series of runs against the U . S .
banking system, until the United States i s pounded into
submission .
These are the same banking interests which have put
together a political deal with the Russians which is based on
parallel cooperation for the destruction of the United States .
In this arrangement for the oligarchs in the West who control
B ritish and S wiss banking interests , the destruction of the
United States as a nation will remove the external threat
which keeps the Russian Empire together-thereby permit
ting the latter' s eventual dissolution . For the Russians the
prize is world domination , and control of the heartland of
Western Europe , the Federal Republic of Germany .
As the Euromarkets were shutting down to U . S . banks ,
two consortia, headed respectively by Deutsche Bank and by
Dresdner B ank , were putting together a combined loan pack
age for the Russians of $350 million at only five-eighths of a
point above LIBOR. This is the first such package since the
invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 . It is unique in other ways ;
for the first time the loans are not tied to specific projects or
to Russian credit requirements . They are simply a political
gecture , or symbol , indicating that the Euromarkets have
opened up to the Russians again .
And what about the United States? It' s not just the big
banks like Conti . There is a rash of bankruptcies among small
and not-so-small banks and companies, along the lines of the
re:>Lestate swindle associated with B aldwin United , the air
lines , and so forth . All of the bankruptcy cases are debtors of
banks that are in as bad , if not worse trouble than Conti. One
bright day , not far off, it may not be one bank , but the whole
thing . What will it take for us to change the suicidal policy,
befl)re that day comes? Or have we already doomed ourselves
to repeat the history of Herbert Hoover and the summer Qf
1931 all over again, in vastly worsened conditions ?
Economics
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What Moscow should conclude from
the Illinois bank's sharp crisis
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

On FridllY , May 1 1 , 1 984 , one of the major U . S . commercial
banks , Continental Illinois, announced that it was not going
to file immediately for bankruptcy proceedings under Chap
ter 11, although the bank's bad loans exceeded 1 1 0% of its
capital . It was announced that the U . S . Comptroller of the
Currency was involved in negotiations to have Japanese in'
terests take over the wobbling Illinois bank .
The collapse of a bank as important as Continental Illinois
might have started the chain-reaction leading into a world
wide , 1 931 Hoover-style financial collapse . Although it is to
be expected that both the Reagan administration and Federal
Reserve will take some actions to prevent the formal collapse
of Continental Illinois from occurring at this moment, the
plight of this one major commercial bank is but the tip of the
iceberg . The international banking system is rotten-ripe for a
collapse of the type which occurred during the period of May
through September 1 93 1 ; this weekend ' s Continental Illinois
crisis is only a symptom of much worse crises ready to ex
plode in many parts of the banking system . At the point any
major bank actually collapses , or that one or more indebted
nations are driven into default , or that a combination of bank
ing and foreign-debt defaults occur more or less simultane
ously , the entire system would probably be plunged into a
chain-reaction of collapse.
This weekend' s developments around the Continental
Illinois case bear implicitly upon the Soviet leadership' s con
tinuing appraisal of the LaRouche Draft Memorandum dated
March 30, 1 984 (EIR, April 1 7 , 1 984) . There are certain
global conditions under which at least a prominent current of
opinion within the Soviet leadership would accept the poli
cies set forth in that Draft Memorandum as a basis for U . S .
Soviet negotiations . Essentially , any body of opinion within
the Soviet leadership which might recommend negotiations
in that context would have to persuade its colleagues that
certain new conditions had arisen . Above all , they must per
suade their colleagues that the international monetary poli
cies of the New York , London , and Swiss banking interests
were at the verge of being dumped by the government of the
United States . The continuing and currently prevailing Soviet
estimate is that such a change is improbable in any case , and
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altogether impossible without a "conjunctural crisis" in the
world ' s monetary order.
In other words:
• Leading opinion in Moscow is that the United
States would never offer negotiations along the lines
of the LaRouche Draft Memorandum , unless a world
wide monetary crisis erupted first .
• Under conditions of world-wide monetary cri
sis , the indications are , Moscow would think it barely
possible that the U . S . government might adopt the
LaRouche Draft Memorandum' s approach.
• But Moscow would nonetheless consider such
a policy shift most unlikely even under such conditions
of crisis .
• However, during or following such a crisis ,
some leading opinion in Moscow would consider the
LaRouche Draft Memorandum a bare possibility .

Since that Draft Memorandum represents the only pos
sible basis for assured war avoidance between the super
powers , the new stage of the monetary crisis , as merely
symptomized by the case of Continental Illinois , should be
examined from the standpoint of its bearing upon possible
United States adoption of that Draft Memorandum' s ap
proach to strategic negotiations .
Before turning our attention to the direct and - indirect
effects of the emerging , worldwide monetary collapse itself,
we shall examine summarily the way in which the "average
mind" in the Soviet leadership will tend to view the economic
and political implications of such a collapse . This exami
nation of the Soviet mind is indispensable for any U . S .
government body preparing for negotiations with Moscow .
It is urgent to conduct such an examination here and now ,
since known work of U . S . agencies specializing in. Soviet
intelligence is usually worse than outright incompetent.

the Soviet world-outlook
The principal and most fundamental error of U. S . intel
ligence agencies and think-tanks is the ideological conceit,
that the Bolshevik Revolution of 1 9 1 7 defines a "Communist
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Russia" whose outlook and beliefs are opposite to those pre
vailing in Czarist Russia. On the basis of that false but pop
ular bit of ideological conceit , it is argued that a revival of
the Russian Orthodox Church' s influence tends toward either
a sudden or gradual , anti-Communist transformation in the
character of the Soviet state .
Recently , the Vatican itself has contributed to such a
delusion . Some forces in the Vatican , estimating that the
Soviet Union appears in the process of becoming the domi
nant world power, and that the United States has lost not only
the political will but is losing the material means to resist
emergent Soviet world hegemony , have proposed that the
survival of the Catholic Church itself requires a Vatican ad
aptation to emerging Soviet hegemony . This misguided view
among som� very influential Vatican circles naturally takes
the form of seeking to integrate the Catholic and Russian
Orthodox churches , even at the price of the Catholic Church ' s
abandonment o f the doctrines of St. Augustine , abandonment
of thefilioque of the Latin Nicene Creed .
This indicated outlook among increasing numbers of in
fluential Vatican circles is not only a tragic blunder, but this
particular blunder properly focuses our attention on the most
crucial feature of the point to be made . The point is, .that the
underlying drive toward thermonuclear war between East and
West, from Moscow ' s side of the divide , is the centuries-old
hatred of the filioque by the Russian Orthodox Church . This
hatred against the filioque is rooted in the powerful force of
paganist mysticism among the Russian people (in particular) ,
the form of mysticism most nak\!dly expressed by the Russian
Old Believers (Raskolniki) , as accurately echoed by such
varieties as Tolstoy and Dostoevsky .
'
The conventional view today is that the revival of the
Russian Orthodox Church inside Russia constitutes a return
of religious mysticism to Russia. Factually , that view is an
absurd one . The population of Bolshevik Russia was always
dominated by religious mysticism, in the same sense that
such a secular voice as Fyodor Dostoevsky was a religious
mystic in the true, deeper sense , as the unchurched Raskolnik
was always deeply , fanatically , a pagan sort of religious
mystic . As the case of the Soviet counteroffensive during
World War II illustrates the point , it is the religious mystic
of Bolshevik Russia who supplies Russia its drive toward
wars against alien nations and cultures .
The trouble with many contemporary Catholic theologi
ans on this point is that they have rendered themselves incap�
able of understanding Russian culture and that culture ' s im
plications , because of their own efforts to reject and suppress
Augustinian theology in favor of an irrationally mystical
(actually paganist) interpretation of the Magister of the Cath
olic Church . On this account, they themselves do not under
stand the most essential feature of Augustinian doctrine. They
are incapable , to that degree , of understanding why a revival
of the Russian Orthodox Church as an institution of the Soviet
state is the precondition for a Soviet war of aggression against
Western civilization .
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Theologically , the crucial issue within "the West" is the
Jesuit-led "neo-Aristotelian" reactionary movement against
the theology of Cardinal Nicolaus of Cusa. That Jesuit-cen
tered attack against the 1 5th-century ' s revived Papacy is the
reI; gious aspect of the politically brutish , Venice-steered and
Hapsburg-centered inquisition of the 1 6th through 1 8th cen
turies . In opposition to the Jesuits , the Christian churches in
Western Europe and the Americas were essentially neo-Pla
tonic from the time of Christ and the Apostles . Christianity
is not to be mistaken for the misnamed "neo-Platonism" of
B yzantine mysticism: S ince S1 . Peter' s collaborator, Philo of
Alexandria, the theology of Western European Judeo-Chris
tian culture has employed Plato as a guide to methods and
conceptions of theology , as such methods are employed in
SL Augustine ' s writings, and is most richly elaborated by
Cusa and his colleagues of the 1 5th-century Golden Renais
sance . In the modern history of the Christian churches-both
Catholic and Protestant-this neo-Platonic theology is the
defining issue of the 1 439 ecumenical Council of Florence ,
the Council which i s the modern watershed for the East-West
conflict expressed as Soviet aggression against the West to
day . The Soviet aggression against Western civilization to
day is not understood except in the light of the "Third Rome"
teachings of such fanatical , anti-Rome mystics as Philotheos
of Pskov during the period following the Russian Orthodox
monasteries ' violent rejection of the 1439 Council of Florence .
Admittedly , on the outside , the putative impulse toward
thermonuclear war is not , presently , that of a religious war.
The present East-West strategic conflict takes the form of
cultural warfare , rather than religious warfare as such . None
theless , the religious issue is embodied on the one side , in
the Judeo-Christian molding of the political culture of the
repu�lican currents of Europe and the Americas , and , on the
other side , the antagonistic Russian culture developed under
th.; influence of paganist mysticism.
Every culture is at least implicitly religious in character.
Religion embodies a people ' s most fundamental tendencies
of belief respecting the creation of the universe, and belief
concerning the nature and purpose of man ' s existence within
that process of continuing creation . Just as the "God" of the
Eastern mystic is not the Judeo-Christian "God" of Western
civilization , so the deepest aspects of traditional Russian
culture are in uncompromisable conflict with the varieties of
republican cultures which have emerged in Western Europe
and the Americas since Charlemagne ' s first establishment of
a republican , Augustinian order in Western Europe .
However, Western Judeo-Christian nations are not ho
mogeneously republican . In religion , the cabalistic cults re
vived in Judaism during the 1 3th century by the Luzzato
family of Venice , and the Sufi mysticism embedded in the
discipline and hesychastic spiritual exercises of the Jesuits ,
are typical of the penetration of Western civilization by East
ern forms of paganistic mysticism . By the standards of the
G ipel of St. John , the Epistles of S1 . Paul , and the writings
of St. Augustine , neither the Jesuits nor the Sufi-paganist
Economics
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Templar and Hospitaller orders are Christian. Similarly, the
"Old Believers" of Russia, and the monastic hierarchy of the
Russian Orthodox Church, as well as the cult-manufacturing
center at "Holy Mountain" (Mount Athos), Greece, are not
and never were Christian. Yet, on this very account, the
Jesuit order, for example, is not merely allied with Moscow
today through such channels as "Liberation Theology"; Jesuit
theology has deep affinities with the paganist mysticism of
the Russian peasant cult of "Matushka Rus" ("Mother
Russia").
For example, the Jesuit dogma of "bio-ethics," as taught,
for example, at Washington, D.C.'s Georgetown University,
is an anti-Christian dogma, a dogma which has essential
agreement with the Soviet doctrine of "materialist man," and
with the British liberal doctrine of "human nature" as taught
by Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Friedrich Engels, and Karl
Marx. The Jesuits' bio-ethics dogma is derived directly from
Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics. and also, implicitly, from
Aristotle's Politics . The British liberals, from Francis Bacon
through John Stuart Mill and the Fabian Society, were pre
dominantly a Jesuit covert operation in Britain, through fam
ilies such as the Pettys, who are classed as "neo-Aristoteli
ans" because of their emphasis on the radical nominalism of
William of Ockham, et al., but who otherwise based the
moral doctrines of Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, Hume, et al.
chiefly on the model of Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics.
The Jesuits and like-minded political reactionaries of
Western Europe and the Americas are viciously anti-repub
lican. Brought back from Russian exile into Western Europe
by the 1815 Treaty of Vienna, the Jesuits were notorious
during the 1815-48 period as the world-wide secret-intelli
gence arm of the Holy Alliance's Prince Metternich-the
same Metternich whom Harvard University's Henry A. Kis
singer, the Talleyrand of the age of nylon, adopted as his
model of diplomacy and politics generally. Just as the Luz
zatos, during the 13th century, led in inserting the heathen
Magician cult of cabalism into the ranks of Jews, so the
Jesuits and other pseudo-Christian cults were manufactured
by the same anti-republican, wealthy rentier-financier aris
tocracy centered upon the evil city of Venice and upon the
surviving, like-minded descendants of the ruling Roman im
perial families at Rome, the families who dominate the Ro
man Curia today.
The connection between theology, on the one side, and
culture and government, on the other, is most simply shown
by contrasting Augustinian principles of law with the doc
trine of law of the Roman Empire: "Romanic Law."
The American Revolution's leading material issue was
our forefathers' refusal to tolerate the colonies' looting under
the British East India Company policies presented in Adam
Smith's Wealth of Nations. More deeply, our forefathers
hated the Romanic Law which had become the doctrine of
law practised under the Restoration British monarchy; our
reference in law was S1. Augustine, as was the case with the
8
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leading transatlantic forces allied with our Dr. Benjamin
Franklin during the period 1766-89. Although, through such
centers of wickedness as Harvard University, and the wicked
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, our Federal courts have be
come corrupted with the British revivals of Romanic Law's
doctrine, in the character of approximately 60% to 70% of
our adult population today, the moral-philosophical world
outlook echoes the heritage of the anti-British American R�v
olution: belief in the essential political equality of the indi
vidual, belief in the sacredness of the human life containing
the human soul (mind), belief in the right to opportunities for
self-development, and belief in the right to individual oppor
tunities to apply that developed talent for general good. This
morality among the majority of our people opposes the im
morality of the Romanic Law tradition, which places the
financial contract constructed to the advantage of the usurer
above the right to life itself.
Contrary to Jesuitical and kindred commentaries on
Christian doctrine, our God is a being coextensive with the
universe, the universal embodiment and source of the self
reflexive, transitive verb "To Create," a God who might be
named "The Self-Creating." Although "Jehovah" is com
monly regarded as a proper noun, it were better a self-reflex
ive transitive verb, "I am what I am creating Myself to be
come." The process of universal creating is knowable to
mankind as the discoverable universal law which every
where, coherently subsumes action of transformation in the
universe, which is for mankind as the efficient Will of God,
the Logos ("Word") of tpe opening of the Gospel of St. John.
In imitation of Christ, the iritlividual, by informing and sub
ordinating his will to the discovered Logos, prompts his right
arm to participate in the Will of the Creating, and in that way
asserts himself to be in the image of God and to participate
in God. Thus, the individual personality may participate in
God, as Cusa elaborates these points.
Accordingly, the essential cultural, moral, and legal dis
tinction between the United States and Russia lies in the
contrast between our emphasis upon the participation in God
by the individual soul, and the Russian's pagan-mystical
doctrine of collectivism, the doctrine of "Matushka Rus," of
Russian Blood and Russian Soil. Only ignorant persons de
lude themselves to say that Karl Marx introduced "collectiv
ization" to Russia; Russian culture has been collectivist since
long before Vladimir. Philotheos of Pskov's doctrine of the
''Third Rome" is no mere doctrine; it is an organic expression
of Russian culture. Wherever the deeply mystical Russian
peasant rises to power in the Russian state, the Russian state
gives birth afresh to the same imperialistic doctrine of "Third
Rome" which the Nazis copied from Fyodor Dostoevsky in
the name of the Third Reich. Had Hitler succeeded, he would
have wiped out Christianity, as he promised his colleagues
he would do in the post-war world, and would have estab
lished conquered Moscow as a spiritual center for a Germano
Russian world empire, blending the Nazi and Russian ver
sions of the Blood and Soil doctrines in a fashion which
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Russophile Alfred Rosenberg would have much admired.
Leading Soviet officials, including Russian Church offi
cials, today have vivid recognition of the points we have
made within certain limits. Their minds cannot accept, and
therefore cannot comprehend the republican outlook of West
ern civilization. Western civilization, its theology and phi
losophy, they recognize only as alien objects, as objects
whose total destruction they would count no loss. Insofar as
we have described the Russian mind, this is the world-out
look they vividly recognize as their own.
This is illustrated by contrasting Soviet reactions to our
past 12 months' discussion of the Third Rome doctrine with
the reactions of non-Russian fellow travellers of Moscow.
The non-Russian fellow travellers react with a rage whose
violence knows no limit. The Russian shrugs. He does not
complain that we describe more or less accurately his Third
Rome outlook. He hates us because we identify that Third
Rome outlook as our cultural adversary, but he does not
consider himself in any way libeled by us on this account.

LaRouche 's p roposa ls would
red uce the power oj the liberal U.S.
':families" with which Moscow
maintains strategic agreement.

Who could feel libeled by being described as what he himself
proudly considers himself to be?
If the New York Times were to publish weekly featured
attacks upon this writer, denouncing me as a neo-Platonic in
the footsteps of Cardinal Nicolaus of Cusa and Gottfried
Leibniz, I would be pleased that the New York Times had
resorted to the unusual practice of editorial honesty, and
would hate the Times only because the Times had accurately
defined the adversary relationship between us. It is the same
with any sensible Soviet official; he is pleased with me be
cause of my accurate insight into his world-outlook, and yet
.
hates me because I have accurately identified the fundamental
issue between us.
Consider the case of the Vatican in this setting.
Through the summer of 1982, the thrust of policy from
the Church was coherent with Paul VI's 1967 Popu[orum
Progressio. The 1981 encyclical, Laborem Exercens, and
the great Papal letter on the subject of the family are exem
plary. Up through that time, still, the appearance was that the
United States and its transatlantic alliance were the efficient
bastion against destruction of Western civilization unleashed
from the East. Over the autumn and winter of 1982-83, a
.
rapid shift surfaced, partly reflected in the support for the
Soviet-directed nuclear freeze movement from the so-called
U.S. Catholic Bishops' Conference. In the same time-frame,
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the Papacy conceded to the Jesuit order, in particular, on the
subject of freemasonry. A nest of agents of Soviet influence
emerged around the Vatican's advisory body on science mat
ters, and a drive during ecumenical accommodations with
Moscow through the Eastern churches emerged to the extent
that prominent theologians in Italy and elsewhere were em
boldened to argue for discarding the jilioque principle from
the Roman Catholic liturgy for the sake of ecumenical enter
prises of this sort.
Among some influential Catholic circles, the following
rationalization is offered. They argue that the United States
and its alliances are no longer a credible obstacle to the
accelerating rise to world hegemony by the Soviet Empire.
Therefore, the Church must prepare to survive in a Soviet
Empire-dominated world, through ecumenical processes
bordering upon fusion with the Russian Orthodox Church.
The debated "Third Prophecy of Fatima," that the Roman
Church must undergo a great tribulation, and must consecrate
Soviet Russia to Christianity to survive this tribulation, is
increasingly the mood-shift seen among growing numbers of
influentials rationalizing the recent direction of Vatican ad
aptations to new realities from the East.
A more radical strategic reorientation permeates the hier
archies of the World Council of Churches. Among some
influential Zionist currents, there are efforts to secure agree
ments with the anti-Semitic forces in Moscow paralleling the
recently re-publicized "Transfer Agreement" efforts of 193339 with the Adolf Hitler regime: Make agreements with Mos
cow, for the sake of securing a quarter-million or more Rus
sian Jewish emigrants to fill up the housing being constructed
on the West Bank of the Jordan River.
These developments in religious or quasi-religious guise
parallel and intermesh with the secular efforts of Henry A.
Kissinger and others to turn Western Europe over to the
Soviet sphere of "New Yalta" influence, through measures
known by such names as "strategic decoupling."
The combined effect of these variously religious, quasi
religious, and secular concessions to the Soviet Empire, is to
foster a retreat from Reason into a pagan-like quality of
irrational mysticism. In place of the Christian doc!ri ne, that
man must participate in God through governance of the ac
tions of our right arms, that we must be God's instruments
on this planet and thus bring His Will to fruition in our
functioning as His instruments, the paganist, oriental cults of
hesychasm are seizing both religious institutions and secular
life. In the United States, obscene pagan cults-witchcraft
cults, theosophical cults generally, ESP cults, and so forth
penetrate to the highest levels of our government's bureauc
racy, and, under these covers, the Soviet KGB is able to
make agents of even high officials within our Defense and
other relevant establishments. A U.S. official participating
in such a cult's "brotherhood" does not need to know that he
is acting as a Soviet KGB agent. By influencing the cult itself,
the KGB efficiently uses the duped member of the cult as a
channel of Soviet influence into even our Pentagon. The
Economics
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spread of homosexual and other cults is a symptom of a
breakdown of our culture. We are properly reminded of the
spread of obscene cults during the late 13th and 14th centuries
in Europe, under not dissimilar trends in combined material
decay and cultural pessimism.
Under these circumstances, the Soviet leadership has ex
cellent reason to believe that the world hegemony of the
Soviet Empire could very well become an established fact in
time for the 1988. celebrations of the Byzantine conversion
of Kiev Rus, a thousand years earlier.

Present Soviet strategic policy
The policies which are causing the breakdown of Western
civilization, morally as well as materially, today, are the
policies of the majority among the wealthy rentier-financier
families of Europe and the Americas, families typified by the
Morgans, the Harrimans, and the Lowell blood-lines of
McGeorge and William Bundy. Although there are varieties
of differentiation among the specific policies of European
and U.S. representatives of these families, all converge upon
the prevailing doctrine of the "liberal" faction among the
Anglo-American section of the transatlantic "families" cvm
plex as a whole. The faction of the U.S. liberal families
as�ociated with the Bundys, Harrimans, Rockefellers, et al. ,
may differ in detail from policies among families of Ct .tti
nental Western Europe, but they all converge on agreement
on the most essential points. The policies of the Anglo-Amer
ican liberals among these families are chiefly of three inter
acting categories, as follows.
1) Monetary Policy: The establishment of increasing
degrees of world super-government, centered around the in
creasing power of supranational monetary institutions pro
moting the cause of usury: Pure financial usury, ground-rent
forms of usury, and usury in the guise of speculation in rigged
world markets in primary commodities.
2) Cultural Policy: A concerted effort, consistent with
the teachings of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood of Oxford
University's John Ruskin et al., and with the "Open Con
spiracy" dogmas of H.G. Wells, BertraJ)d Russell, Aldous
Huxley, Aleister Crowley, et al. , to uproot every vestige of
Augustinian republican culture in general, and of the legacy
of the 15th-century's Golden Renaissance most emphatical
ly. The cult of the "post-industrial society" and its theosoph
ical correlatives, is the leading expression of this anti-rat" In
alism, anti-science, anti-technology thrust.
3) Strategic Agreements With Moscow: During the
second half of the 1950s, the Anglo-American liberal estab
lishments ("families") reached long-range strategic agree
ments with Moscow:
a) To grant Russia an enlarged and permanent
empire, based on expanding greatly the sphere of in
fluence given to Moscow during the 1943 Yalta agree
ments: the New Yalta policy for which Lord Carring
ton, Henry A. Kissinger, et al. work diligently today.
10
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b) To prevent general warfare between the super
powers by agreeing both to leave each power vulner
able to virtually total thermonuclear assault, and by
agreeing to build up thermonuclear arsenals sufficient
to ensure the assured mutual destruction of both su
perpowers in case of outbreak of general war between
them: nuclear deterrence, or MAD.
c) To permit local wars, and limited nuclear wars
to occur, on condition that these wars are fought within
flexible guidelines jointly accepted by the two super
powers: Flexible Response.
d) Arms-control agreements.
e) To impose a "post-industrial society" weakening
of the logistical strength in-depth of the United States
and its allies.
Although Moscow despises the "families," as the "fam
ilies" also desire the foreseeable internal collapse of the
Russian Empire, Moscow has a strategic agreement of ap
proximately 30 years' standing with these "families," and

if Moscow comp rehen ds the
i mp licatiO ns oj the Conti nental
crisis , it wil l reassess LaRouche 's
D rajt Memora n d um.

i s allied with those "families" i n defending the durability of
those strategic agreements against all "third parties. " As
long as Moscow judges that these "families" and their pol
icies are hegemonic within the governments of the United
States and Western Europe, up to the point that Moscow
senses itself ready to subjugate the West, Moscow will
enforce defense of those agreements against all "third parties. "
However, should the indicated policies o f those "fam
ilies" cease to control the policies of the United States,
Moscow would be obliged to prepare to dump the strategic
agreements made with those families, and to prepare to
negotiate replacement of those agreements with new agree
ments, new agreements negotiated with the newly estab
lished policy-shaping combination in Washington, for ex
ample. This situates exactly the strategic significance of the
symptomatic crisis of Continental Illinois this past weekend.
Moscow's own strategic policy runs along two distinct,
although coordinated tracks: the first diplomatic strategic
deception, and the'second military. Summarily, the function
of Soviet use of diplomacy for strategic deception has the
function of encouraging the West to destroy itself from
within, and to afford Moscow, thus, the time and material
potential for realizing its long-range military objectives. By
cloaking itself diplomatically in support for the Nuclear
deterrence, Flexible Response, and Arms-Control agree-
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ments, Moscow encourages the West to continue destroying
its capabilities, while Moscow builds up its own. Its military
doctrine is essentially the Soviet Military Strategy first set
forth publicly by Marshal V. D. Sokolovskii in 1 962: to
build up Soviet capabilities to the point of assuring Soviet
survival and victory in a general thennonuclear war with
the United States, with great emphasis upon strategic bal
listic-missile defense for the Soviet Union.
Moscow was doubly panicked by the announcement of
a new U.S. strategic doctrine, the Strategic Defense Initia
tive announced by President Reagan in his televised address
of March 23, 1 983. First, the Strategic Defense Initiative
implicitly destroyed the practicability of Moscow's strategic
agreement with Henry A. Kissinger's employers among the
"families." Once the United States abandons a doctrine of ·
assured total vulnerability, Nuclear Deterrence no longer
works, and therefore the "New Yalta" agreements by Kis
singer's employers tend to be cast aside. Second, the Soviet
Union now has vast strategic superiority over the United
States, and by approximately 1987 will have completed
deployment of a first generation of beam-weapons and re
lated elements of strategic ballistic-missile defense of the
Soviet Union. If the United States lacks a deployed strategic
ballistic-missile defense by that time, or perhaps 1 988 or
1 989-if the Soviets slip past a target-date in their deploy
ment, then the United States loses World War III without
even daring to fire a shot in its own defense. To Moscow's
military circles, President Reagan's televised address of
March 23, 1983 had about the same effect as a parent's
infonning a l O-year-old boy on Christmas Eve that there is
no Santa Claus.
In the equations of thennonuclear warfare, if one nation
has a strategic ballistic-missile defense which is only 40%
to 50% effective, and the other nation no such defense
deployed, the first nation will assuredly survive and win a
thennonuclear "first strike" assault against the second.
Unlike the liars of the Union of Concerned Scientists,
and other allies of the Harrimans, Kennans, and Kissingers,
the Soviet leadership has stated openly that the technologies
of strategic ballistic-missile defense proposed by this writer
and others are implicitly deployable now; they are by no
means "music of the future." On May 9, 1 984, Soviet Chief
of Staff Marshal Nikolai Orgakov published the following
policy statement in the official Red Anny journal Red Star:
Weapons based on new physical principles . . .
[are] more destructive than any existing weapon, and
work on them is going on in many countries, including
the United States. . . . Their creation is a reality in
the immediate future, and to ignore that even now
would be a serious mistake. . . . It is better to test
new fonns of struggle in peacetime than to look for
them during a war.
For various reasons, the Soviet leadership viewed the
President's March 23, 1983 announcement as both this writ-
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er's success in influencing U.S. strategic policy, and a symp
tom that this writer's thinking might be more influential
within the U.S.A. and elsewhere than Moscow had previ
ously estimated to be the case. Since Moscow knew that
this writer's policies for implementation of a U.S. strategic
defense initiative included an Apollo Project-style "crash
program" for development and deployment of such defensive
weapons systems, Moscow had reason to fear that the su
perior technological potential of the U.S. labor force over
the Soviet labor force would be unleashed, and that in this
way the United States would quickly overtake the existing
Soviet lead in development of deployable ballistic missile
defense.
There were other strategic considerations, beyond U.S.
strategic defense, which Moscow was required to consider.
If LaRouche's influence was on the rise, as the March 23,
1983 address suggested, then other features of LaRouche's
strategic policies must also be taken into account. The most
prominent such to be considered included the following.
1) LaRouche's proposed monetary refonns, such
as the Ibero-American policies elaborated in the 1 982
book, Operation Juarez, signified a rapid consolida
tion of improved political and economic relations be
tween the United States and the developing nations
generally: implicitly a massive "geopolitical setback"
for Moscow globally.
2) With aid of such monetary refonns, there would
be a rapid economic recovery in the United States
echoing the 1 939-43 revival under President Franklin
Roosevelt: a massive set-back to Soviet long-range
perspectives of world hegemony.
3) LaRouche's 1982-83 campaign for U.S.-Eu
ropean cooperation in ballistic-missile defense and in
tactical revolutions based upon the same spectrum of
new technologies was a threat to the Carrington-Kis
singer campaign to tum a frightened and "decoupled"
Western Europe and the Middle East over to a Soviet
sphere of influence.
4) Although LaRouche's proposals posed no direct
military threat to the Soviet Union itself, those pro
posals would reduce greatly the political and economic
power of the liberal "families" with which Moscow
maintains an established strategic agreement.
These four leading implications of LaRouche's earlier
design of the Strategic Defense Initiative doctrine confronted
Moscow with the following sort of puzzle.
1 ) If LaRouche's policies became efficiently those
of the United States, this would create conditions un
der which Moscow would have to enter into realistic
negotiations with the U.S. government in tenns of
accepting the reality of such policies.
2) However, LaRouche's policies could not be
implemented without defeating the dominant liberal
Economics
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"families' " policy-configuration. Therefore , as long
as these "families" had the power to stop LaRouche
from either becoming President or a President' s "grey
eminence , " Moscow could assure itself that La
Rouche ' s policies would never succeed in the U . S . A .
Therefore , the idea of negotiating with the U . S . A . on
the basis of the Strategic Defense Initiative was to be
rejected as a) impractical , since the "families" would
not permit LaRouche to be that influential , and as b)
counterproductive , since LaRouche ' s policies meant
preventing the possibility of world-hegemony for a
Soviet Empire; on the latter account , Moscow is im
pelled to ally with the "families" against LaRouche ,
to attempt to destroy the dangerous LaRouche .
3) Only a monetary crisis could weaken the power
of the "families" to the degree that a "new Franklin
Roosevelt" of the LaRouche variety could become
efficiently influential in the U . S . A . Under those pos
sible , but improbable conditions , Moscow would be
obligee to shift policy, and be prepared to negotiate
on the basis of a Strategic Defense Initiative .
Thus , to Ule degree Moscow comprehends the deeper
implications of this past weekend' s Continental Illinois cri
sis , Moscow is obliged now to reassess the implications of
the March 30, 1984 Draft Memorandum.

Suicidal lunacy around Wall Street
Although the Continental Illinois crisis is symptomatic
of the overrotten ripeness of the entire U . S . banking system
for a general financial , chain-reaction collapse , the crisis
itself was triggered by what must be fairly described as con
sUIplIlate , suicidal lunacy around Wall Street. It is an old
saw , but an apt one , that whom the gods would destroy , they
first drive mad . In the history of crises , crises occur chiefly
because of a certain overripeness of circumstances , yet , the
immediate trigger for a crisis is usually some suicidal lunacy
among the leading bankers , politicians , and so forth .
For political reasons , including reasons of election-cam
paign tactics , a fraudulent picture of U . S . economic recovery
has been constructed by means including collapsing the in
flated Eurodollar market upon the weakened monetary struc
tures of the United States . The gist of the matter is adequately
reported in the latest report of the Basel , Switzerland Bank
for International Settlements . The Eurodollar market , largely
a creation of President Nixon' s foolish decision of August
1971 , is pivoted upon "offshore banking institutions" which
lend large amounts without the customary precaution of cov
ering loans with. deposits of cash. The greatest concentration
of non-performing loans in the world today is bad paper held
as assets by these offshore banking-system institutions . Re
cently , the United States has been borrowing heavily from
the Eurodollar market at usurious interest-rates . Thus , if the
Eurodollar market collapses , it will now collapse chiefly
upon the internal financial structures of the United States .
12
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Now , interest-rates in the Eurodollar market are skyrocket
ing; since the Federal Reserve and Wall Street generally have
made themselves significantly dependent upon Eurodollar
borrowings , an interest-rate skyrocket has taken off again .
This is aggravated by a shrinking of the relative deposit
base in the U. S . banks . Banks ' customers are going bankrupt,
or nearly so . Non-performing bank assets on domestic ac
count are the Scylla, and non-performing bank assets on
foreign account are the Charybdis . Skyrocketing interest
rates push Charybdis against Scylla-to adjust the simile
slightly. Continental Illinois was caught between the rocks .
This is bad enough . At the same time , some financial
circles are taking advantage of the banking crisis to push
ahead on the existing plan for destroying the U. S . banking
system as it presently exists , and creating a new banking
system, modelled on Canadian banking . The big sharks are
zealously eating up the weaker sharks , apparently oblivious
to the fact that such hyena-like behavior around Wall Street
is turning crises like that of Continental Illinois into chain
reaction crises .
Wall Street has no monopoly on lunacy . The British and
Swiss banking circles are moving in upon the weakened
financial structures of the United States: more sharks in our
nation ' s financial waters . This is pretty much a repeat of the
lunacies of the Coolidge and Hoover administrations up to
the eve of the 193 1 world financial collapse; our government
and our bankers appear to have learned nothing from the last
Great Depression .
Lunacy is a fair description of Wall Street officials these
days, but not necessarily the most precise term scientifically .
A better word were a popular synonym for insanity , "ideol
ogy . " The social circles which employ Wall Street executives
are a pack of self-righteous , pompous asses , who are so
sadistically self-assured of their ability to buy and sell Presi
dents and legislatures of the United States , and to treat other
nations as helpless colonies , that these "families" have taken
the idea into their heads that "God Almighty , " too , must bend
His Will to theirs . They argue , in effect, "The system works .
We have the power, and no one can resist our will in these
matters . Therefore , the economy and nations will submit to
our will . You will see: We know how to manage things. After
a,ll , we are the ' families . ' " The aromas are those of Aeschy
lean tragedy .
Sometimes these quasi-aristocratic "families" of the
United States are called "capitalists"; it is a curious error,
since they represent a modern form of a social phenomenon
as old as Ishtar, the Biblical "Whore of Babylon . " Henry C .
Carey and others described such families a s "feudal" i n char
acter, a useful discrimination, if not quite an historically
exact one . The best choice of term is "oligarchical"; the
proper image of reference is the ruling families of the Baby
lonian and Persian empires, of Sparta, and the patricians of
Rome .
This oligarchical character of the Harrimans , Bundys,
and so forth is key to the tragedy of their imminent doom .
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They are as good as deader than the House of Atreus . Two
leading features of this "families' " stratum are key to under
standing both their presently lunatic behavior and their self
imposed early doom .
The center of the ideology of the "patrician families" is
their smug persuasion of their own innate superiority . Among
our American varieties , in particular, the argument is that of
"Social Darwinism" : Since they are the most powerful ag
glomeration in sight , they conclude that this-has been accom
plished by the invisible hand of natural selection . Yet , there
is no reason in their belief; the belief is axiomatic, to the point
that even the most empty-headed, senile dame of the social
orbit can elicit guilty submission to the doctrine merely by
asserting it as a matter of cultivated, if ignorant prejudice . It
is a belief like the racism for which the Harriman family is
notorious ; it needs no reason to be generally accepted as guide
to practice among the strata infected with such an arbitrary
conceit. This ignorant but fanatical conceit is the essence ,
the most characteristic feature of the "families' " ideology .

B ritish a nd Swiss bankers are
moving i n upon the weakened u.S.
financial structures : more sharks
in our nation 'sji nancial waters.

The second leading feature of belief of the oligarchical
tribes is fairly described as a radically physiocratic rational
ization for the principle of usury . This includes the most
primitive form of usury: ground-rent. Ground-rent's princi
ple is extended into the form of financial ground-rent: ordi
nary usury . The two are extended into the form of speculation
on trafficking in primary commodities: ground-rent extracted
from need , as distinct from ground-rent extracted directly
from production .
Since a zero-technological-growth society is doomed to
collapse from depletion of natural resources , any society
which is ruled by an oligarchy is doomed to be destroyed,
unless the oligarchy ' s power is broken before that collapse
occurs . There is nothing very complicated about the
connection:
Technological progress is a fruit of development
of the creative-mental powers of the individual mem
ber of society , as scientific discovery illustrates this.
Yet, apart from the scientific discoverer, the average
individual person, especially the laborer, must develop
the powers to assimilate and employ technological
advances .
In a society s o ordered , the highest social value
of the person is associated with the development of
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the creative-mental powers of the individual . Such a
form of society is a threat to the class-supremacy of
the oligrachical social formation , since creative ac
complishment ranks a "mere plebeian" higher than a
prating aristocrat.
Thus scientific and technological progress demand
and foster republican , anti-oligarchic order in society ,
and thus oligarchies hate the proliferation of education
and investment for scientific and technological prog
ress-viewing such practices as more or less explicitly
the work of the republican adversary .
Thus, it is the organic tendency of oligarchies to
attempt to consolidate and preserve their power as a
ruling caste , or "establishment ," over society , by op
posing generalized practice of scientific and techno
logical progress . They do so for no more complicated
reason than caste instinct.
Hence , they collapse the power of the societies
over which they rule , and render such ruined societies
easy prey for the ambitious hordes of invading
barbarians .
S o it has been generally i n the course of history. So,
the oligarchs of our "liberal Eastern Establishment" have
brought matters once again today . We have reached the edge
of the precipice; either they go down alone , or, if we cling
to them, we all go down together.
Now , reason no longer rules their course of policy action.
They respond to events essentially by caste instinct, by what
appear to them to be "immediate and original instincts ,"
their lust for momentary pleasure , and hatred against prac
tices or even thoughts which are alien to the oligarchical
or<1ering of behavior.
Yet , the 60% to 70% of the U. S . adult population which
is still essentially moral , if freed from the grip of the oli
garchs , will naturally express a political philosophy of prac
tice consistent with the republicanism of Western civiliza
tion , with the heritage of St. Augustine and Cusa. The March
30 , 1984 Draft Memorandum gives articulated "expression
to that heritage in today ' s circumstances .
If the world-wide financial collapse , which the oligarchs
have brought upon the world-and themselves-ushers the
oligarchies ' policies from power, and brings the moral cit
izenry of this republic back to the fore , then Moscow will
be confronted with a different sort of world than appears to
be the case today . Dreams of "Third Rome" imperialism
and global hegemony become empty dreams ; the only hope
for peace and survival for the Soviet Union becomes ac
ceptance of life within a world increasingly dominated by
the republican philosophical outlook expressed by the March
30 , 1 984 Draft Memorandum .
A s Moscow ' s leading circles study the implications of
this past weekend' s Continental Illinois crisis , they have
reason to shift uneasily in their chairs . The puzzle we de
scribed as confronting them, has taken a new tum .
Economics
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Labor in Focus

by Rainer Apel

More than a local strike
Will the German metalworkers' strike mount into a political
destabilization ?

O

n May 1 4 , Gennan metalworkers
began their strike for a 35-hour work
week with a local strike . The strike ,
which involves only 1 3 ,000 workers
in the North Baden area, has a maxi
mum effect on the entire Gennan au
tomobile industry , because it is there
that most of the key parts are pro
duced . The Mahle Company in Stutt
gart, for example , produces 90% of
all pistons used in the fabrication of
car motors in Gennany. Since most
auto companies can't afford large re
serve stockpiles of parts , the strike is
expected to paralyze production with
in one to two weeks .
The strike hits a sector which , usu
a1)y a "conjunctural motor," has seen
a drastic drop of sales in the past two
months . Compared to the production
figures for March-April 1 983, the main
car producers are behind by a margin
of 8- 1 8 % . And a disruption in the auto
industry will hit steel , which is already
on the verge of collapse .
The strike is also affecting auto
production throughout Europe , be
cause many foreign companies de
pend on deliveries from Gennany , as
do the foreign branches of Gennan car
producers . In Holland , 40 percent of
all cars sold are Gennan cars . In Swe
den , the country ' s two main car pro
ducers , Saab and Volvo , will run out
of work if Gennany does not deliver
fuel pumps . In Britain , a halt in deliv
ery of Gennan Volkswagen engines
will paralyze car production at British
Leyland. In Belgium , 37 ,500 auto
mobile workers will be without work
if their companies don ' t receive parts
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from Gennany . In Austria, the lead
ing machine producer, Voest-Alpine ,
will run out of work as will the three
main Finnish machine-tool producers ,
Va�met , Waertsila , and Ahlstroem .
The chainnan of the metalworkers
of the North Baden district , Eisen
mann , said on TV on May 14: "We
hope that the entrepreneurs will lose
their nerve , because this would help
us a lot in our own solidarity mobili
zation . " The union hopes to provoke
auto companies into lockouts on a mass
scale , and indeed , the North Baden
metal industry promptly voted 1 39 to
7 for a lockout starting on May 2 1 .
This spiral of strikes and lockouts
could stop work for all the 580,000
auto workers in the nation and another
900 ,000 in the supplier industries . The
labor-industry confrontation would
spill over into the whole metal sector
with a total of 3 . 4 million workers and
force the other unions into "solidarity
support actions . " And miscalculations
can be feared , on both sides of this
confrontation .
While the printers union ( 1 50 ,000
members) and the public-sector work
ers ( 1 . 2 million members) have al
ready threatened active support strikes ,
the other big unions (chemical , min
ing , construction , railway , textile , and
food workers) with approximately 2 . 8
million members have so far only ex
pressed verbal solidarity . What makes
this strike extra dangerous , however,
is the fact that radical currents want to
misuse the fennent for purposes of po
litical destabilization .
Officials in the metal workers ,

printers , and public-sector unions have
made the linkage "between this strike
and the general fight against austerity
and the arms race , " and the Gennan
Communist Party ' s (DKP) 800 facto
ry councilmen in the country , though
a small minority, are well-positioned
in the key industries and have , fur
thennore , gained the ideological up
per hand in the labor movement' s
propaganda.
Thus, when the Dutch National
Labor Federation held a "general
warning strike against the stationing
of U . S . cruise missiles in Holland" on
May 3 , which involved 750 ,000
workers , the Gennan National Feder
ation of Labor (DGB) issued a state
ment of support. Officials at the DGB
headquarters in Dusseldorf-all non
Communist members of the Social
Democratic Party (SPD)-stated that
they wished "the Dutch colleagues to
be more successful in preventing the
stationing . . . if they are , it may help
to revive the protest in our own coun
try . " The open alliance with the DKP
and the "peace movement" struck by
the DGB and SPD at the Easter March
weekend of protest against the Euro
missiles (see Report from Bonn , May
8) indicates that a broader confronta
tion is building in West Gennany .
That could develop into a labor
government confrontation . Provoca
tive statements such as the one issued
by the Bonn economics ministry ,
which threatened to answer a mass
strike with an anti-strike law modeled
on the British example , will pour more
fuel on the fire .
If irrationality wins the upper hand
among labor, industry, and govern
ment , a lot of already shaky compa
nies will collapse , and unemployment
will reach dramatic new records . How
will the unstable coalition government
of Chancellor Kohl , who invested all
his political prestige in the "economic
upswing , " survive?
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International Credit

by David Goldman

Who pulled the plug on Conti?
Edmund Safra, a bfJ,siness associate of Henry Kissinger, has
been implicated, along with European central bankers .

S

hadOWY Lebanese financier Ed
mund Safra, who became the largest
single stockholder in American Ex
press when it absorbed his Trade De
velopment Bank in January 1 983 � is
reputed to have started the run against
Continental Illinois which forced an
$1 1 billion bailout by a combination
of federal authorities and private
banks.
Despite protests at Amex's stock
holders' meeting in early May, Henry
Kissinger was elected to the firm's
board of directors.
Several different market sources
report that Safra, who now heads the
international banking division of
American Express, yanked deposits
from foreign branches of the stricken
Illinois bank, starting a run which led
even the West German central bank to
remove funds.
Coincidentally, banking sources
familiar with discussions to merge
Conti, the nation's eighth largest bank,
report that American Express is an ag
gressive bidder to take over the Chi
cago institution.
The following extraordinary item
appeared on the Dow-Jones broadtape
on May 1 7:
"Bundesbank Denies Rumors of
Conti lli. Funds Withdrawal. Frank
furt-DJ-A Deutsche Bundesbank
spokesman denied as baseless rumors
that the West German central bank
withdrew deposits from Continental
Illinois National Bank & Trust Co. of
Chicago.
"Reports from New York cited
market rumors about the withdrawal
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of Deutsche Bundesbank funds from
Continental Illinois.
"Bankers in Frankfurt also doubt
ed the rumors, claiming the West Ger
man central bank wasn't known to have
held any deposits at Continental
Illinoi s .
"Some bankers suggested that the
rumor stemmed from the fact that
abroad Deutsche Bundesbank is often
mistaken as Deutsche Bank, the coun
try's largest universal bank.
"But even at Deutsche Bank
sources said the bank was doing busi
ness with Continental Illinois but
hadn't withdrawn any deposits."
Well-informed London banking
sources insist that the West German
central bank was, on the contrary, up
to its neck in the massed withdrawal
ofdeposits that brought the bank down.
Karl-Otto Pohl, the Bundesbank
president, was the most vocal critic of
American budget policy at the May 79 meeting of 20 nations' central bank
ers at the New York Federal Reserve
Bank. He was also the first to predict
disaster for the United States should it
continue to finance its deficit abroad.
Pohl gave a speech in London May
1 0, immediately following the central
bankers' discussion, warning that the
dollar would "overshoot" its real val
ue on the way downward.
Under these circumstances it is no
surprise that the Bundesbank declined
to tighten German credit-market con
ditions at its meeting on May 1 7, a
move that had been widely expected
in view of the German mark's recent
fall against the dollar (although the

mark has improved significantly since
the Continental Illinois crisis broke).
Pohl commented yesterday that the
surprising feature of the situation is
that the dollar did not rise much fur
ther in view of the huge discrepancy
between German and U.S. interest
rates. This was proof of market senti
ment in favor of the mark and against
the dollar, Pohl concluded.
The relative stability of Eurodollar
interest rates and of foreign-exchange
parities, London banking sources note,
is the result of strenuous intervention
on th� part of the central banks to pre
vent panic from spreading-further
indication that the central banks had
planned for this all along.
However, developments during
mid-May destroyed the last bit of ma
neuvering room the U.S. Federal Re
serve had enjoyed.
The Eurodollar one-year rate rose
above 1 3% during the scramble for
funds last week in the wake of the
Continental disaster, as the rescuing
banks sought to fund their loans to the
stricken Chicago institution. The six
month rate rose to 1 2% on May 9, and
was still at 1 25/1 6 this morning. This
presents a dilemma inside a dilemma
for the Federal Reserve, as follows:
Under the circumstances, the Fed
eral Reserve has no choice but to at
tempt to bring interest rates down and
pump additional liquidity into the sys
tem. U.S. Trust, an institution whose
management is particularly close to
Fed chairman Volcker, sallied in that
direction May 1 9 by reducing its bro
ker loan rate from 1 2% to 1 1 V2%.
However, with the six-month Euro
dollar rate, the benchmark for banks'
funding abroad, still at roughly the
U . S. prime rate, the pressure is on the
banks to raise the prime.
Without a fall in interest rates, bad
credits will become worse. But a fall
in rates can only come at the expense
of the banks' own profit margins.
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Andean Report

by Javier Almario

Betancur bows to IMF ' advice '
The popular Colombian president is playing with fire by yielding
to the Fund' s dictates .

H

is commendable nationalist im
pulses notwithstanding , Colombian
President Belisario Betancur is igno
rant in the field of political economy .
As a result , he has foolishly yielded
vital decision-making power in the
realm of economics to Finance Min
ister Gutierrez Castro , otherwise
known as the bankers ' boy , much the
way President Reagan has yielded to
Federal Reserve head Paul Volcker .
Among some of the politically
volatile austerity measures imposed in
the past month are: imposition of the
IVA (value-added tax ) ; increase in
public service rates; a 1 0% across-the
board cut in the state budget; elimi
nation of transport subsidies; drastic
import cutbacks ; and a reversal of Be
tancur' s commitment to force lower
interest rates.
All were recommendations in
cluded in the IMF ' s evaluation of the
Colombian economy .
The President accepted these IMF
"conditionalities" because Gutierrez
Castro told him that Colombia would
receive fresh credit . It hasn't worked
out that way . In fact, the international
creditors ' doors have slammed shut to
Colombia.
Betancur may , however , be wak
ing up to the deception . Speaking to a
gathering of international bank repre
sentatives in Bogota April 25 , the vis
ibly angry President warned: "It is not
good that some foreign banks seek to
make us the only Latin American
country which , instead of receiving
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new credits , is having its already mod
est loan volume reduced still further .
"This is not fair recognition of the
seriousness and rigor, the prudence and
foresight , with which Colombia has
met its international commitments .
"Nor is this the historical moment
for the international commercial banks
and the large international credit agen
cies , with blindness and deafness . . .
to make even more stringent the situ
ation they have helped to create . "
Betancur ' s words prompted hys
teria from such mouthpieces of the fi
nancial oligarchy as the Bogota daily
El Tiempo. which openly editorialized
the next day that Betancur' s "anti
U . S . " foreign policy was responsible
for Colombia' s being ostracized by the
financial community .
Gutierrez was no doubt highly embarrassed
by
his
president' s
"indiscretion . "
How did the suave finance minis
ter lead President Betancur to the
IMF ' s doorstep?
High-level sources in Colombia
have informed EIR that despite his
well-publicized tours to the New York
and London money centers in search
of credit last year , Gutierrez turned
down credit from Japan , France , and
Spain , which were offering funds at
rates below LlBOR.
Gutierrez has also been instru
mental in forcing the government ' s
policy reversal o n the interest-rate
question . Using the argument that
construction is the motor of the econ-

omy . on May 9 Gutierrez convoked a
meeting of the Monetary Council
which he heads to argue for a five
point hike in interest on UPAC s , con
struction-linked indexed bonds .
The UPAC has always functioned
as a leader on the bond market" and it
is expected that interest rates overall
will soon follow its lead . It was the
creation of UPACs during the 1 97074 Pastrana administration which first
triggered the speCUlative wave in in
terest rates that has led to today ' s usu
rious 40%-plus rates.
The Colombian banking commu
nity has continued to win concession
after concession from the finance min
ister by pleading bankruptcy . The re
serve ratio has been substantially re
duced . "Forced investments , " that is ,
the goverment policy of forcing banks
to make low-interest investments in
the productive sector , have been
obligingly cut back while the yield on
those investments has been hiked from
7% to 1 5 % .
O f course , the new bailout scheme
the government has arranged for the
debt-burdened private sector is a
transparent mechanism for bailing out
the private banks whose portfolios of
bad loans threaten to trigger a chain
reaction of bank collapses . The scheme
refinances the troubled companies '
debts , but provides no new credit for
productive investment .
The allegiance to the banks of Gu
tierrez and his technocratic cronies in
the Monetary Council and central bank
is perhaps most evident in the fact that
1 00% of all new currency issues in
1 98 3 went directly to bailouts of the
private banking system .
When President Betancur inter
vened to direct new issues into the suf
fering construction industry , a scandal
was orchestrated by several officials
of the central bank who resigned in
protest against the President ' s "infla
tionary" interference .
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Business Briefs

ship s , railway cars , and construction ma

The Debt Bomb

chines will flow east in greater quantitie s .
The Soviet U nion w i l l provide Poland

Volcker backs looting
of Third World debtors
Federal Reserve chainnan Paul Volcker gave
the green light for U . S . banks to set a "ref
erence rate" for Third World debt interest
payment s . The scheme would defer pay
ments for countries that are suffering the
effects of the Federal Reserve ' s high interest
rates-provided the countries are deemed
cooperative with the austerity demands of
the International Monetary Fund.

with energy , mining equipment , tractors ,
trucks , and "household appliances . " The

Neue Zurcher Zeitung sunnised that Poland
may have to close down completely its own
national production of these goods . In any
case , this long-tenn agreement means what
the paper called a virtual "fu sion" of the
Polish and Soviet economies .
laruzel ski also inaugurated a monument
in Ryazan for "Soviet-Polish comradeship
in arm s , " in the presence of Soviet Defense
Minister Dmitrii U stinov .

in interest rates , could be dealt with , "
Volcker said May

1 2 after a private meeting

with the B usiness Counc i l .
Volcker' s plan is that the difference be
tween the "reference rate" and the actual rate
of interest payments would simply be added
to the principal of foreign debt . Debtor
countries would never finish paying their
debts . This "generous" treatment would only

be applied to "those countries . . . where
enough progress has been made in their in
ternal adjustments ; ' he said .

Jaruzelski signs trade
agreement with U. S . S . R .
Following Polish leader General laruzel
ski ' s recent visit to Moscow , a Soviet-Polish

financial daily Neue Zurcher Zeitung de
scribed May I I as "a new stage of Mos
cow ' s hegemony over Warsaw . "
The agreement tightens contacts o n all
ministries and institutions . Poland will sup
ment , radio electronics , computers , and
communication device s , as well as food
products . Traditional Polish exports such as
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Regan came under pressure from other
delegations which expressed their concern
that the U . S . "recovery" could not be sus
tained if interest rates continued to rise . He
replied that the United States has been hear

budget deficit s . " I am very tired of hearing

Thai minister calls for

recovery hinges on a reduction of the U. S .

that the durability of the world ' s economic
budget deficit , " h e said .

Kra Canal proj ect
Thai Communications Minister Samak Sun
daravej told a press conference May

16 that

Steel Industry

Thailand must build a canal across the I sth
mus of Kra . This is the first official endorse
ment by the Thai government of the ide a ,

which h a s been promoted by EIR founder

Mellon Bank chief
defends Volcker policies

Lyndon LaRouche as part of the basis for
Mellon B ank chairman 1. David B arnes de

Samak declared that ''I ' m afraid I might

fended high interest rates , demanded radical

not see it in my tenure as minister, but we

reductions in the U . S . federal budget , and

have to build it . " S ingapore should have no

said "nothing" can be done to halt the de

reason to oppose it , he said . And as for the

cline of Pennsylvania ' s steel industry , in an

United S tates , "American groups also want

interview May

the canal , and are using our infonnation . "
The minister pointed out that using
peaceful nuclear explosions would cut con
struction time for the project by fi ve years .

1 4 , UPI reporte d .

B arn e s blasted politicians w h o criticize
the nation ' s banks for raising interest rates
too quickl y . "There ' s going to be an awful
lot of rhetoric on the subject this year , " said
Barnes , who added that politicians are "loath
to do anything constructive" about the cause
of high borrowing costs-a cause he iden

The In visible Hand

tified as the federal budget deficit .

Regan can' t believe
the recession is here

levels of the planning hierarchies , down to
ply the Soviet Union with aerospace equip

4% growth rate next year, compared
5% in 1 984 .

able"

Infrastructure Development

2000 "

has been signed , marking what the Swiss

administration ' s forecast of a "solid sustain

Regan also disputed the views of the

agreement on "industrial , technological , and
scientific coordination until the year

UPI reports . He said he stood by the Reagan

OECD secretariat on the impact of U . S .

industrialization in Southeast Asia.

Poland

higher U . S . interest rates will choke off the
expansion of investment in the United States,

ing complaints about its interest rates since

looking at is what arrangements could be
to their financial stability , the continued rise

18.

Regan dismissed the "false premise" that

the beginning of the decade .

"I think one of the things certainly worth
made so that one particular important threat

ference of eco'lomic s , trade , and foreign
ministers of OECD nations in Paris May

B anks have no choice but to raise rates
when the deficit is "piled on top of nonnal
credit demand , " B arnes sai d , predicting that
interest r!ites are bound to keep climbing
until sharp cuts are made in the budget.

Treasury Secretary Donald Regan rej ected

B arnes bluntly stated that Mellon won ' t

the projections of the Organization for Eco

lift a finger t o revive the steel industry in

nomic

western Pennsylvani a . He rej ected sugges

Cooperation

and

Development

(OECD) of a sharp recession in the United

tions that Mellon should earmark loans to

States next year. He was speaking at a con-

help rebuild mills in the Monongahela Val-
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Briefly
• THE BLACK-MARKET dollar

in Colombia has soared on a specu
lative wave fol lowing recent large

scale drug busts carried out by the
ley . "There ' s not a whole lot we can do for

of anti-labor moves by the NLRB since Rea

this steel industry if they don 't want to mod

gan appointees became the majority . In the

ernize in this are a , " he said . "A large part of

case at hand , the board agreed that a food

our problem here is we ' re not competitive . "

distributor named Gourmet Foods of Min

Barne s ' s statements came in response to

neapolis had engaged in continued unfair

Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon

labor practices against a Teamster local that

H. LaRouche , who campaigned in Pennsyl

was trying to organize its workers . The board

vania on a program of lowering interest rates

recognized that immediately after the com

and reopening the steel plants . LaRouche

pany had been warned that the employees

hit particularly hard at the Mellons and their

would seek union representatio n , it con

deputies at U . S. Steel , whom he accused of

ducted discriminatory discharge , threats of

destroying

discharge and plant closure , retaliatory im

the

industry

through

gross

mismanagement .

position of harsher working condition s , and
other unlawful actions . Nevertheless the
board refused to order the company to bar
gain with the union , because the union did

Research and Development

not show support from a majority of the
workers for union representation .

recover crude oil from tar sands . The meth

od will utilize electromagnetic energy to heat
and fluidize the hydrocarbons in situ . The

' Oriental Petroleum ' ?

accumulated in the past few weeks by the

as that unsuccessfully tested by Occidental

Olayan Group , a Mideast trading and in

Petroleum and others which employ direct

vestment concern , the Dow Jones News

retorting or similar thermal technique s .

Service reports . Occidental has been the
subject of takeover rumors for the past several months .

I

The Olayan Group , which

previously

medium to low-gravity crude oil using elec

was reported to hold about 4 % of O x y ' s 96 . 7

tromagnetic methods to heat the reservoir .

million shares outstanding , i s said to have
bought enough additional shares to raise its
stake to as much as

6% . Such . a holding

would require it to file with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC ) .

for union-busting

Gordon Reece , a n Occidental vice-pres
ident , said that his firm is not aware of any
recent purchases by the New York-based
Olayan Group . The president of Olayan ,
Aziz D. S yrian i , is a director of Occidental .

The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)

The Olayan Group is controlled by Su

17 ruled that a union must show

l iman S. Olayan , one of Saudi Arabi a ' s

majority support on the part of the work

wealthiest businessme n . The group ' s assets

on May

force to get bargaining rights for employees

have been estimated at

$ 1 -$2 billion , in

at a given company , regardless of any un

cluding heavy investments in the United

lawful conduct by employers to prevent the

State s . Olayan usually keeps his holdings at

union organizing .
The
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study published by Deutsche Shell
AG , the West German affiliate of
Royal Dutch Shel l .

• RAUL ALFONSiN,
dent of Argentina ,
speech May

the presi

declared in a

1 4 that Argentina will

ters and the industrialized countries , "

Petroleum Corporation apparently have been

NLRB gives green light

$40 billion in
1 983 by cutting its
benchmark price by $5 a barrel in
March 1 98 3 , according to a recent
sacrificed

damental change in the fi nancial cen

Oxy to become

major advantages over older techniques , such

Labor

• OPEC

oil revenue in

will be in vain unless there is a fun

of Technology Research Institute , promises

stimulating production from oil wells with

pesos and h igher .

ing to put the country back on its feet

Oil Industry

Shares of Armand Hammer' s Occidental

company will further develop a process for

17 at 97 . 1 8 pesos , the
1 35

the current term s . "The efforts that

method , developed by the Illinois Institute

A second project announced b y the same

ly quoted May

black-market dollar was selling at

the Argentine people have been mak

new oil-recovery method
Universal Energy Corporation , an Okla

dollars . While the dollar was official

not be able to pay its foreign debt on

Oklahoma firm seeks

homa firm, has initiated a new project to

Betancur government , which have
considerably reduced the supply of

less

than

5 % to avoid SEC disclosure

Alfonsin warned .

• LANE KIRKLAND

has been

identified as part-owner of a tobacco

plantation in the Dominican Republic
where prevailing wages are less than

$3 per day , according to the upcom
ing book Endless Enemies: The Mak

ing of an Unfriendly World by Jona
than K witny , a longtime reporter for
the Wall Street Journal. Kirkland was
unavailable for comment , but an aide
sai d , "This all sounds l ike" stuff off
the wall . "

• HENRY

KISSINGER'S

ap

pointment to the Board of Directors
of American Express company was
questioned by a stockholder at the
company ' s annual meeting on April

30. The stockholder raised the charges

made against Kissinger by Lyndon
LaRouche , and concluded that "these
types of things can be embarrassing
to our company . " The chairman re
plied that "Dr. Kissinger would have
a full-time occupation refuting the
charges made [ against him] in the
press if he chose to take that on . "

requirements .
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LaRouche candidates '
movement upsets the
campaign charade
by Nancy Spannaus
Review the "major" international press outlets on the u . s . presidential campaign ,
and you must conclude that , once more , the U . S . presidential election is a mean
ingless charade .
The "vicious" polemics flying between the Gary Hart campaign and Walter
Mondale ' s entourage of AFL-CIO goons and organized crime fellow-travellers
don ' t even make good press copy , much less signify any real debate on the pressing
strategic and economic issues facing the United States . Ronald Reagan , considered
by all "political insiders" as the odds-on favorite in the quadriennial horse-race,
has totally abandoned presidential responsibilities for the showmanship generaJ,ly
associated with presidential campaigning . The only excitement around Reagan
campaign headquarters is the feverish attempt to put off inevitable crises-such as
the demise of the "recovery" or the outbreak of massive international terrorism
until after the show is over .
No wonder that voter participation in the primaries and caucuses has been the
lowest in recent history, the average reader will conclude . After the thieves finish
their infighting , the election will be fixed as before .
Once again , you have to look behind the stories put forward by the Eastern
Establishment media in order to get the real story: the emergence of a political
mass movement around the policies of Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon
H. LaRouche , Jr . , a movement that will determine in one way or another the
outcome of the election .
This political movement , comprised of an electoral slate of 2 ,500 led by
LaRouche , and a support base within the National Democratic Policy Committee
of more than 30,000 people, has a unique perspective toward the presidential
elections . While focused around a presidential candidate , as was the George
Wallace phenomenon of the late 1 960s , the LaRouche campaign is not an electoral
phenomenon . Rather, it is a citizens ' army , self-modeled on the concept of winning
represented by the Third Army of Gen . George Patton , Jr .-an army which has
determined that the United States will survive and once more become as the
protagonist for republican principles , no matter how many individual battles are
lost .
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
speaking at a press
conference in Baltimore May

6. Warren J. Hamerman, the
chairman of the National
Democratic Policy
Committee, is seated to the
candidate' s left. Election
victories by the "citizens'
army" ofLaRouche
candidates have begun to
break the press blackout
against the NDPC .

�SIPSISuzannc Klebe

LaR,?uche ' s campaign "issues" show this approach: a
crash program for a directed-energy beam strategic defense
system; reorganization of the world monetary system along
the lines of the first treasury secretary of the United State s ,
Alexander Hamilton; and , above all , the elimination of Hen
ry Kissinger, and all he represents , from U . S . public life .
But ultimately the LaRouche campaign is not a n "issue-ori
ented" campaign . It attempts to revive a method of republican
government which has been buried beneath political garbage
in the United States since the time of Abraham Lincoln, the
method of mobilizing citizens to defend the constitutional
principles of the republic .
By proceeding from this standpoint, the LaRouche cam
paign has wielded tremendous pressure against the defenses
put up by the corrupt Democr�tic Party leadership, which has
clung to the line that LaRouche is "not a real Democrat. "
While spending as much money o n slanders against La
Rouche in the local press as possible , buying j udge s , and
utilizing their corrupt cronies in official government agencies
such as the Federal Election Commission and the Secret
S ervice , the political mafia running Charlie Manatt' s Dem
ocratic National Committee has found it possible to hold
LaRouche ' s officially counted presidential vote in the five
states in which he has now run to the level of 1 -2 % . B ut even
the millions of dollars made available to the DNC by the
friends of Kissinger have not allowed them to contain the
citizen candidate s ' movement .
The broad efforts which have been made by LaRouche ' s
enemies in the Eastern Establishment have backfired . Begin
ning with the J,"efusal of the Federal Election Commission to
acknowledge LaRouche ' s right to matching funds , through
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the 20-minute piece of flim-flam libel put together by NBC
TV , the Kissinger-allied forces have merely succeeded in
drawing attention to the threat which the LaRouche campaign
represents to their control of policy-making.
The LaRouche campaign is not only making ripples in
the Democratic Party . Washington, D . C . , has been rocked
by the series of television documentaries by LaRouche . Each
broadcast has focused heavily on the role of Henry Kissinger
as a Soviet agent of influence; after each showing the unease
in the administration about Kissinger ' s re-emergence in pol
icy-making has rapidly increased .
The only tangible results now , detailed in the following
articles , are the high number of votes registered for La
Rouche ' s slate . But there is no way that the Establishment
can predict that the containment of LaRouche will hold .
Now the Democratic Party leadership , going into the
national convention , is faced with a situation in which the
LaRouche movement has proven control of 20-30% of the
Democratic vote throughout the country . That figure , which
will undoubtedly mount as the LaRouche campaign moves
into high gear in its strongest states-New Jersey and Cali
fornia-reveals the secret of the 1 984 presidential campaign.
It is the LaRouche candidates' movement that represents the
decisive margin for the outcome of the November election .

If the KGB-Democratic Establishment refuses to ac
knowledge LaRouche ' s power at the convention , it has to
recognize that the Democratic nominee will automatically
lose 20-30% of the Democratic vote in November.
How long , in the midst of the real , if vacuous , political
brawl within the official Democratic Party leadership , can
the Democrats pretend to ignore the LaRouche factor?
Special Report
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One million votes counted in 1984
for LaRouche citizen candidates
by Warren J. Hamerman
During 1 984 to date , in 1 3 Democratic primary elections
from coast to coast , LaRouche Democrats running as part of
the citizen candidates ' movement coordinated by the N ation
al Democratic Policy Committee (NDPC) have received over
1 . 2 million vote s . Over half a million votes for the LaRouche
slate were officially tallied in the latest May 5-8 primary
round alone . Because so many voters agree with the NDPC
that "Democrats are patriots too ," more than 26% of the
LaRouche citizen candidates have won their elections out
right-240 out of the total 9 1 4 candidates who have so far
come up for election .
The reason the LaRouche citizen candidates have fared
so well is that they have followed LaRouche ' s own lead in
vigorously attacking both Henry Kissinger as the embodi
ment of evil in U. S . government policies , and the corrupt
and KGB-approved Charles T. Manatt leadership of the
Democratic Party . This has struck a responsive chord in the
population; after all , polls have shown that 60% of the U . S .
population hates Kissinger, while another 1 2% doesn ' t like
him but doesn't think Kissinger is a major issue at this time .

Of LaRouche Democrats who have won their elections ,
234 were elected to Democratic Party positions , by running
their campaigns in open political warfare against the en
trenched party apparatus headed by Chuck Manatt , Robert
Strauss , and other proteges of Averell Harriman . The overall
approach of the NDPC citizen candidates is to directly ap
proach traditional Democratic constituencies to recruit them
to a grass-roots political mutiny against the KGB -approved
Democratic Party regulars .

Where the votes were tallied
In the Democratic primary in Illinois on March 20, over
220 , 000 votes were cast and counted for the LaRouche Dem
ocrat slate ; in Pennsylvania on April 1 0 more than 230 ,000
Democrats cast their ballots for the NDPC slate ; in Washing
ton , D . C . nearly 80,000 votes were tallied for the LaRouche
slate ; in the May 5-8 Democratic primary round in Texas ,
Louisiana , North Carolina , Maryland, Ohio , and Indiana
more than 500,000 Democrats cast their votes for the La
Rouche slate ; in the Oregon Democratic primary on May 1 5

Nope candidates poll one m i l l ion votes i n 1 984
Date of
primary

State

Feb. 28

New Hampshire

March 1 3

Massachusetts

March 1 3

Florida

March 20

I l l i nois

April 3

New Jersey

April 1 0

Pennsylvania

May 1

Wash . , D . C .

May 5

Texas

May 8

Ohio

Total
candidates

Number of
victories

Total
votes

Percent
range

2
1 47

27

62

44

1 18

59

220,000

85

1

35,000

1 0- 1 5%

1 10

7

230,000

25-30%
20-30%

1 4-40%

11

0

75,000

1 76

46

1 30,000

20-40%

60

2

1 25,000

25-30%
5 - 1 5%

May 8

N. Carolina

8

0

1 30,000

May 8

Maryland

45

0

53 ,000

5- 1 0%

May 8

Indiana

70

3

5 1 , 500

5 - 1 2%

May 1 5

Oregon

90

40

88 ,000

1 0-25%

May 22

Idaho

17

231

1 ,237,500

1 ,099

Total
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How the victories add u p :
N . H .-2 selectmen
Mass.-27 ward committeemen
Fla.-44 precinct committeemen
1 1 1 .-59 committeemen
N.J.- 1 school board member
Pa.-7 precinct committeemen,
1 ward committeeman
Tex.-1 nomination for U . S . Congress,
45 county comm i tteemen
Oh.-2 nominations for U . S . Congress
Ind.-1 delegate to county convention ,
2 nominations for state representative
Ore.-50 precinct comm itteemen
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Voter support for N Ope candidates i n 1 984 (Jan .-May)

-Md.

���

primaries or elections entered by NDPC
candidates
upcoming primaries in which N DPC candidates
are running

Sam Kahl , heading a slate of 90 candidates , won over 24%
of the vote in his statewide race for the U . S . Senate nomina
tion , while the total slate vote in Oregon was greater than
1 00,000 . LaRouche Democrats are now elected Democratic
Party leaders at the grass-roots level in Massachusetts , New
York , Florida, Illinois , Pennsylvania, Texas , Indiana , and
Oregon . On June 5 , LaRouche and a slate of more than 750
candidates will be on the ballot in the two stronghold states
of the NDPC-California and New Jersey .
In Pennsylvania, Ohio , North Carolina, and Texas , among
other states , NDPC-backed candidates took many agricultur
al wards in a clean sweep . In North Carolina, senatorial
candidate Tom Allred won many rural areas on his way to
receiving a solid 1 5 % or 1 30 ,000 vote s , despite a shoestring
budget and a one-man campaign organization , against the
incumbent governor who had one of the most lavishly fi
nanced campaigns in recent political history .
After the election , the North Carolina media reported
candidate Allred ' s explanation : 'The reason for my extreme
ly strong showing is that I ran as a stalking horse for Lyndon
LaRouche . If LaRouche himself were on the ballot he would
have gotten many more times that number of votes . My votes
were cast for LaRouche ' s policies and against Henry Kissin
ger' s . " Despite vote fraud against many candidacies , the
citizen candidates' movement as a whole has been able to
overwhelm enemy defenses and get vote patterns consistently
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in the 25-45 % range . In the toe-to-toe slug out for leadership
posts within the Democratic Party , the LaRouche forces have
done even better and have elected significant representation
within the party from coast to coast .
The political obj ective of the LaRouche Democrats is to
reverse the 1 968-72 McGovern era of moral depravity , kook
ery , genocide , and "Neville ChamberIainis m . " The NDPC i s
dedicated t o restoring the traditional policy outlook pursued
by Franklin D. Roosevelt during WorId War II-a national
emergency defense mobilization combined with the cultural
optimism which flourished in a nation combatting Nazism,
"economic royalism , " and the colonialist abuses and preten
tions of over-the-hill empires .

' Building an avalanche'
At a May 6 campaign rally in B altimore , Maryland , Lyn
don LaRouche told 200 campaign supporters : "Our job is to
mobilize 7-8 million voters as a bloc , whether these votes are
counted or not . We ' re building an avalanche through the last
phase of primaries on June 5. After June 5 , I have some very
concrete ideas of what to do next . We ' re building a political
movement of 7 -8 million patriotic voters led by the citizen
candidates running with me on my slate . Everything we have
must be concentrated on educating the voters as citizens . We
don 't want to and won ' t . use gimmicks-handing out free
pens to get people ' s attention . We are educating voters as
Special Report
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citizens and giving them the sense that there are many of
them . "
To proceed with this mass education o f the citizenry , the
National Democratic Policy Committee is proceeding to con
solidate 1 00 active chapter organizations , an NDPC mem
bership of 1 00-200 , 000 and a goal of 1 0 , 000 citizen candi
date s . In addition to LaRouche ' s plan to complete 10 major
national television broadcasts by the June 5 primary , two
special political-educational initiatives will be added to the
process . By the end of May a special two-and-one-half-hour
television program on LaRouche ' s geometric method of eco
nomic science will be released , with 50,000 copies of a
companion textbook entitled So, You Wish to Learn ALIA bout
Economics ?

The extraordinarily rapid growth of the LaRouche polit
ical movement is a result of the collapse of every institution
in the nation , in the face of the great crises facing our nation
and the world : the strategic crisis , the economic and financial

crisis , and the moral crisis . Only Lyndon LaRouche and the
NDPC have organized a political fight to overturn the moral
malaise in the country .
At his Maryland campaign rally Lyndon LaRouche re
ferred to the 60-70% of the population which is basically
moral but has repeatedly elected the wrong candidate . La
Rouche stated: "We have to build on the morality of that 6070% and educate it into the foundations of a mass political
movement . The problem you face ," LaRouche told his cam
paign organizers , "is how to talk to those fellow citizens who
are moral but unable to believe that there is really a way to
change presidential and congressional policy. Generally peo
ple have contempt for government and operate from the basis
that ' you can ' t change city hall . ' What we have is not an
election but a sporting event . You have that idiot Mondale ,
one of the most hated men in the United States , yet people
vote for this critter. They know he doesn' t have a mind , but
this is irrelevant for people in the elections . They, are voting
for a team-the ' frontrunner' as in a horse race . It doesn 't
matter who the frontrunner is . He ' s not good for the country
but he ' s going to win , so individuals decide to vote for him .
Therefore , it is not accidental what people get as a result . "

California and New Jersey
On June 5 the NDPC citizen candidates' slate is running
in the two LaRouche Democrat stronghold states of Califor
nia and New Jersey . The NDPC in California, with 1 5 ,000
members , is the largest and most powerful political action
committee in the state and is running a bipartisan slate seek
ing 593 seats . The slate includes 22 candidates for U . S .
Congress , 1 3 for the state legislature , 278 LaRou�he dele
gates , 99 Republican county committee seats , one mayor,
and two board of education candidates . In New Jersey the
NDPC slate of 247 candidates spanning 1 6 counties includes
one for U . S . Senate , 1 3 for Congress , 84 LaRouche 4ele
gate s , one freeholder, and 1 48 candidates for Democratic
county committee .
The California NDPC campaign is of special strategic
interest, not merely because it is the flagship state of the
NDPC , nor because it happens to be the home state of the
morally bankrupt President Reagan . California is the host
state this year of the Democratic national convention , and it
is also the headquarters of the corrupt and KGB-approved
Manatt leadership of the party . Chuck Manatt' s law firm,
which has a joint business venture with top Soviet offi cial s ,
is also the law firm which houses both Walter Mondale ' s
California campaign chairman (Mickey Kantor) and Gary
Hart ' s California campaign chairman (John Emerson) ;
The NDPC is now gearing up for a head-on challenge to
tbe decrepit Democratic Party officialdom in its home terri
tory . Out of the next round of political battles , the citizen
candidates ' movement led by Lyndon LaRouche will wield
institutional and organizational strength commensurate with
its already demonstrated 25-45% Democratic voter trength .
_

LaRouche Democrats demonstrate against the shutdown of the
steel industry, in front of u . s . Steel headquarters in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania .
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LaRouche Dems beat
Manatt crew i n Oh io
by Marla Minnicino
The May 8 Ohio Democratic primary saw LaRouche Demo
crats grab the Democratic nomination for U . S . Congress in
two districts and tally up over 1 25 ,000 votes statewide . This
was the culmination of a pitched battle between the LaRouche
wing of the Democratic Party and the faction associated with
Democratic National Committee chairman Charles Manatt ,
during which the Ohio Democratic Party formally "disa
vowed" the 14 LaRouche congressional candidates and
warned voters against their "dangerous propaganda . "
When the dust had cleared , the LaRouche forces were in
a stronger position than ever , and Democratic presidential
candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche was poised to "break out" of
media containment .
Not only did LaRouche gamer widespread newspaper ,
television , and radio coverage for his charges against former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger-made at press confer
ences in Columbus , Cincinnati , and Cleveland-but candi
dates backed by LaRouche ' s National Democratic Policy
Committee polled between 1 0% and 47 % of the vote in the
14 congressional races they entered . In the 7th Congressional
District (C . D . ) , LaRouche-backed dairy farmer Don Scott
won over 60% of the vote, in a two-way race , earning the
right to face off against Republican incumbent Rep . Michael
DeWine in November. In the 4th C . D . , LaRouche candidate
William Sutton ran unopposed and will challenge Rep . Mi
chael Oxley (R-Findlay) in the fall .
The Ohio Democratic Party leaders o f the Manatt stripe ,
however, will probably refuse to endorse Scott and Sutton
the elected nominees of their own party . In a letter circulated
to party county chairmen and other officials two weeks before
the primary , Ohio party chairman James Ruvolo listed 1 2
candidates affiliated with LaRouche and wrote : " I want to
make it clear that we do not consider Lyndon LaRouche nor
his followers as members of the Ohio Democratic Party , nor
do we expect our local organizations to honor any requests
for support. . . . This organization is not affiliated with the
Democratic Party . In fact , it subscribes to beliefs and prac
tices that are blatantly contrary to the goals and principles
that we as Democrats set . "
laRouche candidate Claudia Corte s , i n a letter t o the state
Democratic Party , thanked Ruvolo for advising the public
that LaRouche ' s policies were contrary to his own . "You are
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right , sir , " wrote Cortes . "We do not support legalized drug s ,
disguised euthanasia programs , continued economic col
lapse , or gay rights movements . " She also pointed out that
Ruvolo ' s slanders against LaRouche bore striking similarity
to recent articles denouncing the candidate which had ap
peared in Soviet publications .
Ruvolo ' s blunder opened the way for LaRouche Demo
crats to put forward their program : a crash program to build
anti-missile beam weapons, a gear-up in conventional defen
ses , and an economic program based on "federalizing" the
Federal Reserve and channeling low-interest credit to agri
culture and industry .
Who are the real Democrats ?
Ruvolo ' s letter made headlines across the state just as
The LaRouche Campaign ' s media blitz hit full stride . Radio
advertisements and TV spots labeling Henry Kissinger a So
viet agent of influence and portraying Walter Mondale and
Gary Hart as KGB-controlled puppets were saturating the
Ohio airwaves . LaRouche himself would soon deliver a blow
to Kissinger with a series of press conferences in three Ohio
cities . The Manatt-Ruvolo forces were on the defensive ,
scurrying to prevent the details of Kissinger' s and their own
treasonous activity from becoming public .
Their ploy failed . LaRouche ' s press briefings were at
tended by over 20 media representatives who questioned
LaRouche ' s electoral prospects , but took down every word
he said about Kissinger. Newspapers from Cincinnati to
Cleveland printed stories on LaRouche ' s charges , and the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. in an April 27 article on LaRouche ' s
controversial radio ads , quoted Kissinger himself saying :
"The statements about me are utter nonsense and not worthy
of any response . "
A crushing blow to Ruvolo came i n his own home base
of Springfield , when LaRouche Democrat Don Scott handily
beat his opponent Dennis Geehan in the congressional pri
mary . It was Scott ' s first run for political office .
Mel Klenetsky , National Campaign Director of The
LaRouche Campaign , hailed Scott ' s victory as "the begin
ning of the end for the KGB traitors in the Democratic Party . "
The New York Times , which usually blacks out LaRouche
and his supporters except for an occasional nasty slander,
was obliged to cover Scott ' s vote May 1 2 , under the headline
"LaRouche Backer Wins House Primary in Ohio . "
When asked to comment o n the LaRouche victories by
the Dayton Daily News . Ruvolo could only mutter a terse "no
comment . "
Scott held a press conference in Columbus May 1 0 , and
told reporters that his vote was a victory against Henry Kis
singer and a rejection by the voters of Ohio of Ruvolo and his
policies . The press conference was attended by the Columbus
Dispatch, Associated Press , and Ohio public radio�
Asked by reporters about his connection with Lyndon
LaRouche , " Scott replied: "I support his policie s . I support
Special Report
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his policies for parity and debt relief for farmers ; I support
his economic program . Under the present agricultural poli
cie s , my farm will only last one year, so it ' s Congress or
bust . "
Scott said that his program is being based on the com
mand of the book of Genesis , that man "be fruitful and
mutiply . "
When asked "does your connection with LaRouche help
or hurt you?" Scott answered: "I think it helps , but help or
hurt , I ' m with him all the way . "
I n the 8th C . D . , where the Manatt-Ruvolo forces expend
ed their heaviest firepower in the form of a vicious slander
campaign against philosophy professor Peter Schuller, the
LaRouche candidate came within 1 , 700 votes of victory and
won two counties .
1;hroughout the rest o f Ohio , 9 out o f 1 4 LaRouche
congressional candidates polled between 10 and 47% of the
vote; five polled over 20% ; and two candidates won the
primary election in their congressional districts.
In Cleveland , candidate Margaret Scott presented evi
dence to the press of gross irregularities in the vote tallies . In
four precincts of the 2 1 st C . D . and five precincts of the 1 3th
C . D . , she said , more people voted for LaRouche-as deter
mined by legal affidavits and exit polls-than the numbers

on the counters indicated . Similar irregularities were reported
in other areas of the state .

Strike support vs . union-busting
While Walter Mondale , the candidate endorsed by the
Soviet newspaper Izvestia, was busy cutting a deal with the
AFL-CIO ' s Lane Kirkland to prevent workers from striking
against depression-level economic conditions , The La
Rouche Campaign was calling for the re-opening of steel
plants in Youngstown . It was also mobilizing an international
strike support campaign for the members of the Oil , Chemical
and Atomic Workers (OCAW) locked .out by the Sun Oil
Company ' s refinery in Toledo and for auto workers striking
against Toledo' s AP Parts , a major supplier of General Motors .
In a May 1 0 national television address , LaRouche dis
cussed the wave of desperation strikes against wage-gouging
and union-busting , exemplified by the Toledo situation , as a
by-product of Ronald Reagan ' s "Herbert Hoover-style eco
nomic recovery . "
LaRouche Democrat Carol Winters , who ran i n the 8th
C . D . (encompassing Toledo) , led the strike support cam
paign in the city . She received extensive publicity in th� old
labor town for championing the cause of trade unionists who
are fi ghting for their very existence .

Voter support for LaRouche Democrats by Congressional District i n Ohio

Shaded areas show victories for LaRouche candidates i n
all counties i n C . D . 4 and C . D . 7 and i n 2 counties i n C . D . 8
in the May cong ressional primary.

No. of
votes

%

C.D.

Candidate

Walter Fleissner

1 2 .35

5,075

2

Anthony Barkley

30.57

9,8 1 3

4

William Sutton

unopposed

5

Larry Benschoter

1 8 .65

6

David Kitz

1 3.40

5 ,364

7

Don Scott

60.60

22,865

8

Peter Sch uller

47.22

1 4 ,420

9

Carol Winters

7 . 70

4 , 763

13

Claudia Cortes .

9 . 03

5 , 898

14

Shellene Dabney

1 3 .63

1 0, 1 94

16

Charles Martin

25.69

1 5 , 1 05

17

Allan G i l lam

.75

887

18

Daniel Cook

4.65

3,941

19

Margaret Scott

20 .41

1 7, 7 1 8

Total votes for LaRouche
congressional candidates
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getting the taxes because the farmers aren ' t making the mon
ey . And I know enough about my history to know that wher
ever agriculture goe s , our nation i sn ' t far behind it . . . .
"The LaRouche platform covers the situation agriculture
is in very well and what must be done to make it productive
again. The programs we have put together almost sell them
selves at this point . "

Too close to call i n the 8th district

Who are Ohio 's
LaRouche Democrats?
Don Scott , a farmer and National Democratic Policy Com
mittee (NDPC) leader from Springfield , Ohio, won 6 1 % of
the vote May 8 to secure the Democratic Party ' s congression
al nomination in Ohio ' s 7th district.
When the editors of Newsweek were looking for a typical
American community to profile in their 50th anniversary
issue , they chose Springfield . It is a small industrial city
whose major industries got their impetus from electrical and
mechanical innovations in the first decades of the 20th cen
tury . For all its appearance of having stayed the same , Spring
field has in fact enjoyed vast economic growth . But in the
early 1 980s , the economic crisis hit Springfield and other
Ohio cities hard . Unemployment rose to the highest rates
since the 1 930s , and farmers were particularly hard hit .
Scott, in an interview with New Solidarity newspaper
published May 1 8 , explained the impact of the NDPC ' s pro
gram in the area.
"What is happening economically was the key to my
campaign ," he said . "I made it clear how high interest rates
have affected and are affecting not only me as a farmer but
also businessmen and labor, and I pointed out that the source
of this problem is our Federal Reserve System and its control
of the flow of the money and the interest rates . . . .
"For the last three or four years farmers have been sitting
here making no money . A certain combination the farmer
can handle-bad weather and bad prices for instance-and
still not go totally under. But when you throw high interest
rates on top of thi s , there is just no way . Starting in 1 97 9 ,
agriculture w a s hit-like most other sectors of our economy
were hit . But what is happening now , even though s ome areas
of the economy can fool themselves about this idea that we
are in a 'recovery , ' there has been no such thing in agricul
ture . We are sitting with an unserviceable debt . Myself, I can
operate for about another year. If things don ' t change , that ' s
going t o b e i t for me ; its going t o b e the end for s o many
people in agriculture .
"Further problems that this creates are showing up
throughout my district . The cities and communities aren ' t
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Peter Schuller, a philosophy professor from Oxford, Ohio,
came within 1 , 700 votes of becoming the Democratic
congressional candidate in the 8th district , in a hotly contest
ed race against John Franci s .
The heart of Schuller' s district is in two manufacturing
cities in Butler County , Hamilton and Middletown . A con
servative Democratic heritage exists in the region , and sur
faced in the 1 8 % of the vote that George Wallace got there in
the 1 968 general election . That was the highest percentage
that Wallace won in any Ohio district . In general elections
the district usually goes Republican , but in 1 982 it went
Democratic in statewide contests .
On election night , as the vote tallies were still described
by UPI as "too close to call , " Schuller issued this statement
to the press:
"I congratulate all the voters who have repudiated the
scurrilous politics of the eastern Liberal Establishment and
their handpicked candidate s . Let us now constitute ourselves
a movement of patriotic citizens who will revive the Demo
cratic Party as the vehicle for the 'harmony of interests ' of
all producers: workers , farmers and productive entrepreneurs .
"Let us wrest flll power away from those who live by
draining the productive energies of others . Let us get back to
the American way of doing things-producing smarter and
better than anyone else in the world and bringing our goods ,
liberties , and know-how to our weaker friends .
"That way we can forge a community of principles which
cannot be undermined from within or without .
"I invite all citizens who have acted on their hopes that a
better America can be built to take positions of le adership
with me in this attempt to restore America to her principles
despite corrupt j ournalists and the despair of their neighbors .
"Today ' s vote was crucial proof that it can be done . Let
' politics as usual ' be buried . Here come the 'citizen candi
dates' to the rescue of their nation . "
When the final returns were announced , Schuller was
given 47 . 22 % of the vote , against 5 2 . 88% for his opponent .
At a press conference May 9 , he announced that he was not
conceding the election , in view of the closeness of the vote
and widespread irregularities on the part of election officials .
There are two main dimensions to fraud , said Schuller: ma
nipulating the mind of the voter before and during the vote ,
and the physical manipulation of the vote itself. "The first
was demonstrated; we are now inquiring into the second , " he
said .
Special Report
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All-out war between
the two Democrat ic
parties i n Texas
by Criton Zoakos
The May 5 primary election in Texas , which did not include
a presidential primary , has made it more evident than ever
before that there are two Democratic parties in this state , not
one-and they are at war with each other. One is the Demo
cratic Party of the voters which is made up of over half of the
state ' s 6 . 5 million registered voters (voter registration in
Texas is not by party affiliation) . The other Democratic Party
is that of the party-machine hacks , not more than 7 ,000 to
8 ,000 persons , whose j ob it is to steal vote s , fix voting ma
chines , manipulate voters , etc .
The primary election produced some very strange results
which have now created an uproar. Vote recounts have been
ordered in 68 counties . About a score of lawsuits has been
filed to challenge the reported results of the election . Addi
tional lawsuits are demanding that the primary election be
held all over again . Some of these lawsuits may produce legal
results which might constitute the basis for challenging the
legitimacy of the Texas delegation to the Democratic national
convention on July 1 6 in San Francisco .
This war between enraged Democratic voters and be
sieged party-machine hacks is likely to determine the calen
dar of political events between now and July 1 6 . These events
will include the following:
• On May 1 6 , the Senate district caucuses will meet to
select delegates for the state party convention to be held on
June 1 5 .
• On June 2 , a run-off election will be held between the
two top frontrunners in unresolved elections for a variety of
local and state offices , including the Democratic candidate
for the U . S . Senate .
• Finally , July 9 is the deadline for filing petitions for
candidate for President of the United States on the "indepen
dent" line of the November ballot . LaRouche Democrats in
the state have vowed to submit over 1 00 , 000 valid petition
signatures before that date to put Lyndon H . LaRouche , Jr.
on the Texas ballot .

An upro�r over the presidential caucuses
A pitifully small number of registered voters participated
in the May 5 evening caucuses to select the Democratic
nominee for President of the United State s . The number of
participants was so small that the state party organization and
its chairman , Bob Slagle , have so far refused to divulge the
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actual figure s . An educated estimate by professional journal
ists has put the total of caucus participants at between 48 ,000
and 5 8 ,000-against 1 . 2 million voters who participated in
the primaries and a total of 6 . 4 million registered voters . The
reason for the low turnout is a bitterly contested party rule
which says that when you go to the polling place to vote for
every other office in the primary , you are not allowed to vote
for the presidential candidate of your choice . Then when you
partic'ipate in the evening presidential caucuses , you are not
allowed in unless you first produce official proof that you
voted in the Democratic primary earlier in the day .
This rule virtually limited participation in presidential
caucuses to the 7 ,000-8 ,000 party-machine hacks , their
spouses , their parents , and their children . As a result, the
mass of the voters is in an uproar, especially the approxi-,
mately 30% of them who comprise the state ' s voting minor
itie s , Mexican-Americans and blacks . Many of those voting
precincts of the state ' s total of 6 , 640 precincts which pro
duced majorities for Jesse Jackson also passed resolutions
demanding an end to the presidential caucus system and its
replacement by a general presidential primary . These reso
lutions are supposed to be voted on by the state party conven
tion on June 1 5- 1 6 . Their chances of passing are slim for two
reasons . First, state party chairman Bob Slagle , his mentor
Bob Strauss , former Special Trade Representative under Jim
my Carter, as well as the controller of both , Pamela Churchill
Harriman , are violently against changing the party rules .
Second , the delegates to the state convention will be persons
who themselves have been selected on the basis of the crook
ed rule: To become a delegate to the state convention , you
must first be elected a delegate at the presidential caucuses
taking place at the precinct level . As a precinct delegate , you
are then sent to the senate district caucuses ; the 3 1 district
caucuses then select their delegates to the state convention .
Democratic voters have grown so incensed about this
unfair and dictatorial system , both before and after the pri
mary election , that a vocal minority among party office hold
ers , smelling trouble ahead , has taken to championing the
cause of presidential primaries as opposed to caucuse s .
This seemingly arcane issue is threatening t o become the
fuse which will blow the Texas Democratic Party machine
sky-high in the next six to eight weeks�efinitely before the
national convention in San Francisco . It is intersecting the
rivalry betwe'en Bob Slagle , who wants to give Mondale the
nomination , and the Democratic governor, Mark White , who
has vowed to go to San Francisco uncommitted .

The LaRouche factor in Texas
In the May 5 primary , nearly 200 LaRouche Democrats
ran for various local offices in 25 counties of Texas ' s total of
245 counties . Their campaigns were based on LaRouche ' s
famous half-hour nationally televised addresses and on print
ed materials of the LaRouche campaign . In all the counties
in which they ran , they received between 46% and 20% of
the vote , for a total of 1 25 ,000 vote s . The counties in question
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Henry Kissinger {1M the
Democratic National
Committee are feeling the
heat from the LaRouche
candidates' movement.
Shown here. a Houston
NDPC demonstration against
Henry A . Kissinger.
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were a balanced representative mix of urban and rural areas .
The LaRouche Democrat vote which was counted on a state
wide basis was , on the average , 30% of the Democratic vote
cast . Had there been a presidential primary rather than cau
cuses , LaRouche would have received at least 30% of the
vote in a field of four competitors-a clear winner.
Even though the candidate himself has not as yet ex
pressed any views on this , the LaRouche Democrats in the
, state have apparently taken matters into their own hands when
they announced that they are launching a statewide petition
drive to put LaRouche ' s name on the state ' s November ballot
as an independent presidential candidate . The legal require
ment for this is 44 ,000 petition signatures of registered vot
ers . All voters are eligible , except for those who voted in the
Republican primary . The petition and the application must
be filed with the Texas Secretary of State not later than July
9, which is seven days before the Democratic national con
vention meets in San Francisco to select the presidential
nominee.
There is widespread discussion among national Demo
cratic Party circles that party chairman Charles T. Manatt , a
bitter enemy of LaRouche , may not be kept on as chairman
of the Democratic National Committee , even though party
tradition dictates that the outgoing chairman be kept in place
for the interim period between the convention and the general
election . On the basis of this theory , Bob Strauss and Bob
Slagle of Texas have been in contact with the governor of
New York State , Mario Cuomo , and with Mayor Ed Koch of
New York City to work out arrangements for the control of
the next DNC chairman by the New York and Texas Demo
cratic Party machines . As the hour of reckoning approaches ,
this Texas-New York deal is becoming more and more un
likely , as the Texas party organization is disintegrating at a
growing rate . For one thing , any Texas delegation to be sent
to San Francisco is bound to be split between the Mondale
partisans from among the retinue of Bob Strauss and Bob
Slagle , and those around Governor White who wish to go as
uncommitted .
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Beyond this inevitable split , however, it is not unlikely
at all that any one of the numerous lawsuits now in litigation
which challenge the May 5 primary may produce a legal
finding which could cast grave doubts upon the very legiti
macy of the Texas delegation , doubts which the national
convention ' s Credentials Committee may have to seriously
take into account .
Further, the legitimacy of the Texas delegation may well
be challenged from a different direction : What if all those
1 25 ,000 registered Texas Democrats who voted for La
Rouche decide to sign the petitions requiring LaRouche to be
on the November ballot as an independent? This will be
almost three times the number of registered Democrats who
voted in the presidential caucuses of May 5 for Mondale ,
Hart , and Jackson combined . Who , then , according to the
democratic principle of representation , would have the right
to represent the Texas Democratic Party at the national con
vention? The machine-hack organization with its narrow
power base of 7-8 ,000 apparatchiks and their families , or the
Texas Democratic Party of the voters , 2 million-plus strong
and in a state of revolt against the Strauss-Slagle-Harriman
junta? This will most certainly make a very interesting legal
case .
Beyond all this legalism howerter, there lurks the sub
stantive political question : With LaRouche on the November
Texas ballot as an independent , who as of May had a proven
and counted 30% of the statewide vote , it is guaranteed that
Walter Mondale (or his equivalent) could not possibly carry
the state of Texas in November. This will be a known fact to
the national convention ' s power brokers , so-called , one week
before that convention open s . What is already known to these
fellows is the fact that nobody in modern political history
was ever elected President of the United States without win
ning the state of Texas .
This known fact is already strengthening the hand of
Governor Mark White in his in-house rivalry against state
party chairman Slagle , his mentor B ob Strauss , and Strauss ' s
leading lady , Pamela Churchill Harriman .
Special Report
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Vote th ieves caught red-handed i n
Maryland pres i denti al pri mary race
by Warren J . Hamerman
LaRouche and keep him from receiving publicity as a Dem
ocratic presidential candidate . The contributors to this illegal
dirty operations fund are reported to include Charles T. Man
att ' s crowd in the Democratic National Committee , Lane
Kirkland ' s AFL-CIO , and the Anti-Defamation League of
the B ' Nai B ' Rith . The fund is reportedly being used to fi
nance dirty operations , press slanders , blackouts , candidate
harassment , and outright terror against the LaRouche-Dem
ocratic citizens ' candidate movement . We also have infor
mation that both the Soviet KGB and the FB I are involved in
dirty operations against LaRouche ' s presidential campaign .
What was news in Maryland is that the NDPC caught the
fraud in a way that it can now be proven in a court of law .
As in the assassination of John F. Kennedy , the key to
unraveling who was behind the conspiracy is to look at who
is running the coverup. The wise student of the Kennedy
assassination will skip over the mass of "pebbles" of disin
formation in the Warren Commission files and focus on two
facts : 1 ) the 6:0 1 p . m . call made from the White House
Situation room by McGeorge Bundy to Lyndon Johnson to
inform him that the assassination was definitely not the work
of a conspiracy and therefore no special alerts were required;
and 2) the fact that Allen Dulles and John J . McCloy were
members of the Warren Commission and ran it on behalf of
the most corrupt elements of the Eastern Establishment .
That is the method we are using to bring the criminals to
justice today .

Warren Hamerman , chairman of the National Democratic
Policy Committee, directed the campaign ofLaRouche Dem
ocrats in the May 8 Maryland primary and helped amass the
evidence offraud, which he presented at a press conference
in Baltimore May 12 .

In the Maryland Democratic primary on May 8 , Lyndon
LaRouche received a minimum provable vote of 1 5 -25 % , yet
his officially announced vote was a mere 2 % . The total vote
officially cast so far in 1 984 for candidates running with
LaRouche in various elections is approximately I million ,
yet LaRouche ' s own announced vote total has been consist
ently under 1 -2% . We knew that the cronies of Henry Kissin
ger and the Eastern liberal Establishment were desperate to
"stop LaRouche" and that "the fix was in . " Before the April
10 Pennsylvania primary , after all , patrician George B all of
the Lehman Brothers investment bank had bragged behind
closed doors that he could "guarantee" that LaRouche would
get no more than 1 % of the vote-and he was as good as his
word .
So, in Maryland the National Democratic Policy Com
mittee (NDPC) mobilized a "citizen ' s militia" to set up traps
and stakeouts in key precincts before the election . Therefore ,
when vote fraud was committed , the criminals were caught
in the act .
Within a n hour o f the closing of the polls , The LaRouche
Campaign (the presidential campaign organization) and the
National Democratic Policy Committee already had in nine
precincts up to double the number of legal affidavits from
voters who swore they had voted for LaRouche than the total
LaRouche vote announced by the election judges !
On the morning of May 1 0 , Judge Martin Greenfeld of
the Maryland State Court for the Circuit of B altimore issued
a precedent-setting order sequestering all voting machines
and voting materials in the nine precincts in Baltimore City
and Baltimore County .

Who is running the coverup?
The fact that extraordinary vote fraud was committ((d
against LaRouche in the Maryland Democratic primary is not
surprizing . The NDPC has received reports from numerous
sources that there exists a $30 million war chest to stop
30
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The evidence of fraud

o

Judge Greenfeld agreed with The LaRouche Campaign ' s
demand that the evidenc� o f crime must b e protected . The
Judge "ordered , adjudged and decreed that defendants Wil
lard Morris, the State Administrative Board of Election Laws,
and the Baltimore City and County Boards of Election Supervisors , assemble and sequester, to the extent administra
tively feasible , all voting machines , voter authority cards ,
machine keys , key envelopes , and mechanics ' or complaint
logs or notes used at Baltimore City Ward 24 precincts 9, 1 0 ,
and 1 1 , Ward 24 precincts 6 and 7 , Ward 2 3 precincts 3 and
4, and B altimore County District 1 5 precincts 1 2 and 1 6 , in
a central and safe location . "
The judge ' s order was intended to protect the evidence
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and prevent or at least render more difficult any attempts by
the criminals who committed vote fraud to try and cover up
their foul deeds .
At a press conference outside the Maryland state court
house in Baltimore May 1 2 , I emphasized that in each of the
nine precincts where the judge sequestered the evidence we
had many more affidavits from citizens who voted for La
Rouche than the totals announced by the election judges . For
instance , in Baltimore County ' s 1 5th Election District 1 2th
Ward in Essex , LaRouche was given an announced total of
23 votes , but within minutes after the polls closed we already
had 56 sworn affidavits from LaRouche voters at that precinct.
In the Pennsylvania primary , one of the key ways in
which Lyndon LaRouche ' s vote was stolen was through a
centralized mechanical rigging of the machines . While the
LaRouche-Democratic slate of congressional candidates re
ceived nearly 230 ,000 votes , LaRouche himself was given a
minuscule vote tally. How? Voting machines across the state
had been "fixed" so that no machine would show LaRouche
with more than nine vote s . In the Maryland primary on May
8 we were looking for this pattern of fraud-among others .
At my press conference , despite the fact that I am not
mechanically inclined , I was able to demonstrate how in 4 . 5
seconds I could use a nail file t o file down the little plastic
"nub" between the single-digit counter and the tens-digit or
hundreds-digit counter so that they would never engage . In
other words , if the LaRouche tally on a given machine showed
"9 , " it in fact could represent 9 , 99 , or even 999 votes on that
machine . Others , more mechanically adC?pt than myself, are
able to demonstrate various means to "rig" the count. In the
nine precincts in B altimore City and Baltimore County where
Judge Greenfeld sequestered the machines , there was a total
of 30 voting machines . Our affidavits prove that at least 27
of those 30 machines showed wrong tallies .
If more than 90% of the voting machines where we hap
pened to look were proven to be rigged within one hour after
the polls closed , then we have every reason to conclude that
the entire Maryland Democratic primary on May 8 was in
valid . We are prepared to force a re-run of the entire primary
as well as to seek criminal indictments against any individuals
who were caught violating the law .

Caught in the act
Judge Greenfeld ordered that the sequestering take place
immediately , provided that the plaintiffs provide and pay for

security guards from a Maryland-licensed agency . He or
dered that the sequestering continue to protect the evidence
until two days after the official vote tallies are announced
after the canvass procedure . More than 25 hours after the
judge signed his order, however, Mrs . Doris Suter, the head
of the Baltimore County Board of Elections , was caught
blatantly defying the court order.
At approximately 3 :45 p . m . on May 1 1 , Mrs . Suter con
fessed that she had withheld key evidence from the impound-
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ing . At the offices of the B altimore County Board of Elec
tions , Mrs . Suter stated to a member of The LaRouche Cam
paign ' s legal staff: "I should let you know that we discovered
that a box of voter authority cards did not get sent to the
sequestered warehouse yesterday . " Mrs . Suter then pre
sented the box in question and explained that the Board of
Elections had sent unused voter authority cards instead of the
used voter authority card s . The used voter cards happened to
be from precisely the key precinct where The LaRouche
Campaign had already collected double the number of affi
davits than the total votes registered . The box Mrs . . Suter
displayed did not have the official closing seal on it, but was
wrapped with masking tape and had the appearance of having
been tampered with .
The LaRouche legal representative demanded that the
box of evidence be immediately taken to the warehouse and
placed with the impounded materials . Mrs . Suter herself
brought the box to the warehouse at 4:48 p . m . Officer Rey
nolds , the security guard on duty , is reported to have said :
"This box indeed looks tampered with . " Officer Reynolds
accepted the box and placed it into the sequestered area.
Mrs . Suter ' s action was a blatant obstruction of justice ,
and the Maryland State Court found her suspicious behavior
grounds enough to grant The LaRouche Campaign an emer
gency pre-trial deposition of Suter which took place on May
1 5 , even before the official voting canvass had been
completed .

The fight for an honest election
No more fundamental right is granted by the U . S . Con
stitution than the right to vote-and to have that vote counted .
The vote. fraud in Maryland May 8 , and the subsequent crim
inal obstruction of the investigation , demonstrate that this
right is today in grave jeopardy .
The right to vote is not something we can passively inherit
from our fathers ; it has to be defended , as the experience of
the Maryland primary shows . On election day the NDPC in
Maryland deployed photographers , poll-watchen. , poll�
workers , and organizers to over 1 00 precincts throughout the
state . This mobilization made it possible to gather the affi
davits which exposed the fraud . Only the active mobilization
of the citizenry can guarantee that the corrupt and the traitors
cannot get away with stealing votes .
Too many i n the United States have grown cynical about
our elections , manifesting the state of mind of the "victim"
whose only choice is to vote every few years for "the lesser
evil . " Instead of going to j ail , the perpetrators of vote fraud
have been tolerated and their crimes have become the subject
of cynical humor-in Chicago ' s Cook County , in Texas ,
Louisiana , and elsewhere : As Lyndon LaRouche has empha
sized , this year the population can either vote for Henry
Kissinger in the Reagan , Mondale , or Hart column or they
can join in the campaign to get LaRouche ' s current 1 5 -25%
level of voter support counted-and to expand it.
Special Report
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Soviets mock appeasers ,
turn screws on Germany
by Edith Vitali

In contrast to the crackpot scientists , quack-politicians and
other ignoramuses in the West who have derided Ronald
Reagan ' s new strategic defense initiative as fantasy-world
"Star Wars , " as of early May the President could point to a
new supporter of the feasibility o f "beam weapons . " Writing
for the military daily Red Star May 9 , the Chief of the Soviet
General Staff, Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov , stated in so many
words that "weapons based on new physical principles" will
appear "in the immediate future . " To make sure that the
message was understood , he said it twice : "Their creation is
a reality of the immediate future , and to ignore this even now
would be a serious mistake . "
At least, his admission contributed to greater clarity . But
the vision of the Soviet Union soon being able to deploy such
weapons is not reassuring : The leadership of that country is
on a confrontation rampage worse than at any time in the
postwar period .
• Moscow ' s spectacular and "irrevocable" withdrawal
from the Los Angeles Olympics came as a shock to the
proverbial man in the street .
• In Afghanistan , Soviet forces are gunning down peas
ants in their fields , using machine-gun fire from helicopters .
They started a campaign of terror even in so-called "loyal"
areas like Kabul , where on May 7 a Soviet army jeep drove
into a crowd waiting at a bus station, shooting at people
without warning ; several were killed .
• Citizens in West Berlin have been subjected for weeks
to the noise of supersonic night flights by Soviet jet fighters .
• The Kremlin just announced that it will deploy new
"tactical missiles" in East Germany , a way to put pressure
not only on West Germany , but also France . The S S-22 with
its range of 1 ,000 kilometers , once stationed in East Ger
many , can reach any target at the Atlantic Coast.
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These moves coincide with an escalating Soviet cam
paign around the alleged "revival of Greater German re
vanchism" about to launch a new crusade against the East
together with the United States. Absurd as this accusation
might look at first sight , especially in view of the zealous
subservience vis-a-vis the Kremlin which Henry Kissinger' s
friend , West German Foreign Minister Genscher, is mani
festing these day s , this is exactly the Big Lie that will "justi
fy" a Soviet military move into West Germany . The danger
of such a move is growing , as the Russians are bent on
humiliating the United States before the November election .
Articles on the subject of "revanchism" and "militarism"
in West Germany , the "Wehrmacht traditions" and an alleged
revival of "Prusso-Hitlerianism" in the West German army ,
the Bundeswehr , have abounded in the Soviet media since
last December. Since January , Soviet and East German mil
itary preparations for a "Blitz strike" against West Germany
have been stepped up , and the propaganda campaign has
reached a new hysterical pitch .

Propaganda builds for military move
Now it' s no longer only the press, but the leadership who
is speaking in these terms.
• Marshal Ogarkov , in the cited article on May 9 , claimed
that "revanchists" and "neo-fascists" who have not learned
the lessons of the Second World War "have become increas
ingly more vocal in the Federal Republic and West Berlin . "
His reference to West Berlin i s especially hair-raising , since
it is the German city most exposed to Soviet pressure . "As
on the eve of the Second World War," he continues , "they
are renewing their activity and they are intensively spreading
national and racial enmity among the population , propagan
dizing slogans about ' Greater Germany' and are urgently
calling for the re-establishment of the German Reich in its
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'historical borders . ' It appears that the vanquished fascists
left over after the war and the reactionary imperialist forces
have not given up hope of trying once again to test the strength
of our defense , and they are openly carrying things to the
material preparation of a new war . "
• Soviet President Konstantin Chernenko , a t a May 4
meeting with Polish Prime Minister Jaruzelski , stressed that
"revanchists of all kinds are raising their heads in Europe . "

encouraged by the "anti-communist crusade of Washington . "
The remark concluded a diatribe that West European calIs
for "dialogue" and "negotiations" are nothing but a "preme
ditated fraud . " The NATO initiative at the Vienna MBFR
talks was nothing but a trick "to cover up for their policy of
stepping up conventional armaments , " he raved . "In the re
cent period , mainly after the deployment of new American
missiles began in Western Europe , appeals for contacts and
negotiations are being heard from Washington and some
other Western capital s . However, unfortunately , there is
nothing concrete behind these appeals . Those who would
like to think that finalIy some realism and sane thinking are
making headway , would be deeply deceived . "
• On May 4 , Red Star published an article on "right
wing forces of the Federal Republic and the Bundeswehr , "
b y Colonel Kasyuk , who claimed that the German army i s
"ready t o march east" any instant .
• On May 1 2 , the government paper Izvestia continued
the campaign with an article on the "West European Union . "
Bonn correspondent Grigoryants writes that the revi val o f the
"West European Union" as the "second leg of NATO" is only
a cover for West German remilitarization-including West
Germany getting access to nuclear weapons . The nuclear
energy program of West Germany is alIeged to have the
purpose of providing plutonium and enriched uranium for
building the bomb !
It is no coincidence, of course , that the Soviets are
launching this smear campaign against those traditionalist
military circles in West Germany , who , far from having a
"brown" past, are seriously concerned about the Soviet mil
itary threat , and therefore interested in collaborating with the
United States in developing defensive beam weapons .

'What if the United States weakens?'
The propaganda took a new twist on May 5 , with a Pravda
article by Ernst Henry , alias Semyon Rostovsky , one of the
Soviet KGB ' s top disinformation agents , who in the past
served as a controlIer of the Philby-MacLean spy network in
London and later gained an entree into Jewish dissident cir
cles by adopting an "anti-Stalinist" and "anti-fascist" cover.
The Russian Henry sat on the Central Committee of the
German Communist Party in the 1 920s , and in this function
had close contact with the "National Bolshevists" in the Nazi
Party .
In his Pravda article , Henry caIIs the United States the
worst enemy of the U . S . S . R . : "Even Hitler Germany at the
time did not have such broad plans for hegemonistic striv-
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ings , " he claims . However , Henry says it is short-sighted of
the United States to rearm Japan and Germany as aIIies in its
efforts at world domination : These countries have their own ,
much further-reaching aspirations . "What wilI happen , if the
United States , as a result of its insane gamble in the interna
tional arena , becomes weaker, and loses initiative and influ
ence over its aIIies? This is a very important question, and
history forces us to raise it now . To wait for the answer is
risky for the Americans themselve s . West German militarism
is alive , waiting for its time to come . "
I n other words , should the Soviets "judge" that the Amer
icans are no longer in control , they will do the United States
a "favor" by strangling "German militarism" in its cradle .
The German daily Die Welt added accurately that the only
possible crescendo after such an article is for the Soviets to
go ahead and send tanks to the Rhine .
The current state of affairs , as unpleasant as it already
looks , is not the bottom of the pit . Experts in Washington
expect a major escalation around August .

Spreading the 'class struggle' abroad
The Soviet leaders are openly preparing their population
for war. Chernenko , the current figurehead of what is in fact
a ruling military junta , told the Party Program Commission
on April 25 that "peace" is a relative virtue for communists ,
not a value in and of itself. First comes the "class struggle , "
by fueling which the Soviet Union hopes t o acquire world
hegemony: "It serves us welI to adhere to the idea that the
problems of war and peace , like all global problems , don 't
exist by themselve s . They are inseparable from the world
wide social contradictions , from the development of the class
struggle . " He pledged "unchanging solidarity" for the "un
folding revolutionary process , " be it national liberation
movements in the developing sector or workers ' movements
in the West.
On April 28 , Chernenko visited the "Hammer and S ickle"
steel factory in Moscow , whipping up war hysteria further.
"June 1 94 1 [the day when Nazi Germany ' s offensive began]
will not be repeated , " he declared demagogically , as if any
body were planning to attack the U . S . S . R . today . "In con
nection with the aggravation of the international situation , "
Chernenko claimed , "the Central Committee of the C P S U is
receiving many letters , the authors of which propose to pro
long the working week , and to create a National Defense
Fund . " (See EIR , May 1 5 . )
A Russian defector who knows Soviet manipulation tac
tics from the inside called this a typical way of forewarning
the workers that indeed the Council of Ministers will prolong
working hours , "guided by the will of the Soviet people . "
The mere mention o f a "National Defense Fund" i s sure to
ring a warning beII in the minds of Soviet citizens : They all
remember that such a Fund existed only once before--during
the Second World War. At that time , they had to tum in not
only money , but also any household goods which could be
of use in the war effort .
International
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The Soviet KGB 's Papandreou gambit
by Phocion
A hideous and exceptional event unfolded last Thursday ,
May 1 0 at the First Congress of Prime Minister Andreas
Papandreou ' s ruling party , the PASOK. Inside the splendid
Olympic stadium of Athens , a fading , all-white-marble beau
ty from the last century , a group of over 2 , 500 politicians ,
goverrnment ministers , members of parliament , and other
officials stood up for a stormy, protracted ovation to a fateful
man of mystery . The object of the official s ' adulation , a 70year-old lanky and grayish figure , was vigorously erect to his
medium height , letting his long white hair flow with the Attic
breeze and , concealing a set of savage eyes behind dark
aviator' s glasses , allowing his thin lips to form into a half
smile . Next day , a photograph capturing this image circulat
ed in all the newspapers of Greece with an accompanying
story explaining that "Captain Markos" had received the
greatest honors and the lengthiest oavation at the ruling PA
SOK ' s congress .
The mystery man ' s name was not Captain Markos . Nei
ther did he carry the rank of captain; he was Markos Vafeiad
is , who until 1 950 was the commanding general of commu
nist guerrilla armies of the bloody Greek Civil War. After his
defeat , he spent the next 30 years in the Soviet Union and
East Germany . Behind him in Greece , he had left a bloody
legacy of horror. He had led his guerrilla armies into a cam
paign of anti-civilian terror which had included exemplary
crucifixions, beheadings , mutilations , and other horrors
against especially rural populations . It had taken the years it
requires to raise a new generation in time of peace before the
memory of Markos Vafeiadis ' s horrors could begin fading in
the minds of the Greek population .
Now , 34 years after hI S defeat, he stood to take the salute
from the first congress that Papandreou ' s party ever held in
the 10 years of its existence. Next to Markos Vafeiadis was
standing a member of the Politburo of the Central Committee
of the Soviet Communist Party , Vladimir Dolgikh , the most
honored foreign guest of the Congress.
The other foreign dignitaries invited were a Sandinista
delegation from Nicaragua, communist representatives from
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Cuba and Vietnam , a Polisario delegation , socialist military
men from Ethiopia and EI Salvador, and Yassir Arafat .
Before this audience and after the tribute had been paid
to Markos Vafeiadis , Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou ,
the U . S . -educated economist and a former citizen of the
United States , by his American wife Margaret , a close friend
of U . S . Ambassador Monteagle Steams , delivered a three
and-a-half hour keynote speech wholly devoted to attacking
the United States , defending the Soviet Union , and pledging
to break up NATO . The irony , which was not missed either
by the Congress participants or by outside observers , was the
fact that Gen . Markos Vafeiadis had been the man who had
led the rebellion against Andreas Papandreou ' s father George ,
who was prime minister in the 1 940s .

u . s . 'expansion and domination'
The first congress of Papandreou ' s PASOK has greater
significance as an international event than as a domestic Greek
affair. The Soviet Union was involved in more ways than
one . While Andreas was reporting to Politburo member Dol
gikh , back in Moscow Konstantin Chernenko was meeting
with Charilaos Florakis , the general secretary of the Greek
Communist Party , to make arrangements for the joint Papan
dreou-Florakis election strategy for the next 1 5 month s . The
tribute paid to Markos Vafeiadis is an early indication of
what that strategy will be and the extent to which it will be
controlled by Moscow .
In this context, it is significant to note that Papandreou ' s
keynote speech , which dealt almost exclusively with inter
national affairs , made him , a prime minister of a NATO
member-country , sound more extreme than Fidel Castro or
B abrak Karma! . After a hard-hitting identification of the
United States as the center of world imperialism , Papandreou
went on:
"The strategy of the United States always is to marshal
all means for the attainment of one constant objective : expan
sion and domination . The constant renewal of imper
ium
. . This modem , U . S . -led imperialism finds itself in
.

.
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The First Congress of the
PASOK party , with its
tributes to the
Communist Party ' s Civil
War butchers and to
Soviet "anti
imperialism , " showed
that Greek Prime
Minister Andreas
Papandreou ' s electoral
strategy is now made in
Moscow .

instability and crisis , into which it drags everyone .
"This crisis appears as a crisis of existence itself involving
the danger of nuclear holocaust .
"It is also an economic crisi s , a crisis of economic rela
tions resulting in the threat of unprecedentedly massive un
employment . This crisis is also evident in the enormous in
debtedness and the economic disintegration of such nations
as Brazil and Mexico . The crisis is evident in the massive
spread of famine and malnutrition in all parts of the Third
World . "
However, Papandreou explained that i n the course o f this
imperialist crisis , all developments are not controlled by the
U. S . -led imperialist forces . He identified the existence of a
powerful world movement, made up of "nations , peoples ,
parties , movements , anonymous and eponymous citizens . . .
all reminding us that there are many ways for the preservation
of national liberation and sovereignty , there are many forms
of preservation of democracy, freedom, and civil rights , there
are many models for socialist transformation and reorgani
zation of the world economy . "
H e identified the "North-South conflict" a s the "primary
c�mtradiction" in world affairs today . "The crisis of the world
capitalist system , " he said , "has been shaped by the limita
tions of the system itself. The U . S . -led imperialist system is
now attempting a new form of domination and exploitation
based on the following six policies; 1 ) control of the world
market; 2) control of world communications and transporta
tion ; 3) monopol over all new forms of high technology ; 4)
control of nuclear energy and all energy resources; 5) rapid
development of new armaments ; 6) control over all of the

y
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world ' s money markets . . . . This leads to a further polari
zation between the metropolis and its colonial peripheries , a
polarization which is assuming ever more violent forms . . . "
As a former chairman of the economics department of the
University of California at Berkeley , Papandreou had no
problem expounding on this theme for hours . About the So
viet Union , he had a few choice words; "The Soviet Union' s
struggle for peace i s genuine . I t springs from the deep , inter
nal character and dynamic of the social system of the Soviet
Union . Because without peace , Soviet society is obliged to
spend a large proportion of its natio nal wealth on unwanted
armaments . This in tum limits the possibilities of further
developing the living standards of the Soviet people . In other
words , the march toward socialism tends to inhibit the drive
toward new great armaments . Thus , the Soviet Union is a
factor which inhibits the further growth of capitalism and its
imperialist expansionism . "
.

Greece to be torn u p from inside
The public theatrics of a party congress are usually the
final touches over the icing on a cake baked long ago . About
three weeks before the PASOK congress , EIR published the
fact that Prime Minister Papandreou had suddenly stopped
acting as a "British" political agent according to the Kissin
ger-Carrington gameplan for Europe , had stopped acting as
a Kissinger-like Soviet agent of influence , and had begun
behaving like a direct Soviet agent . That conclusion was
reached , as we published at the time , on the basis of devel
opments within the Greek government ' s law-enforcement
agencies and its intelligence and national-security agencies .
International
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In summary: Since Andreas Papandreou made himself
the head of the Greek central intelligence service (KYP) , he
has been systematically purging valuable historical files which
would enable one to piece together Soviet KGB operations
in Greece , Cypru s , and the Eastern Mediterranean . From
1 975 onward , beginning with the assassination of the CIA ' s
Athens station chief, Greece has been turned into a major
area of operations for both the KGB and the GRU ' s spetsnaz
units .
Papandreou ' s February-to-May 1 984 rolling coup d ' etat
in the state ' s security sec vices has consolidated the Soviet
intelligence services ' s hold over Greece . The May 10 PA
SOK Congress and the spectacular resurfacing of the legend
ary spetsnaz Gen . Markos Vafeiadis merely stamped the
conclusion of the Soviet services ' consolidation phase .
Now Moscow will begin unfolding its grand political
gambit with Papandreou as the lead pawn . Moscow ' s Papan
dreou gambit will be played on a chessboard involving the
whole Balkan peninsula, the Eastern Mediterranean east of
the line which stretches from Trieste , Yugoslavia to Tripoli ,
Libya, and the Near East , involving primarily the crucible of
Turkey -Syria-Iraq-Iran .
One of the indications of how Moscow intends to play
this gambit was the meeting between Soviet General Secre
tary Konstantin Chernenko and Greek Communist General
Secretary Charilaos Florakis , Papandreou ' s election ally , at
approximately the same time as Papandreou was paying trib
ute to Markos Vafeiadis and Vladimir Dolgikh . A Chernen
ko-Florakis communique was issued in Moscow in which ,
for the first time , the Soviet Union sided with Greece against
Turkey in the perrenial Cyprus dispute . This new Soviet anti
Turkish attitude was an unambiguous break with Moscow ' s
past practice of preserving a benign attitude toward Ankara ,
and it marked the inauguration of an era of pressure and
blackmail against Turkey . The Soviets have the option of
moving militarily into Yugoslavia and Northern Iran simul
taneously . They have the option of blowing up the local
Cyprus tinderbox, of reasserting their presence in Egypt ,
tightening their grip over Libya, and so forth .
In addition , they have captured from inside the Greek
government and Papandreou ' s ruling party , transformed both
into mouthpieces of Soviet propaganda, and given them a
piece of paper, in the form of the Chernenko-Florakis com
munique , which allows them to assert to the Greek electorate
that Moscow is now the champion of the Greek national cause
against Turkey . All this was completed while the State De
partment back in Washington produced a study in which in
asserted that the political situation in Greece was "stable and
secure" as a result of the masterful control exercised by the
country' s moderate conservative President , Constantine Car
amanlis , over the "unpredictable" Andreas Papandreou . In
point of fact , Papandreou has moved out of the control of
C aramanlis . He decided to run his party ' s congress in the
way he did in order to signal to the public that he intends to
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clash with Caramanlis over the period of the June 1 7 Euro
pean Parliament elections , the May 1 985 Greek presidential
elections , and the October 1 985 general parliamentary
elections .

Moving toward a showdown
Until May 8 , two days before the PASOK Congress ,
Prime Minister Papandreou , in consultations with President
Caramanlis , had maintained the pretense that his party ' s elec
tion strategy for all these elections would be in conformity
with the President' s scheme for a political "climate of tran
quility ," which, in electoral terms, meant that the two major
parties , the moderate-conservative New Democracy Party
and the left Socialist PASOK, would coordinate their cam
paign strategies to ensure that 86-90% of the electorate would
vote for these two parties , thus undercutting the voting base
of the Communist and other extreme parties .
O n May , 8 Caramanlis asked Prime Minister PapaIidreou
to replace his Ministers of Public Order, Interior, and Mass
Communications with individuals who enjoy the confidence
of the opposition party , in order to ensure the integrity of the
upcoming elections and preclude the possibility of anyone in
the future charging vote fraud . The practice of replacing these
ministers before an election has been a long-standing tradi
tion respected by all parliamentary parties . Papandreou ,
however, refused to comply.
And well he might . Four days earlier, on May 4 , a number
of professional polling organizations had reported that among
Greece ' s urban populations, voter preference for Papan
dreou ' s party had been reduced to 25% and preference for
his rival New Democracy had gone up to between 5 3 % and
56% .
This polling result merely confirmed the self-evident: The
bulk of moderate-centrist voters who had voted for Papan
dreou in 1 98 1 have abandoned him in horror after a tasting
of his extraordinary radical and mystifying policies . The New
Democracy Party has shed the last remnants of its old right
wing origins , and succeeded, between the beginning of Feb
ruary and the end of Apri l , in presenting itself as the party of
middle-of-the-road "normal folk . "
By the beginning o f May , Papandreou had been left with
only two alternatives , as we said at the time : Either acquiesce
in electoral defeat or go for ciivil war . When he capitulated
to his well-known passion for power , the Soviet KGB was
there to offer him the means. Dolgikh and Markos Vafeiadis
were made available . And this , my friends , is the meaning
of that extraordinary political event in which a repugnant and
well-forgotten ghost of 30 years ago , the Butcher of the Civil
War , Gen . Markos Vafeiadis , basked in that fleeting moment
of glory in the Olympic Stadium of Athens to receive the
standing acclamation to 2 , 500 officials of the Papandreou
regime . He is the man who is about to lead them in a second
butchery of their people , perhaps no more than 1 6 months
from today .
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DOS 'pleased' with
Philippines election
by Linda de Hoyos
The U . S . State Department is extremely pleased with the
results of the May 14 parliamentary elections in the Philip
pines . The strong showing registered for the opposition to
President Ferdinand Marcos has cleared the way for the Phil
ippines to "bite the bullet , and put its financial house in order"
by submitting to the austerity conditionalities of the Interna
tional Monetary Fund, said an official of the State Department.
Such measures promise to put the islands into turmoil
again in the very short term , in which case the force that will
reap the benefit is the most radical section of the opposition
which wanted the boycott of the elections and which are
adamant in its demands that the U . S . bases at Clark Field and
Subic Bay be removed from the country . While Marcos may
be an inept leader, as was the Shah of Iran , his successors ,
under the State Department ' s scenario for reducing the global
power of the United States as Henry Kissinger prescribes ,
would become a horror.
"Our embassy" in Manila, added the State Department
official-an embassy directed by newly appointed Kissinger
protege Stephen Bosworth-"was very actively involved" in
the election proces s .

The election results
In one of the highest voter turnouts ever seen in the
country , Filipinos rejected the demands by the radical anti
U. S. opposition for an election boycott , and overwhelmed
the polls . However, although the official results have not
been yet been reported , unofficial tabulations by private
agencies show that the opposition may well have gained up
to 90 seats in the 1 83-seat parliament . This does not provide
the power to depose Marcos , but it nullifies the parliament as
a rubber-stamp body for the Marcos government .
The strong figure emerging from the elections is Salvador
Laurel , the head of the 1 4-party United National Democratic
Organization (UNIDO ) , who was wined and dined in the
United States this January (see EIR , April 3 , 1 984) . Laurel
had called upon all Filipinos to vote in the elections . "If we
don ' t it may be the last elections , and revolution will follow , "
h e warned i n late April .
He was joined in this call by Catholic Cardinal Jaime Sin ,
the "Khomeini of the Philippines ," who Jesuitically told his
flock of supporters to take any money the governing party
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might offer, but "vote the way you want . "
In the last month , pressure has come down from the State
Department on the Marcos regime to make sure that the
elections are not rife with fraud . In an open letter to Marcos
last week , even President Reagan implored Marcos to make
the elections "clean and meaningful . " Leading commercial
banks in New York and Europe also made "clean" elections
a condition for the granting of any more credit to the country .
Marcos complained in a recent TV interview that the
major factors thrown against him were the August 1 983 mur
der of Benigno Aquino and the collapse of the Philippine
economy . The two are interrelated . The assassination of
Aquino , carried out with the complicity of Soviet KGB
directed forces in the United States who wanted to use his
death to spark the destabilization of the country , also became
the pretext for the big commercial banks to shut off their
credit lines .
This forced the Philippine s , with a debt of $25 billion ,
into the hands of the IMF . Together with the banks , the IMF
demanded a shutdown of the development projects begun by
the Marcos government . Said one banker in March , 'These
large- scale projects are the genesis of the debt problem . They
don ' t need nuclear power plants . " In October , in exchange
for a 90-day moratorium on its debt payments , the Fund
imposed a 20% devaluation of the peso , which caused a 30%
jump in food prices . Factories were forced to shut down ,
unable to get supplies because of the foreign currency scarcity
and the halt in imports . Instead of repudiating the IMF and
imposing a full debt moratorium , Marcos merely postponed
the day of reckoning until after the election , meanwhile dol
ing out quick wage increases to government workers .
Now the Fund is demanding a further devaluation of the
peso, a cut in government expenditures by 1 0% , a cut in
imports by 1 0% , and a 1 0% increase in exports-the same
measures that have resulted in a 40% per annum collapse of
production in Mexico.

-. IMF's economic agenda
This is the package that is now on the agenda after the
elections . A week before election day , opposition leader
Laurel , who has never questioned the Fund ' s power over his
country , announced that if the elections produced satisfactory
results , he would be ready to sit down with Marcos and
discuss how we can "face the challenge of the economic
crisis . " "Let us join hands to solve our economic problems , "
Finance Minister Cesar Virata , point man for the IMF and
New York banks , declared two days after the election .
"The message from the elections is that we have to act on
economic problems , " Deputy Prime Minister Jose Rono said
May 1 7 , the same day the government announced a 5% cut
in government spending and a 3% rise in petroleum prices in
a bid to revive the economy . The increases will produce price
increases throughout the economy , including in food and
transportation .
International
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Economic crisis in
Israel : the way out
by Mark Burdman
As the campaigns heat up for end-of-July national election s ,
the issue o f Israel ' s dramatic economic crisis is rapidly
superseding the government ' s post-April 27 crackdown on
Jewish fundamentalist terrorists as the main thing on the
minds of informed citizens .
On May 1 5 , official government statistics showed that
the rate of inflation since the tum of the year has reached a
400% annual rate , the highest in Israel ' s history . At the same
time , conservative official estimates of the foreign debt are
around $23 billion . The press and the proverbial man in the
street in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem increasingly term Israel the
"Brazil or Argentina of the Middle East ," as capital flight out
of the country reaches proportions unseen in Israeli history .
EIR correspondents Muriel Mirak and Paolo Raimondi ,
touring Israel since May 1 0 , report that under such crisis
conditions , two dangerous trends are creeping into the tech
nology- and science-proud Israeli society , and threatening to
undermine a culture that is still one of the most optimistically
committed to progress in the world .
On the one hand , as economic experts and policy planners
reflect on what appears to be an unmanageable economic
situation , the lure of "technetronic" solutions , of integrating
Israel into a new ' yost-industrial society" based on com
puters and on what French planners call "telematique , " is
growing .
And the control of mafia interests over the functioning of
Israeli society is increasing . Our correspondents report that
this is becoming for the first time visible at the street level ,
with a growing visibility of prostitution and drug usage in
Tel Aviv .
The Jerusalem Economic Conference
These problems will converge during the highlight eco
nomic event of the year , the Jerusalem Economic Conference
sponsored by Minister of Economic Coordination Y a' acov
Meridor. Due to begin May 20 , the conference will feature
as keynoter the Wharton School ' s Lawrence Klein , an econ
omist whose pro-genocide advisory record was good enough
to win him a Nobel Prize for economics .
Other key speakers include Viscount Etienne Davignon,
the Belgian oligarch responsible for decimating the European
steel industry ; Minister of Science and Technology Yuval
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Ne' eman , a promoter of fundamentalist Jewish-Zionist cults
in Israel; and Discount Bank-Israel chief Dan Tolkovsky , a
protege of the Venetian Recanati banking interests and the
most prominent Israeli member
of the Malthusian Club of
.
Rome International .
Klein ' s perspective was laid out to an Israeli journalist in
a discussion soon before his departure for Israel . He asserted
that Israel should "learn a lesson" from the "technology park"
structures in the United State s , such as the North Carolina
Research Triangle and the restructured city of Pittsburgh. In
the latter case , the erstwhile steel-producing center of the
United States is being transformed into a "brave new world"
heap of post-industrial technologies .
S aid Klein: "The post-industrial sectors being developed
in the U . S . and Europe must be transplanted onto the Israeli
scene . . . . Israel has a non-sustainable deficit , and this is its
only alternative to austerity . . . . Because of its large debt,
Israel can no longer borrow on the world capital markets nor
take grants from other governments . The resources must
come from the relocation of private industry , from direct
investment , not capital borrowing . "
Thi s , he said , should be done through transforming Israel
into a "free-trade zone" modeled on the "newly industrialized
countries" of the Pacific B asin like Hong Kong and S ingapore
and on "what we are now implementing along our borders
with Mexico . "
It i s no secret that these "free-trade zones , " in which
protective tariffs and duties are removed , are hotbeds for
international mafia activity .
Klein reported that these ideas are being promulgated by
an "old boy s ' network" of former Wharton graduates now
operating in Israeli planning institutions and in the academic
world , particularly at the Tel Aviv Business School and the
Haifa Technion . One Bension Silberfarb is Klein ' s main
contact in Israel .
Israel ' s potential role
Klein and Company hardly have a free hand , however.
Under conditions of profound crisis , the proposals of EIR
editor Lyndon LaRouche , drawn up in a special end-of- 1 983
memorandum on the Israeli economy , are being received
with increasing interest in Israeli policy-making circle s .
LaRouche h a s stressed that Israel ' s scientific and tech
nological capabilities would be key to advances in laser
related industries , in frontier biological and life-science tech
nologie s , and in space researc h , under conditions of a revi
talization of the Western economies in general through a
global solution to the debt crisis and a crash American com
mitment to development of beam-weapon defensive systems.
On May 1 5 , these and other LaRouche perspectives were
outlined by Mirak and Raimondi at a press con ference in Tel
Aviv , before correspondents representing four Israeli news
papers and radio stations . As of that date , they had held
meetings with about 20 individuals in the Israeli scientific ,
technological , economic , and military-strategic fields .
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Morocco sponsors a
peace initiative
by Thierry Lalevee
The kingdom of Morocco was the scene of a dramatic event
on May 1 4- 1 5 that may transform politics in the Middle East
and Africa.
Forty Israelis, including nine parliamentarians represent
ing a range of political parties , attended a public event in
Morocco for the first time . Under the personal sponsorship
of King Hassan , an international conference of the Council
of the Moroccan Jewish Communities �as held . Attendees
at the event , both Israeli and Moroccan , made it clear that the
participation of the Israelis in such a public way could create
the conditions for Morocco to play a role as mediator between
Israel and the Arab countries .
King Hassan , according to Moroccan insiders , is known
to be apprehensive about the lack of substance of U. S . policy
toward the Middle East and Africa, and is intent on sending
a message to Washington that he is prepared to prevent his
nation and region from sinking into chaos or being absorbed
into the Soviet Empire .
The conference took place against the backdrop of a
worsening threat to all the North African countries from
...
Colonel Qaddafi ' s Libya. Intelligence officials are certain
that Qaddafi is on the brink of a military move against his
neighbor Tunisia, and has mounted a growing threat to Mo
rocco and to Egypt .
The openings between Israel and Morocco could have
two potential effects . First, the pro-Western nations of North
Africa could find a modus vivendi with Israel on the basis of
containing the Qaddafi menace . Second , Morocco , Egypt ,
and Israel might find opportunities for working in conjunc
tion or in parallel to develop Africa-especially if the United
States and leading European countries like France abandon
their current benign, or malignant , neglect toward the Third
World .
On May 1 7 , U . S . Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger
arrived in Rabat for meetings of the U . S . -Morocco Mixed
Commission . The next day , he met King Hassan , and will
deliver a personal message from Hassan to Ronald Reagan .
Among the Israelis visiting Morocco were Yossi Sarid
and Rafi Edry of the Labour Party , Meir Shitrit of the Likud
Party , Aharon Abuhatzeira of the Tami Party , and Hannah
Zemer, editor of the trade-union newspaper Davar. Edry
invited King Hassan to visit Israel ; that invitation was neither
accepted nor rejected , but Minister of State Ahmad Awali
did accept , and announced that Morocco would establish an
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"Association for Jewish-Arab Understanding . " A newspaper
he owns , Le Matin de Sahara , published a May 1 3 editorial
entitled , "Jewish-Arab Agreement, the Moroccan Example . "
, A top representative o f the Moroccan Jewish community ,
David Amar, said that Morocco must play the role of media
tor between Israel and the Arab states .
According to Moroccan sources , the meeting , which was
the annual conference of Moroccan Jews , a 1 6 ,OOO-strong
community , was carefully prepared to be a spectacular event
re-launching the peace momentum in the Middle East . "We
wanted to make clear that the resolutions of the Fez Islamic
conference were not empty words , but that we meant it when
we said that we accepted Israel ' s right to exist and that we
were ready to negotiate , " said one source . Giving weight to
the initiative is the fact that King Hassan is the current chair
man of the Organization of Islamic Countries and for several
years has chaired the Jerusalem Committee of the same
organization .

'Judeo-Arab dialogue'
The conference was held under the spiritual sponsorship
of 1 2th-century Jewish philosopher Maimonides, an adviser
to the Cairo Caliph of the time . It was concluded by the
creation of the "Association of the Sons of Abraham for a
Judeo-Arab dialogue . " Sponsored by the Moroccan mon
archy , the new association includes as founding members the
leaders of the Moroccan Jewish community , members of the
Moroccan Jewish group "Identity and Dialogue" of France ,
and the 40 Israelis present at the conference . The new asso
ciation will sponsor commemorations of the 850th anniver
sary of Maimonides ' birth next year in Fez as an example of
Judeo-Muslim collaboration .
The ball is now in the Israeli camp , but also in the Amer
ican camp , despite President Reagan ' s obvious decision not
to deal with Mideast problems until after November. King
Hassan has been carefully silent , waiting for reaction s . Be
fore the conference , PLO chairman Yasser Arafat , S audi
Arabia, Kuwait , and Jordan had been consulted; Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia said they had not given their agreement to such
a conference .
More interesting is the fact that only Syria and a few
Palestinian radical groups based in Damascus have come out
strongly against King Hassan , urging the Arab league to pass
sanctions against Morocco , as was done against Egypt . Qad
dafi has not yet uttered a word . Arab League sources stressed
that nothing relating to possible sanctions would be decided
at the next meeting on May 1 9 .
Banner headlines in Israel welcomed the conference and
Israeli Knesset members in Morocco made it clear that they
considered that King Hassan "could play a very important
role for peace , " in the words of Yossi S arid . From Cairo ,
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Butros Ghali praised the
conference as a confirmation of Egypt ' s "right choice of
peace with I srael" as he called for a new Arab League which
would recognize Israel.
International
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Challenging the anti-ASAT follies
by James E. Oberg
Relying on reports from the Federation of American Scien
tists and scientists such as Richard Garwin , Rep . Norman
Dicks (D -Wash . ) and others have introduced legislation to
ban the development of

u.s. ASATs . Dicks told the House

Foreign Affairs Committee in April that the Soviets have only
a "primitive " ASAT and that their ASATs are launched on
"unique " rockets which could be detected upon launch .
The author of thefollowing article , which disproves these
claims, is a professional space engineer in Houston , working
on the Space Shuttle project. 'He has published

200 articles

on space topics (including feature articles on space militar
ization in the April issues of Science Digest and OMNI) and

weapons tests . The White House report published April 2 is
in direct opposition to such advocacies .
While the debate rages, confusion over the facts of the
issue has reached near-cosmic proportions. The technology
itself can be obscure , and Soviet statements have been nota
ble for their lack of candor.
Many of the proponents of an equivalent American
"freeze" on ASAT testing , as a prelude to negotiations to ban
such weapons entirely , have been victims of gross misper
ceptions and errors of fact . Before a serious public debate
can develop to affect administration policy, it must be found
ed on reality , and it must abandon a number of fallacies .

+--

six books (including the widely respected Red Star in Orbit) .
He is generally considered one of the West' s leading experts
on the Soviet space program .

One aspect of the disarmament debate has been heating up
lately , due to a combination of recent weapons tests , diplo
matic efforts , and White House reports . It deals with the issue
of anti-satellite weapons , or ASATs .
On Jan . 2 1 , 1 984 , the U . S . Air Force tested its air
launched ASAT missile s , without the actual warhead . The
Soviets have had an operational ASAT satellite for years , but
last August-in what turned out to be his last public appear
ance ever-Soviet Premier Andropov declared a "unilateral
moratorium" and urged visiting American senators to block
the American weapon.
Then , in early Apri l , the Reagan administration released
a special report on the prospects for a negotiated U . S . 
U . S . S . R . ban o n such weapons . The report was required by
Congress . In it , Reagan ' s experts concluded that the pros
pects for substantive negotiations and a verifiable treaty were
next to zero .
This conclusion did not sit well with many vocal oppo
nents of the Air Force ' s air-launched ASAT missile . Con
gressmen, lobbyists , commentators , and academics have been
strenuously promoting the idea of a "freeze" on further space
40
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Fallacy # 1 : The Soviet ASAT is, /'primitive , cumber
some , inept , " or any number of pejorative terms . This is
false . Claims that the Soviet system works only half the time
are based on juggled statistics which combine flight results
from tests of the operational radar-guided system with tests
of a newer infra-red guidance system. The newer system has
not performed well , but the operational system has scored
successfully in six out of the last seven shots , over the past
decade . Since U . S . satellites , potential targets for the Soviet
ASAT , do not carry countermeasures to the old system, the
new Soviet ASAT is still unnecessary for ensuring a very
high "kill probability" for any single shot .
Fallacy #2: The Soviet system, which uses a 1 50-foot
booster rocket, is easily observed by American spy satellites
and any negotiated ban could be easily verified . This is false .
The Soviet ASAT uses a booster called the SL- 1 1 (or the "F'
clas s , based on the SS-9 ICBM), which is also used by a
number of other military space programs : In 1 982- 1 98 3 there
were 20 launchings of this booster (including several after
Andropov ' s self-proclaimed moratorium) , but only one car
ried an ASAT . So the presence of such a booster on a launch
pad (there are several pads in Central Asia and also north of
Moscow) is not an indication of violation of a hypothetical
ASAT ban . The Soviet orbital weapon is launched under an
aerodynamic protective shroud indistinguishable from that
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used by the other programs , so the ASAT warhead would
have to be spotted out in the open, during transport . It is even
shorter than the American ASAT missile , and is consequently
far more difficult to spot .
Fallacy #3: The U . S . system is "far more sophisticated"
and thus offers a provocation to the Soviets to build a match
ing system . This is false . While the guidance of the U . S .
ASAT missile i s indeed more precise than that o f the Soviet
ASAT satellite (since it uses direct impact rather than a blun
derbuss shrapnel charge as kill mechanism) , the weapons can
only be fairly compared in terms of actual capability . In this
regard , there is little difference in altitude range , reaction
time , reload capability , or detectability . The major difference
is that the Soviet system is operational now (and has been for
a decade) , while the U . S . system will not be operational until
1 987-88 at the earliest .
Fallacy #4: The Soviets have promised to stop testing
their own ASAT satellite , and to dismantle their system as
part of a negotiated disarmament . This is false . What Andro
pov really promised last August was that "the Soviet Union
would never be the first to put any kind of anti-satellite weap
ons into space . " This solemn vow was sadly invalidated by
the Soviet' s pre-existing history of exactly such acts: putting
anti-satellite weapons into space . Soviet officials have stead
fastly denied they have such a weapon , and consequently
they are supposed to have nothing which needs to be disman
tled . Strictly speaking , the Air Force test last January did not
violate the moratorium since no warhead was installed (only
the ASAT rocket booster was launched , an operation the
Soviets themselves have carried out as well , several times
since Andropov ' s pledge ) . The Soviets have never explicitly
stated that they possess any space weapon of any kind , and
they have never promised to dismantle "their anti-satellite
.weapon , " under any circumstances .
'Fallacy #5: If the Soviets were to dismantle their anti
satellite "killer satellite , " space would once again be demili
tarized. This is false . The Soviets also possess an anti-satel
lite capability based on their anti-missile system around Mos
cow , and short of dismantling that whole system (an extreme
ly unlikely prospect) would be able to retain that capability
even under the most stringent treaty verification efforts .
Fallacy #6: The develo!'ment of the American system
will "force" the Russians to "match" it . This is false . The
Soviet system already possesses all essential capabilities which
the American system is supposed to have several years from
now .
Fallacy #7: The air-launched nature of the American
ASAT missile makes it extremely destabilizing since it is
much more flexible than the Soviet ASAT missile . This is
false . The American system needs an air-mobile launcher
mainly to allow a head-on launch from directly in front of a
target satellite , which otherwise could pass hundreds of miles
to the east or west of the ASAT base . Worldwide basing has
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no obvious advantage since any reasonable target ' s orbit will
always eventually carry it within range of the United States
several times a day . In contrast , the Soviet system can use
fixed launch sites because it has the speed and endurance to
wait for the precise moment the launch pad is carried by
Earth ' s rotation into the target satellite ' s orbital plane , at
which point the Soviet "killer-satellite" goes into orbit and
spends several hours hunting down its prey . The American
system is much more severely limited in lifetime and speed .
Fallacy #8: The U . S . ASAT is dangerous because it can
kill a Soviet satellite secretly , leading the Soviets to assume
that any satellite failure might be the result of enemy action .
This is false . The Soviets have deployed a chain of infra-red
satellites which pass over North America , watching for mis
sile launchings . The American ASAT booster rocket is prob
ably big enough to be noticed by these satellites , providing
firm confirmation of enemy action .
Fallacy # 9 : The American ASAT missile is destabilizing
because it can attack Soviet communications and missile
warning satellite s (while the Soviets do not have a similar
capability) . This is false . While these Soviet satellites do dip
to within 400 miles of Earth ' s surface , well within the pre
sumed range of the ASAT missile , they do so over the far
southern ocean s , off the coast of Antarctica. The current
carrier for the ASAT missile , the F- 1 5 , would need gross
modifications and Rube Goldbergish ad hoc rearrangements
to reach these points .
Fallacy #10: There is no military need for the American
ASAT missile . This is false . The Soviets have been diligently
developing and deploying nuclear-powered active radar sat
ellites for scanning the oceans for Western naval forces .
These systems would , under conventional warfare condi
tions , be able to pinpoint fleets and to direct long-range strike
forces against them. The Soviet intention to develop such a
capability was the deciding factor in the U . S . decision to
develop a counter to it .
The facts in this case need not depend on "appeals to
authority" of blue-ribbon panels of experts . They can be
determined by a diligent examination of the public record ,
including material published by the Library of Congress ' s
Congressional Research Service, the B ritish Interplanetary
Society , the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (for first
hand accounts of Soviet statements) , the Stockholm Inter
national Peace Research Institute ( SIPRI) , as well as many
charts and tables published by the anti-AS AT groups them
selves (particularily those released by the Federation of
American Scientists).
But until those facts enter the policy debate , there is no
prospect for any realistic basis for either national policy de
bate nor international disarmament negotiations . Debaters
who ignore the facts sabotage their own professed points of
view .
International
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Attic Chronicle

by Phocion

The flaw of Papandreou ' s opponents
Although popular opposition to Papandreou' s government is
growing , there is no leadership to polarize the movementfor the
Greek nation .

T

wo· and a half years of Papan
dreou ' s socialist government has pro
duced nothing but a still-growing av
alanche of serious popular opposition
in Greece .
For month s now , a steady stream
of reports from both big cities and ru
ral districts have brought in news of
impressive mass mobilizations of rank
and-file citizens against the policies of
Papandreou ' s government .
I know most of these people , either
by family name or by social type . They
are mostly rough-hew n , simple pa
triots , grandfathers who fought as
cavalrymen in the campaigns of 1 922 ,
fathers who were privates and sar
geants in the battles of the Second
World War, sons who fought as re
serve officers in the Civil War, or who
later did their mandatory service in the
peacetime army .
Their outlook and expectations on
public life have traditionally been
simple : Keep a closely knit family ,
educate the children , work hard , go to
church on Sunday , and revel with the
others on the big national holidays and
commemorations .
Their revolt against Papandreou
has been fueled by his government' s
destruction o f national public educa
tion , in which the teaching of the clas
sics has been outlawed; the return of
mass unemployment and high infla
tion rates in the economy ; the massive
and sudden introduction of drugs and
pornography in a society which had
been bypassed by the countercultural
outbreak of the 1 960s and 1 970s ; the

,
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destruction of the armed forces; and
the adoption of a pro-Soviet foreign
policy .
These people , as the rank-and-file
mainstay of national life , many of
whom had voted for Papandreou to
become prime minister in 1 98 1 , have
been seen throughout the country or
ganizing anti-Papandreou electoral
victories in a great number of local ,
municipal , and professional associa
tion elections , putting together im
pressive
anti-Papandreou
public
rallies .
If an honest election were to be
held today Papandreou ' s vote would
be reduced to 25% from his 48% in
1 98 1 .
Greece ' s problem is that this na
tionalist popular revival has not crys
tallized in the formation of a political
party which would adequately lead the
new mass movement . The current os
tensible bearer of the nationalist cause ,
the New Democracy Party of Mr.
Evangelos Averoff-Tositsas , is piti
fully unprepared for such tasks .
The New Democracy Party ' s lead
ership is now made up of an old guard ,
typified by Mr. Averoff-Tositsas him
self, which believes in relying un
flinchingly on the old ties with the
Western alliance as those had devel
oped in the 1 940s and 1 950s-but does
not realize that the leadership of the
alliance has been taken over by the
Kissinger-Carrington betrayers of the
West-and the new guard , typified by
such leading parliamentarians as Mil
tiades Evert and John Palaiokrassas ,

which is in the midst of an attempt to
transplant what they imagine to be the
neo-conservative economic doctrines
associated with the policies of Mar
garet Thatcher and Ronald Reagan .
One might call them the Greek section
of the Heritage Foundation .
B oth the old guard and the new
represent tragic ineptitude which
would likely lead to a national calam
ity unless remedied-or replaced .
The problem among these people
who are at the present , by historical
accident , at the helm of the Greek na
tionalist movement , is that they are ,
essentially , dependent in a cultural and
psychological sense on their big
brothers in what appears to them the
conservative West . Though in their
public speeches they pose as cham
pions of Western civlization , what i s ,
t o them , Western civilization?
My own difference with the New
Democracy Party leaders is two-fold
in the fol loiwng sense:
Unlike them, I was enabled to
identify , some 16 years ago , that the
fight for the preservation of the most
cherished values of Western civiliza
tion would be centered around the
cause of the American Lyndon La
Rouche , a matter of which the New
Democracy Party leaders were in
formed , but chose to ignore--either
out of cultural banality , or worse .
Also unlike them , I was not tainted
with complicity in the murder of clas
sical education in Greece . They , how
ever , not only aided and abetted but
even prompted the Socialists ' suc
cessful effort to shut down classical
education , further adulterate the Greek
language in the short span of 1 0 years ,
and bring up to voting age a new gen
eration of ignoramuses . Pity those who
live under the shadow of the physical
remnants of Plato ' s Academy and seek
the quintessence of Western civiliza
tion in the utterings of Margaret
Thatcher and Ronald Reagan .
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Report from Bonn

by Hartmut Cramer

Trouble for the Jesuits in the CD U
The European Labor Party ' s election campaign is rattling West
Germany ' s Kissinger-linked appeasement advocates .

T

he Christian Democratic govern
ment of Chancellor Helmut Kohl re
ceived a sharp challenge to its ap
peasement policies on May 1 2 . Helga
Zepp-LaRouche , the chairman of the
European Labor Party (EAP) in West
Germany, issued a call on nationwide
television for the German population
to wake up to the danger of a new
Berlin crisis and a possible Soviet
"surgical strike" against Germany, and
to work for the strengthening of the
alliance with the United States, against
the appeasers and "decouplers" like
Henry Kissinger and German Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher. Al
though nominally the Christian Dem
ocratic Union (CDU) is the dominant
party in the governing coalition , Kohl
has allowed Free Democrat Genscher
to make West German foreign policy.
Zepp-LaRouche heads a slate of
candidates in the June 17 elections to
the European Parliament, and the 2 Y2minute television spot was the first of
four the EAP has bought for the
campaign .
The short broadcast provided a jolt
to a country which is otherwise be
coming increasingly ground down by
the Soviet blackmail threat . Hundreds
of calls came in to EAP headquarters
in Wiesbaden .
Perhaps the most unexpected re
action came in the form of an attack
on Zepp-LaRouche in Bildzeitung the
country's largest-circulation daily, run
by the ostensibly conservative and anti
communist Axel Springer publishing
empire .
,
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The paper carried a picture of the
EAP chairwoman and a caption quot
ing her: "If you don 't want your chil
dren to have to learn Russian , vote for
the EAP . " Bildzeitung denounced her
as "the woman with a shrill voice . . .
running in elections since the end of
the ' 70s, without success . Her crusade
against communism is paid for by her
husband , the American dollar-mil
lionaire Lyndon LaRouche . "
The European Labor Party ' s un
compromising stand against German
y ' s decouplers has brought it smack
up against one of the most influential
factions inside the CDU , the faction
of Henry Kissinger' s Jesuit-connected
"liberals" like Kurt Biedenkopf, Hei
ner Geissler, and Norbert Blum .
The CDU "Jessits" suffered an
important defeat recently when a long
time enemy of the EAP, Irmgard Kar
watzki , the undersecretary of state in
the federal Ministry for Family Af
fairs , lost a two-year-Iong political
battle with Zepp-LaRouche ' s party .
(The head of Karwatzki ' s ministry is
the Jesuit-trained Heiner Geissler, a
leading figure in the CDU . )
The Court o f Appeals i n Cologne
ruled May . 4 that Karwatzki will be
fined or imprisoned if she repeats "lit
erally or in substance" the slanders she
has used against the EAP for two years .
She has repeatedly attacked the EAP
as a "youth sect" which "manipulates
children to break with their parents
. . . hides them in communes . . . and
keeps them away from newspapers and
other media . "

Karwatzki ' s libels reflected the fact
that the EAP , with its campaign for
high-technology industrial develop
ment , an alliance with the United
State s , and a defense policy based on
beam weapons , had been gaining in
fluence among pro-American CDUers ,
people disgusted with the "liberalism"
of the Jesuit faction of the party lead
ership . The Jesuits hit back , with the
underhanded methods which have
characterized their activities for
centuries .
Two years ago Karwatzki , then
mayor of the steel-producing city of
Duisburg , asked the CDU leadership
to move against the EAP . She main
tained that "innumerable calls and let
ters from concerned citizens" had
prompted her inquiry into the party .
Yet an investigation at the time deter
mined that the only question about the
EAP submitted to the Duisburg CDU
was from a close political associate of
Karwatzki herself!
With backing from the CDU lead
ership in Bonn, these phony questions
were presented as "facts , " and libels
were fed to newspapers directly linked
to the CDU , like the Deutschland
Union D ienst in Cologne , or to papers
controlled by the "liberal" faction in
the Catholic Church , like the Ruhr
wort in the c ity of Essen , or to right
wing papers , like the Wurzburger Ta
gespost in B avaria, a mouthpiece of
the ultra-conservative faction of Arch
bishop Lefebvre , whose members
were implicated in the assassination
attempt against the Pope in Portugal
two years ago .
The slanders against the EAP pub
lished in these papers were so outra
geous that in June 1 983 a court in
Aachen ruled that one political cohort
of Karwatzki , a teacher who poses as
a "journalist" for papers like the Wurz
burger Tagespost, will have to pay a
500 , 000 deutschemark fine if he ever
repeats the lies .
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Dateline Mexico

by Joseftna Menendez

Behind the Guatemala atrocities
The Israeli mafia is helping to turn Mexico into a cauldron
instead of a Central America mediator.

T

wo hundred Guatemalan soldier�
entered Mexican territory on the eve
ning of April 30 and butchered 12 Gua
temalan peasants in the El Chupadero
refugee camp . The camp is one of
many that exist in the area near Gua
temala , where 1 50,000 refugees are
just 6- 1 0 kilometers from the border.
This is not the first time that "un
known" armed groups have made in
cursions into Mexico to "punish" and
kill refugees. Mexican intelligence of
ficers believe that these "punish
ments" are related less to the refugees
than to a policy of destabilizing the
Mexican government.
After the incident , the Mexican
foreign minister issued a strongly
worded official denunciation of the in
cursion, and asked the government of
Guatemala to make a full investiga
tion of the identity of these "un
known" groups that were wearing uni
forms of the Guatemalan Army . The
official message was presented to the
government of Gen . Humberto Mejia
Victores, who has been described by
Mexican sources as a "Rios Montt with
a different face . " Rios Montt was the
Guatemalan cultist strongman ousted
last year.
The Guatemalan government an
swered Mexico 's note by claiming that
the authors of the attack were a "sub
versive group" that is active inside the
refugee camps , and had nothing to do
with the Guatemalan Army . The gov
ernment did not, however, identify the
"subversive group . "
O n May 1 0 , Mexican Interior
Minister Manuel B artlett announced
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that the government had decided to
move the refugee camps away from
the Guatemalan border because they
are a "focus of tensions" for Mexico' s
national security. The government also
took measures to stop the flow of ref
ugees by announcing that in the near
future it would send more troops and
security officials to the border areas .
Although Mexico does not deny
the presence of terrorists in the refugee
camps , the government' s real concern
is why Guatemala is "taking the law
into its own hands . " Informed Mexi
can sources state that the incursions
are part of an international Nazi-com
munist campaign to create the image
that Mexico encourages terrorist sanc
tuaries within its territory .
Intelligence sources based in
Mexico have made the point that Gua
temala is now being run by members
of the intelligence service of the Israeli
Army , tied to Ariel Sharon and the
"Israeli mafia" in the United States and
Latin America, who are in the midst
of the narcotics and arms dealings in
the region .
Several weeks before the attack ,
Gen . Humberto Mejia Victores had
visited Miami, where he met with U . S .
and Israeli officials t o set u p the details
of establishing a large military com
plex in Guatemala with U . S . -Israeli
patronage .
This military complex is to have
two divisions , domestic and foreign .
The foreign division of 8 ,000 soldiers
will "combat the eventual expansion
of cornmunism . "
The domestic unit will b e formed

by 1 2 ,000 men recruited from all the
paramilitary groups . Its main task will
be to exterminate the guerrillas in the
country . This division will also con
template "incursions into Mexican
territory in search of guerrillas . "
Mexican authorities , knowing of
the Miami meeting , moved rapidly to
try to prevent precisely what oc
curred . One day before the incursion ,
there was a well-publicized meeting
between Mexican President Miguel de
la Madrid and the officials of his gov
ernment who deal with the Guatema
lan refugee camps . The deci sion was
that the government would move those
camps out of the perimeter of the bor
der area.
The Guatemalan Army ' s raids
against populations are well known to
be designed to push them into Mexi
can territory and destabilize the Mex
ican economy and society . But in ad
dition, Israeli government officials tied
to Sharon are being used by the U . S .
State Departament t o "push Conta
dora out . "
Some months back, just a few days
before the Contadora Group (Mexico ,
Venezuela, Colombia , and Panama)
was planning a ministerial-level meet
ing to sign a statement of intent with
its Central American counterparts , the
foreign ministers of EI Salvador, Cos
ta Rica, and Honduras issued a state
ment intended to wreck the meeting .
EI Salvador and Costa Rica recently
moved their embassies in Israel from
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem as a payment
for security and intelligence assistance.
The Guatemalan border incur
sions , which attempt to portray Mex
ico as a haven for terrorists , are de
signed to wreck Mexico ' s role as a
member of the Contadora Group .
Henry Kissinger would prefer to have
Mexico viewed as a protagonist in the
conflict , rather than a nation qualified
to play a mediation role .
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From New Delhi

by Susan Maitra

Bushwhacking in South Asia
New Delhi puts a premium on actions, not words, when it comes
to U . S . -Asian relations .

T

wo hours of private discussion at
the head-of�state level can have a sig
nificance beyond the words ex
changed , when mutual understanding
of respective perspectives and policies
on major issues is deepened. When
Indian Prime Minister Gandhi and
U . S . Vice-President George B ush met
the second week in May , the East
West impasse over European mis
siles, the Middle East, southern Afri
ca, the Iran-Iraq war, Afghanistan ,
China , and U . S . relations with India ' s
South Asian neighbors figured on
everyone ' s list of talking points .
Over the coming weeks, it will be
possible to infer the substance of the
talks or measure their concrete
achievements . In his public state
ments beginning with his airport arriv
al on May 1 2 , Bush made plain his
aim to reassure India of America' s
support for its territorial integrity and
its leading role in Asia and the world.
The United States , he said , wants to
see a strong and united India at peace
with its neighbors .
Despite the fact that the visit was
preceded by an unusually favorable
press build-up--which emphasized the
official view that Bush was not only a
good listener but a skilled and intelli
gent individual , and no mere figure
head in President Reagan ' s set-up-
by the time he left for Islamabad on
May 1 5 , Vice-President Bush had been
virtually eaten alive in every section
of the English-language press . To what
extent this reflects on the official view
of the visit is open to question . Prob
ably , in the absence of anything but
words that have been heard before , the
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press simply took up its usual "guilty
until proven innocent" posture vis-a
vis the United State s .
It is characteristic of Indian atti
tudes that the meeting Bush held be
fore his departure with selected mem
bers of the press was focused almost
entirely on local and regional ele
ments of America' s presumed desta
bilizing role .
The fact is that U . S . Pakistan pol
icy , initiated by Henry Kissinger and
pursued with a vengeance following
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan , is
the touchstone for paranoia in India
concerning U . S . relations with South
Asia and China as well . It is widely
recognized that the $3 billion worth of
sophisticated arms the United S tates is
pouring into Pakistan are not likely to
stop any detennined Soviet drive south
from Afghanistan . Instead, these dan
gerous toys , in the hands of an unsta
ble military regime in a country that
has gone to war with its neighbor India
on three occasions in the past 3 7 years ,
have served to bind India more tightly
to its "tested" friendship with the So
viet Union .
Commentators here have recently
pointed out that the only viable way
out of this "superpower trap" in the
subcontinent is for India to pursue a
strong bilateral relationship with Pak
istan . This is not easy in light of the
accumulated prejudices and aggrava
tions at all levels on both sides of the
border. India has in fact been pursuing
this approach , tough rhetoric notwith
standing , and the United States could
certainly use its influence in Islama
bad to help this proces s .

Talks between India and Pakistan
at the foreign-secretary level are due
to resume on May 1 9 , with the respec
tive proposal for a "Treaty of Peace
and Friendship" and a "No-War Pact"
on the agenda .
A curious counterpoint is the bi
lateral economic relationship between
the two countries , which is steadily
picking up steam . The United States
is now India' s number-one trading
partner with a total trade turnover of
$4 billion annually . This year, that in
cluded a $400 million balance in In
dia ' s favor-not an inconsequential
sum since it. represents net foreign
exchange earnings. Moreover, indus
trial deals between Indian and Amer
ican firms continue to increase. Ac
counting for fully 1 , 200 of the 7 ,000
collaborations approved by the Indian
government since 1 95 7 , American
technical ties have topped the list in
every recent year (See EIR , May 22) .
Prime Minister Gandhi is respon
sible for taking the technology input
and investment liberalization mea
sures which have facilitated this col
laboration , and has spoken out to en
courage it at every point . There is a
general recognition here that the kind
of technology India needs for its mod
ernization can only be· obtained from
the West and Japan .
But U . S . opposition to India' s $ 1
billion loan request from the Asian
Development B ank is indicative of the
constraints . More broadly , as Bush
made clear during the press confer
ence (reflecting discussions on the
subject in the experts ' group meeting
that paralleled the Bush-Gandhi talks) ,
the United States continues to oppose
international monetary reform , and in
particular, the Non-Aligned Move
ment ' s proposal for a conference on
money and fi nance for development
for which India is now preparing some
new initiatives .
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Report from Paris

by Christine Schier

Unholy alliance against steel revival
The French Communist Party isfightingfor the Mellons and
European oligarchs in a steel-town election .

I

n the steel region of Lorraine, the
French Communist Party has dropped
its "pro-heavy-industry" profile to
openly ally with the European oli
garchs and U . S . "robber barons" in a
municipal election .
On May 1 0 , the French European
Labor Party (Parti Ouvrier Euro
peen-POE) officially filed a slate of
43 candidates for the May 20 munici
pal elections in the city of Thionville .
The POE decided to enter the elections
in order to bring its campaign for re
vitalizing the steel industry and op
posing post-industrial "dismantling"
schemes into the heart of the devastat
ed steel region of France .
The 1 984 Steel Plan , announced
by President Fran�ois Mitterrand upon
his return from the United States at the
end of March , condemns more than
25 ,000 steel workers to unemploy
ment , of which 1 6 ,000 are in the Lor
raine area. The POE immediately took
up arms against this project , heavily
denouncing the Pittsburgh Model ,
known in France as "telematique" and
inspired by sundry oligarchs including
the American Mellon family , the Eu
rocrat Viscount Etienne Davignon and
the German economic minister , Count
von Lambsdorff. The program of the
POE , closely linked to EIR founder
Lyndon LaRouche ' s movement in the
United States , insists on modernizing
and expanding present steel-produc
tion capacities , both for defense and
Third World development purposes .
The strongest opposition to the
POE' s campaign came from the French
Communist Party (PCF) . The Com
munists immediately launched an in-
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tense campaign pf harassment and in
timidation against the 43 candidates of
the POE slate , indicating how well they
had learned the lessons of coercion
from their big brothers in Moscow .
The mayor of Thionville . Communist
Paul Souffrin , and his political ma
chine systematically attempted to
pressure candidates into resigning from
the list , using such democratic means
as goons sent to candidates' homes ,
"group discussions" with POE sym
pathizers in the factories , phone calls
at odd hours , and "concerned neigh
bors ' friendly advice . "
A n attempt to physically harass
POE organizers was made by Dr.
Souffrin and his deputy , who is no
stranger to thuggery ; he had been con
victed during the same week of assault
against an official of the RPR, France' s
leading opposition party . Having suc
ceeded in scaring one candidate into
resigning and filing an official com
plaint in court , the PCF proceeded to
demand the cancellation of the munic
ipal elections on these grounds alone .
The elections had been called in the
first place due to irregularities com
mitted by the Communist Party ma
chine in the last balloting .
As the POE immediately pointed
out in press releases and other election
material , it is perfectly natural that
Moscow ' s puppets in France should
attempt by all means to silence the
pro-growth , pro-industry campaign of
the POE , led by Jacques Cheminade .
Who would profit more from the dis
mantling of the West ' s vital industries
than Moscow? While the Russians
stock their steel on East-West borders

in the form of tanks and float it on the
seas to intimidate European govern
ments into appeasement , their allies in
the West rave about the wonders of
the technetronic society .
Although the French Communist
Party expressed vocal opposition to
President Mitterrand ' s Steel Plan , it
voted full confidence in the govern
ment shortly thereafter. The PCF con
tinues to pay lip service to industrial
growth and opposition to layoffs , but
merely in order to lure the workers ,
particularly of the Communist-con
trolled trade union , the CGT , into
hopeless strikes and social conflicts .
But they may very well have ov
erexposed themselves in the Thion
ville area by aligning so clearly with
the Davignon clique against the POE .
In interviews published by the press ,
the POE pointed out that the mayor of
Thionville is working with the Car
negie-Mellon Institute of Pittsburgh
and its co-thinkers in France , includ
ing most emphatically the Research
and Industry Minister Laurent Fabiu s ,
Finance Minister Jacques Delors , and
the Centre Mondial de l ' Informatique
(CMDI) of Jean-Jacques Servan
Schreiber, in attempting to dismantle
Lorraine industries in favor of the
"Pittsburgh model . " (See EIR , May
20 . ) The government plan was par
tially based on a "reconversion plan"
for the Lorraine recently worked out
by the Carnegie-Mellon Institute and
the CMDI . The American Institute also
concocted a plan for converting the
Marseille region from heavy industry
into a "telematique paradise . "
It is therefore not suprising that
French Interior Minister Gaston Def
ferre , the decades-long "boss" of Mar
seille who visited the Carnegie-Mel
lon Institute last summer, ordered po
lice inquiries into all candidates on the
POE list , in a move obviously coor
dinated with Communist harassment .
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The Vatican

by Augustinus

The Pope ' s Slavic turn
Saints Cyril and Methodius are evokedfor the unification of the
Eastern dnd Western churches, with perilous implications .

R

eturning from East Asia, Pope
John Paul II was interviewed by the
journalists in his entourage on wheth
er his next trip will be to the U . S . S . R .
He answered:
"Russians are my brothers be
cause my language is very similar to
theirs . We are brother Slavs . "
An unusually explicit statement
from the first Slavic Pope , who in
1 980, with the Apostolic Letter Egre
giae Virtutis . announced the march to
ward unification between the Western
and Eastern Christian churches , around
a "Slavo-centric" concept of Europe .
The Letter said , "After centuries
of separation between the Eastern and
Western Church . . . starting from the
Second Vatican Council , decisive
steps have been taken in the direction
of full communion ; it seems that the
proclamation of Sts . Cyril and Meth
odius as the patrons of Europe , along
side St. Benedict , corresponds fully to
the signs of our time . . . . "
The brothers Cyril and Method
ius , born in Thessalonica, set out to
convert the Slavs in the first half of the
I I th century at the request of Prince
Rostislav of Moravia, who asked the
emperor and the envoys from the
Church of Constantinople to not only
teach the Gospel but to make it acces
sible in the population ' s own lan
guage . Cyril translated the Scriptures
into what became known as Old
Church Slavonic , developing the "Cy
rillic alphabet . "
Out o f that process was born the
Slavic liturgy which spread initially
through Greater Moravia, which in-
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cluded at that time Bohemian s ,
Czechs , Serbs , and White Croatians ,
and reached into part o f S ilesia u p to
Krakow , the city where the current
Pope lived and taught .
Modem followers of the two mis
sionaries are distinguished by their
crude polemics against .the Western
tradition linked to the principle of the
fi/ioque. the doctrine added to the
Creed which asserts that the Holy Spirit
proceeds from the Son as well as the
Father-affirming the crucial role of
human beings in the ongoing process
of creation .
Rejection of the filioque matches
the viewpoint of the Russian Ortho
dox Church, which has been long de
voted to ending the primacy of the Ro
man Church and elevating Moscow to
the rank of "third and final Rome . "
The two Eastern tendencies are
apparently at odds . As a famous priest
commented :
"The problem of the Third Rome
is not a religious issue but a political
one ; Moravia was the first Slavic lo
cale reached by Christendom , through
Cyril and Methodius . . . . Russia was
only converted later-therefore Mo
ravia is the Third Rome . "
I n the book Writing Over the
Water Fr . Jiri Maria Vesely writes :
"Cyrillian-Methodian Christendom
blends three fundamental European
elements : the First Rome (St. Peter' s
Rome ) , the Second Rome (Constan
tinople) , and the Third Rome
(Velehrad) . "
He goes on to assert that in becom
ing Archbishop of Krakow , Karol
.

Wojtyla also became the successor to
Methodius , and thmugh him the suc
cessor to St. Peter.
Despite the fight over whether
Moravia or Moscow should be the
Third Rome , both sides view the fil�
ioque the same way . To quote Vesely:
"The Latin clergy sank in the
depths of its invidious ambition and
greed , but the Latins tried to focus the
polemic toward ideological ground by
fanning the filioque issue . This addi
tion to the Creed was officially pre
sented at the Council of Toledo (67 5 ) ,
and the French clergy accepted i t at
Worms (868) . The Cyrillian-Metho
dian clergy , however, did not insist on
the filioqu e . . . . "
The project afoot for an anti-:fil
ioque alliance between Orthodox and
Roman Catholics is highly dangerous .
It would introduce a Europe "from the
Atlantic to the Urals" where sovereign
nations are subordinated to distinc
tions on the basis of linguistic differ
ence s . And it would create "unity" by
eliminating the filioque which has been
the main cause of Western develop
ment in the last millennium.
The other threat is linked to the
symbiotic relations between the East
ern churches and the political institu
tions of their respective countries ,
whose plans for world domination are
well known . Concrete proof of how
the Kremlin means to use East-West
church relations was given in the letter
of Patriarch Maximon of Bulgaria to
Pope John Paul II demanding the re
lease of the Bulgarian spy Antonov ,
in jail in Italy for complicity with Ali
Agca, who tried to kill the Pope three
years ago . Patriarch Maximon states:
'The innocence of our follower and
compatriot is beyond discussion . "
Therefore , Maximon demands o f the
Pope , "We urgently ask you to show
your absolute conviction of Anto
nov ' s innocence . "
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Will the Italian
government survive ?
Italy's Premier Bettino Craxi has embarked
on a risky maneuver to gain control over a
revived Propaganda-2 scandal which threat
ens his government coalition . Craxi has
called for a parliamentary vote of confidence
he might lose , since his parliamentary ma
jority is very insecure .
The destabilization of the Italian gov
ernment involves an alliance between "fas
cists and Communists . The Propaganda-2
Freemasonic lodge scandal was revived by
"secret documents" on the investigations il
legally "leaked" to the press by a member of
the opposition fascist party (MSI) . The
Communists have been foremost in making
an issue of the documents .
The scandal first broke out two years
ago , and implicated hundreds of italian not
ables and ranking politicians in dirty money ,
blackmail , and political crimes up to and
including terrorism and coup plotting . Now
implicated is the head of the Italian Social
Democrats (PSDI) , Pietro Longo , a member
of Craxi ' s cabinet .

Henry Kissinger moots
Persian Gulf blow-up
Just after returning from the elite Bilderberg
Conference in Stockholm, Henry Kissinger
told a Louisiana audience that the Iran-Iraq
war is "the single greatest threat to interna
tional stability . " Speaking May 1 6 to the
Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America in
New Orleans, Kissinger said that U . S . -So
viet relations were at their worst in memory ,
and that the Iran-Iraq conflict is making re
lations worse .
A similar line was forthcoming from the
International Institute of Strategic Studies
(IISS) . In a recently published report, the
London-based think-tank states that rela
tions between the superpowers are worse
now than at any time since the Cuban missile
crisis, and predicts that they will get even
worse in the near future . The IISS report
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cites the Persian Gulf war as a major con
tributing factor.
Soviet liaison Armand Hammer of Oc
cidental Petroleum gave an interview in
Louisville , Kentucky , earlier predicting a
spectacular increase in the price of Arab oil .

Soviets attack Japan 's
'ambitions in space '
commentator Y u . Bandura de
nounced Japan on May 1 0 , an attack pro
voked by Japan ' s full support for President
Reagan ' s beam-weapons development pro
gram, the only U . S . ally to do so .
Japan , "encouraged by China ' s si
lence , " is on a militarization drive , which
includes space militarization, Bandura
claimed . The program of the Japanese Gov
ernment Commission for Space Research
will transform "Japan at the beginning of the
1 990s into a ' great space power. ' "
Izvestia

Colombia launches new
offensive against drugs
Colombia's justice ministry is about to ap
prove a mass paraquat-spraying program
against marijuana crops . Until now , para
quat has been limited to "experimental use
only . " The step represents a dramatic new
move in the country ' s war on drugs , esca
lated since the April 3 1 assassination of Jus
tice Minister Rodrigo Lara Bonilla.
President Belisario Betancur and his
council of ministers must still approve the
program , but the justice ministry has already
given its fullest support to the decision . The
use of the herbicide 2 ,4-D to eradicate coca
bushes (used to produce cocaine) is the log
ical next step .
Speaking to j ournalists , Betancur called
this part of an "irreversible war" against the
mafia . "Organized crime has declared war
on society , and I am part of society . "
This Marc h ' s raid on "Tranquilandia , "
a jungle cocaine-refining complex the size
of a small city , hurt the traffickers badly .

The weekend of May 1 2 , a second blow was
dealt as another complex , Tranquilandia ' s
rumored replacement, was captured i n the
plains of Vichada , 500 kilometers east of
Bogota . The "cocaine city ," 1 2 buildings on
1 5 ,000 hectares of land , was equipped with
electronic equipment, five generating plants,
a 3 , 500-meter runway , an airplane hangar,
radar equipment , football fields, and dor
mitories for 50- 1 00 workers .
Despite expert camouflage , the Colom
bian national police with the aid of U . S .
Drug Enforcement Administration satel
lites, identified the runway and moved in.
The Vichada complex reportedly had the
capacity to refine up to 1 ,000 pounds of
cocaine per day , a full 1 0% of Colombia' s
total production .

Libyan hit squads
operating in Europe
A team of CIA and British intelligence agents
has warned other European services to re
main on alert against Libyan hit squads .
British intelligence expects a wave of bomb
ings affecting Heathrow airport .
The 20 or more hit-men sent to Europe
before the London Embassy crisis are still
in Pari s , Bonn , and Rome-and reports in
the May 1 3 Sunday Telegraph say Qaddafi
paid Syria more than $350 million to smug
gle weapons to them .

Egypt bidding to solve
Palestinian problem
The moderate wing of the PLO led by Yas
ser Arafat will soon open its first political
headquarters in Cairo , according to a report
in the Gulf newspaper Al Bayan. The office
will enable Egyptian President Hosni Mu
barak to closely coordinate diplomatic strat
egy with Arafat .
Arafat' s number-two man , Abu Iyad ,
has given an interview to the newspaper of
the Israeli Communist Party , stating that the
PLO is now ready to talk peace with Israel ,
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Briefly

• SWEDISH INTELLIGENCE
sources report that a new Soviet sub
if Israel recognizes the right of Palestinians

poet and inspirer of this process . In his dra

to self-determination .

ma Wilhelm Tell, entire passages are para

According to other reports , a high-rank

phrases from the Declaration of Indepen

ing official in the Egyptian government re

dence . Friedrich Schiller's method of ap

ported May 1 3 that Cairo has reason to be

proach to world-historical problems is the

lieve that Israel will soon begin to withdraw

only one which can still bring a solution.

its forces from southern Lebanon . Israel ' s

For this reason, we found the Schiller

military occupation o f Lebanon has been the

Institute . "

prime obstacle to Egypt' s resumption of
normal diplomatic relations with Israel .

The founding meeting established four
"work departments" relating to U . S . -Euro
pean relations:

Schiller Institute to
block Europe's decoupling
Scientists , politicial figures , farmers , min
isters , and musicians from all over the United
States , plus a delegation from Europe , came

together near Washington May 1 2 to found
the Schiller Institute, a German-American
organization describing itself as a "road
block

in

the

way

of

U . S . -European

decoupling . "
Helga Zepp-LaRouche, the chairwoman

1)

military cooperation;

economic cooperation;

3)

2)

scientific and

technological cooperation; and 4) study of

the common historical and cultural roots of
Western Europe and America .
The immediate task of elected leader
ship bodies of the Institute will be to prepare

a large conference on July 4 in Washington,
D. C. , including a large European contingent.

Sharon boasts of
aid to Khomeini

of the European Labor Party in West Ger

Ariel Sharon, touring the United States , an

many and wife of Democratic presidential

nounced in Bridgeport, Connecticut, on May

contender Lyndon LaRouche, opened the

14 that Israel has been delivering weapons

meeting by giving an overview of the pres

to Iran "with the agreement of the United

marine base is under construction at
Ladoga Lake , near the Soviet-Fin
nish border. The lake is connected to
both the Baltic and the White Sea
through several canals and rivers .
Sources have raised the possibility that
the base might serve as an underwater
mobile

stationing

site

for SS-20

missiles .

• JESUIT THEOLOGIAN Wal
demar Molinski of Wuppertal Uni
versity , West Germany , told a na
tional television audience that "both
churches, the Lutherans and the
Catholics , are in favor of mercy-kill
ing . " Molinski was commenting on
the case of Dr. Julius Hackethal , who
murdered a cancer patient last month.
"The church would support the turn
ing-off of machines in hospitals, if
patients become a mere appendage of
technology ," said Molinski.
• SEPARATIST rebels in S ri Lan
ka holding an American couple re
leased them on May 14 after threat
ening to kill them if demands were
not met. They had charged that the
couple were "CIA . "

ent strategic crisis . "The Soviet Union is

States . . . because an Iraqi victory would

very visibly pursuing a double strategy , "

represent a serious threat to Israel . Iraq has

aimed a t incorporating West Germany and

the most fanatical regime in the region . "

hence, all of Europe, into the Soviet sphere

• GUSH EMUNIM

Back i n Israel , however, a faction in
support of re-opening lines of communica
tion with Iraq seems to be gaining the upper
hand. On May 9, Science and Technol ogy
Minister Yuval Ne'eman called on Defense
Minister Moshe Arens to prepare "contin
gency plans" to bomb Iranian oil and nuclear
facilities, stating that Iran ' s development of
a nuclear program, with the aid of the West
German firm KWU , and growing evidence
that Iran has been using gas chambers to
liquidate "Jews, Bahai s , communists and
opponents , " require such preparations .
Strengthening the anti-Sharon faction is
the recent publication of War of the Dupes,
a book written by Ha' aretz military corres
pondant Avraham Shiff, which details how
Sharon systematically misinformed other
ministers about his real intentions during
Israel ' s invasion of Lebanon.

Moshe Levinger was arre sted in Is
rael in connection with investigations
of Jewish-fundamentalist terrorist
plots. Levinger has been held for in
terrogation before , and is believed
now to have known in advance about
the bombing of five Arab buses in
East Jerusalem and the West Bank .

of influence; Moscow threatens to conduct
a "surprise attack against West German ter
ritory and to rislc nuclear war," reassured in
this course by Henry Kissinger's doctrine of
Flexible Response . "Without West Ger
many ,

all

of

Western

Europe

is

indefensible. "
The necessity of the alliance, she stated ,
lies in Europe and the United States' com
mon historical and cultural roots . "We must
return to the ideas of the American Revolu
tion, the German classics, and the Libera
tion Wars against Napoleon . European re
publicans came over to America to support
the War of Independence .
The victory of the American Revolu
tion, in turn, created an unseen, before and
thereafter, level of republican education
among a broad population . Schiller was the
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leader Rabbi

• JERRY FALWELL'S

Moral
Majority is said to have funneled
$100,000 into the Ariel Sharon-allied
Israeli New Right . " The growth of
the group, which has caused alarm in
nationalist circles in Israeli , is report
edly being fed by both Christian fun
damentalist money and KGB politi
cal connections .
"
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KGB dele gation coaches
the MX vote in Congress
by Richard Cohen in Washington, D.C.

O n the night o f May 1 6 , the u . s . House o f Representatives

30 MX missiles , on May 1 4 President Reagan , at an im

'directed a devastating blow at President Ronald Reagan ' s

promptu White House press conference , declared: "What

strategic rearmament program . Under the Aspin amendment,

have we done to the Soviets that can compare with any of the

the number of MX missiles to be funded in FY85 will be

things that they are presently doing , except tell them that we

reduced to 1 5 . The Reagan administration had asked for 60 ,
in accordance with the Scowcroft Commission compromise .

are not going to let them get so powerful that they can impose
nuclear blackmail on us . . . . " But , by the evening of May

Earlier this year, the House Armed Services Committee had

1 5 , White House political advisers were forced to conclude

reduced the approved number to 30.

that the administration no longer had the votes to sustain even

The funding for these 1 5 will be withheld for six months

the 30 MX missiles .

as an "inducement" to get Moscow back to the strategic arms

Under threat of the total elimination of MX funding-a

talks . Then , in this incredible strategy for unilateral disar

proposal sponsored by House Speaker Tip O 'Neill (D-Mass . )

the alnendment stipulates that if the Soviets do re

and the entirety o f the House Democratic leadership-the

enter the talks , MX production will be postponed for at least

mament,

Reagan administration capitulated and accepted a "compro

an additional

six months .

mise" proposal offered by Rep . Les Aspin (D-Wis , ) . Since

The MX is indispensable , because it is far less vulnerable

the spring of 1 983 , when he and Reps . Norman Dicks of

to "pin-down" by enemy attack than the currently deployed

Washington and Albert Gore of Tennessee supplied the"mar

Minuteman, and it is more accurate , enabling it to better

gin for the passage of the "Scowcroft Commission" recom

target hardened Soviet targets .

mendations , Aspin has acted as an agent of former Secretary

After the defeat , Washington intelligence sources point

of State Henry Kissinger ' s business partner and longtime

to a probable assault on other big-ticket strategic weapons
systeins , including the B- 1 bomber and the Trident n sub

political aide Brent Scowcroft' s and Scowcroft' s penetration
operation within the Reagan administration . Aspin.is a liberal

marine . They fear that the momentum generated by the May

with ties to Averell Harriman and a faction of the CIA asso

16 House vote will evolve into a serious challenge to the

ciated with former director William Colby .

beam-weapons Strategic Defense Initiative and the White
House ' s anti-satellite plan .

Indeed , the MX defeat of a crucial element of the Presi
dent ' s strategic rearmament program is a direct result of

Finally , the House action , according to intelligence

Henry Kissinger's coup in the administration . Shortly after

sources , is sure to have a profound impact on the struggle in

the President' s March 23 , 1 983 speech, Reagan was in

·the Netherlands parliament surrounding the proposed station
ing of 48 cruise missiles in that country. Elements in the
Dutch legislature will now use the House attack on Reagan' s
strategic policy to justify a retrenchment o n the installation

formed that the liberals on the Hill would kill his MX pro
duction program unless he accepted the recommendations of
the Scowcroft Commission . A tacit proviso was that the
President pull back on promoting his new Strategic Defense

of so-called Euromissiles . That could lead to a major effort

Initiative. Reagan stuck to his part of the bargain , but Dem

in West Germany to halt the stationing of Euromissiles there .

ocratic support on the Hill for the MX was pulled out from

In a" last-minute attempt to save funding for the meager

under him . When EIR asked White House press spokesman
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Larry Speakes at his daily briefing on May 16 how the Pres
ident reacted to being doublecrossed by the Scowcroft Com
mission , he replied, "Er, I don't know that he really thought
he had a deal . . . . "

The only way the President could have pressed through
the MX vote would have been to appeal to the nation, to tell
Americans the truth about the scope and imminence of the

Soviet threat. That is ruled out by Reagan ' s re-election strat
egy . If the May 1 6 humiliation does not shock the President
into a radical reversal of the appeasement theme introduced
into that re-election strategy by White House Chief of Staff

James Baker III and Deputy Chief of Staff Michael Deaver,
what remains of U . S . strategic rearmament, the SDI , and the
U . S . commitment to Europe embodied in the Euromissiles
will be placed at unnecessary and extreme risk.
While the inside job done on the President by Baker,

"academics" sponsored by the U . S . National Academy of
Sciences (NAS ) . Significantly, this program was orchestrat
ed by Carter ACDA Deputy Director Spurgeon Keeny , now
head of the NAS arms-control effort .
Also present for these four days of closed meetings were
leading anti-SDI demagogue Richard Garwin , Brookings In
stitution foreign policy head John Steinbruner, arms control
ler Wolfgang Panofsky-all representing the Democratic
Party "shadow government"-and the heads of MIT , Car
negie , and Rockefeller Universities .
Sources confirmed that " ' Star Wars ' [the beam-weapons
policy] was a major focus of these discussions . " These sources
also reported that Arbatov, Velikhov , and other Soviets re
peatedly expressed extreme hostility to the Reagan adminis
tration' s S DI , anti-satellite program and strategic rearma
ment policy .

Deaver, and the early- 1 983 Commission on Strategic Forces

Indeed, following these six days o f meetings , Velikhov

chaired by Scowcroft has steered the White House down the

was publicly quoted comparing the Reagan administration ' s

road to capitulation , two recent developments played a role

initiatives i n these areas t o Nazi Germany ' s build-up prior to

in the grave defeat suffered by the White House on May 1 6 .
Interest-rate increases panicked Congress into a spending

representatives at these meetings were impressed and excited

cut craze . And the Soviet leadership made a strong and effec

by the Soviets ' willingness to at least talk about arms issues .

Operation B arbarossa . Yet , our sources reported , the U . S .

tive intervention directly into the U . S . Congress a week be

The Arbatov and Velikhov entourages were inundated by

fore the MX vote . Under the direction of two senior Soviet

requests from Capitol Hill for meetings . A source who con

operatives , Georgii Arbatov , the head of the U . S . A . -Canada

firmed that the Soviets had numerous meetings with con

Institute , and Academician E. P. Velikhov , member of the

gressmen and senators , primarily at dinners and receptions

Central Committee of the Communist Party and vice-presi

hosted by American legislators in their honor, stated: "It was

dent of the Soviet Academy of Sciences (and the most out

all really at the initiative of the Hill people , who were pur

spoken critic of the U . S . SDI) , Moscow managed to mobilize

suing the Soviets . They really wanted to meet with them.

all its assets in Washington behind an assault on U . S . defense

The Soviets agreed , but refused to meet with any officials of

capabilities .

the U . S . administration . "

Soviets mobilize Washington

Soviets on the Hill by Sen . Claiborne Pell (D-R . I . ) , which

O f special significance was a reception thrown for the

According to Capitol Hill sources , the Soviet mobiliza

was attended by the entirety of the Soviet delegation and

tion of the U. S . Congress began approximately 10 days be

representatives of the Hill and their staffs . Pell , a member of

fore the MX vote . Beginning on May 4, Arbatov , accom

the Soviet-co-initiated Club of Rome , was the last U . S . leg

panied to Washingtori by Velikhov , Primakov , and R. Sag

islator to visit Yuri Andropov , at a meeting in Moscow last

deev (head of the Moscow Space Research Institute) , launched

year reportedly arranged by Carol Rosen , head of the Institute

a series of high-level secret meetings lasting for approxi

for Security and Cooperation in Outer Space , which has been

mately six days with important figures in the Eastern Easta

in intimate contact with the Soviet embassy in Washington

blishment-dominated arms-control community , which exerts

and the Soviet government in Moscow . According to intel

a directorship over most Capitol Hill Democrats and many

ligence sources , it was Rosen who crafted the proposal on

Kissinger-linked Hill RepUblicans .

"peaceful uses of outer space" which Andropov handed to

On the weekend of May 4, Velikhov and his team met at

Pell at that meeting . Pell was later joined by Sen . Spark

the Aspen Institute ' s Wye Plantation in Virginia with the

Matsunaga (D-Hawaii) and Rep . Mel Levine (D-Calif. ) in

Federation of American Scientists , a group directed by arch

sponsoring legislation that would block U. S . development of

environmentalist and disarmer Jeremy Stone . Also reported

ABM defense systems and anti-satellite weapons'. Rosen is

in attendance at this private confab were former Carter

now also an adviser to Levine .

administration Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

The festivities in honor of the Soviets included a dinner

(ACDA) director Paul Warnke; Carter State Department So

at the Brookings Institution set up by Matsunaga and others

viet Desk chief Jerry Hough; Paul Stairs , the anti-SDI resi
dent fellow at the Brookings Institution; and other Demo

who "especially wanted to meet Arbatov and Primakov . " To

cratic Party-linked think-tankers .
On May 6, Velikhov ' s team was joined by Arbatov and

of revoking invitations to the dinner sent to Reagan admin

Primakov at a semi-annual meeting of Soviet and American
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appease their Soviet guests , Brookings went to the extreme
istration officials .
Following their consolidation of key groups on Capitol
National
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Hill against the President' s rearmament program , Arbatov
and Primakov moved up the ladder for direct consultations
with the elite Eastern Establishment stringpullers of the lib, eral wing of Congress , first spending three days at the Har
vard University Kennedy School unit on International Ne
gotiations , under Trilateral Commission honcho Graham AI
lison-one in a series of meetings these senior Soviet officials
have held with this Harvard group; they are trying to set up a
government-sponsored "Crisis Control Center" to be per
manently staffed by Soviets and Americans who can "talk it
over" (rather than respond) when crises erupt.
After these private deliberations in Cambridge , the So
viets moved on to Dartmouth University for meetings of the
"Dartmouth Conference" -the latterday high-powered 'ver
sion of the Pugwash Conferences , sponsored by Kissinger
intimate David Rockefeller, the Harrimans , and other leading
New York-based banking interests .
On May 22-24, the U . S . -U . S . S .R. Business Council holds
a New York City meeting with a fresh delegation of Russians .
The U . S . side will send senior administration representa
tives , and leaders of the Soviet group will also meet with
Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige and Deputy Sec
retary of State Kenneth Dam.

Interest-rate blackmail

While Arbatov and Velikhov consolidated the Soviet
peace-movement position on Capitol Hill , their allies in the
U . S . and British money -center banks, in league with Feaeral
Reserve Board chairman Paul A . Volcker, engineered a dras
tic jump in the prime interest rate , sending shock waves
through Washington. Sources on Capitol Hill report that the
Democratic leadership in both Houses of Congress , as well
as the Kissinger-linked Senate Republican leadership , atuib
uted the interest-rate rise to the President' s refusal to cut the
U . S . defense budget further and , secondarily , his refusal to
raise taxes . These legislators created panic around the MX
vote, predicting even larger rises in the prime rate if the
defense budget were not cut.
According to Democratic-linked sources at the Brookings
Institution, this initial rise in rates is just the beginning . They
expect rates to rise throughout the course of this year, as long
as President Reagan refuses to slash the U . S . defense budget
and raise taxes .
These sentiments were echoed b y Kissinger-linked Sen
ate Finance Committee chairman Robert Dole (R-Kans . ) ,
who warned that rates will rise 3-4% between now and the
November elections . Dole calculated that for every half per
cent rise in the prime rate, the Republicans will lose one
Senate seat . He reported that the only way to bring rates
down would be through a serious curtailment of the budget
deficit-which would require major cuts in U . S . defense .
According to nationally syndicated columnists Rowland
Evans and Robert Novak, a secret meeting of staffers of the
Federal Reserve Board and the Democratic Senatorial Cam
paign Committee occurred a few weeks before the sudden
52
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jump in the prime . Leading Democrats-particularly in the
Senate-led by campaign committee chairman Sen . Lloyd
Bentsen (D-Tex . ) actually offered the Fed political support
if it went ahead with a rate rise . Thus the Democratic Party
leadership has shown itself willing to jeopardize the nation' s
fundamental security i n the interests o f partisan electoral
gains and appeasement of Moscow .

The Scowcroft victory
Then , in the midst of direct Soviet intervention on Capitol
Hill and the blackmail threat of higher interest rates , Tip
O ' Neill and the rest of the House Democratic leadership
launched a full-scale effort in support of an amendment to
the FY 85 budget sponsored by Reps. Charles Bennett (D
Fla. ) and Nicholas Mavroules (D-Mass . ) to completely elim
inate any funding for the MX missile .
On May 1 4 , following a full week of heavy-handed cam
paigning by the House Democratic leadership, O ' Neill pre
dicted that the House would cancel the production of 30 MX
missiles and give the administration only $ 1 . 7 billion for
further MX research. Democratic presidential candidate
Walter Mondale announced that he would launch a telephone
drive to convince wavering congressmen to support the Ben
nett-Mavroules amendment.
The following day , as a White House which had spent
virtually all its energies the week before convincing a resist
ant House to continue aid to EI Salvador began a blitz to save
the MX , O ' Neill and the Democratic leadership announced
that they had secured at least 220 votes---enough to pass the
Bennett-Mavroules death-blow .
In the fall of 1 98 2 , the White House sat on the verge of a
similar savaging of the MX in the House; then-Deputy Na
tional Security Adviser Bud MacFarlane seizl;:d the opportu
nity and recommended the creation of a "bipartisan commis
sion" to save the MX on the Hill . The idea was strongly
endorsed by James Baker. Congress funded 2 1 of the 1 00
missiles approved , after Reagan abandoned his original re
quest for 200 .
Early in 1 98 3 , the commission was founded under the
direction of Kissinger asset Brent Scowcroft. Then in April
after the March publication in Time magazine of a Kissinger
piece urging the sacking of the l O-warhead MX and any other
weapons systems that could fit into a potential nuclear war
fighting strategy and their replacement by a single-warhead
mobile missile (the "Midgetman") which would assure the
doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction--Scowcroft is
sued his report.
Just before its issuance , he had an extended meeting with
Georgii Arbatov . Beyond forcing a commitment to the de
velopment of the Midgetman as a price for allowing the MX
to proceed to the procurement stage , the Scowcroft recom
mendations demanded an administration commitment, sub
ject to congressional review , to a "serious" arms-control pol
icy , This established the notion that the MX is merely a
"bargaining chip , " not a weapon essential to U . S . security.
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The Kremlin's Russian Orthodox
cultists invade Washington , D . c .
by Mark Burdman
With much noise and sanctimonious justifications , the lead
ership of the Soviet Union has since mid-May focused atten
tion on the potential threat to their athletes as the main reason
for their pull-out from the Olympic Games in Los Angeles .
Simultaneously , they have dispatched more KGB agents into
the United States than at any time in the past decades .
Aided by high-level operatives in the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the U . S . State Department, and other agencies
of government, the Soviets since May 3 have sent three high
level delegations to the United States , under religious , sci
entific , and think-tank covers , and are preparing to send an
economic delegation to New York during the week of May
2 1 . This is Phase Three of a specific offensive launched
against American defense and sovereignty since May 1 982.
Phase One came at that time when Moscow ' s prestigious
Patriarch Pimen , head of the Russian Orthodox Church,
launched a diatribe against support in the United States for a
policy for development of antiballistic-missile defense sys
tems . This signaled to insiders a new international campaign
of slanders and threats against EIR founder Lyndon H. La
Rouche, who had proposed joint U . S . -Soviet deployment of
such weapons systems before an international audience in
Washington, D . C . in February 1 982.
Phase Two came one year later, after Ronald Reagan had
made energy-beam ABM defenses the policy of the United
States on March 23 . The Soviet leadership dispatched KGB
propagandist Fyodor Burlatskii of Literaturnaya Gazeta, a
man who has denounced U . S . beam-weapons development
as "a casus belli for nuclear war," to lead a massive Soviet
delegation to Minneapolis, Minnesota, to participate in a
"peace conference" set up by a Walter Mondale supporter,
Mayor Don Fraser. That event launched the U . S . "nuclear
freeze" movement. Now , Phase Three has been launched ,
posing a security and terrorist threat to the United States that
should be the predominant concern of the nation ' s law-en
forcement and policy-making apparatus .
On May 3 , nineteen top Soviet clergy and theologians
a:rrived in New York City for a 6-day stopover, the first site
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of a 1 9-day whirlwind tour of the United States, hitting ap
proximately 20 American cities . Apparently, the Soviets were
suddenly quite unconcerned about the security of their citi
zens ; the clergy walked through the streets of the United
States , uttering hymns of peace , calling upon the United
States .0 unilaterally disarm , and praising every species of
movement that poses a terrorist threat to the American citi
zenry . As one British observer commented to EIR : "Typical
Soviet behavior. Talk peace , while preparing for war . "
Thr- tour was arranged b y th e National Council o f Churches
(NCC) , the American branch of the Swiss-Russian-con
trolled World Council of Churches in Geneva. This was the
fourth "exchange program" between the NCC and the Soviets
since 1 954-5 5 , at which time Presbyterian NCC head Eugene
Carson Blake traveled to Moscow to meet his clerical coun
terparts . What makes this year's program different is that the
NCC plans to send no less than 300 persons to the U . S . S . R .
th i s June , t o demonstrate i n force the NCC leadership ' s pref
erence for a "third and final Roman Empire" based in Moscow .
The NCC-Russian exchanges have been the religious arm
of the process initiated in the mid- 1 950s by Lord Bertrand
Russell, known as the "Pugwash Conference . " Pugwash has
been the essential Anglo-Swiss back channel with Moscow
over the past three decades to ensure Western accommoda
tion and capitulation to Soviet Russian imperial designs .
The NCC ' s current ambitions are largely the project of
Dr. V . Bruce Rigdon , head of the Presbyterian McCormick
Theological Seminary in Chicago. In general , the Presbyter
ians , better understood as the Scottish branch of the Jesuit
influenced Calvinist movement, have been the motor force
within the American religious community behind the NCC ' s
plotting with the Soviet clerics .
Coordination for the exchanges are worked out between
the New York NCC U . S . -U . S . S . R . Relations Council and
Moscow ' s Metropolitan Filaret of Minsk and Byelorussia,
the Russian Orthodox Church "Exarch" for Western Europe
and chief of the External Relations Department of the Mos
cow Patriarchate .
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Filaret is reputedly one of the chief bearers of the doctrine
whereby Moscow is destined to become the site of the "third
and final Roman Empire" and home of world Orthodoxy by
the year 1 98 8 , the thousandth anniversary of the conversion
of Russia to B yzantine Eastern Orthodox Christianity . Ac
cording to a source in the Church of England highly critical
of the NCC ' s back-and-forth with such types , "the Soviets
have never hidden their ambition to take over world Ortho
doxy , then to take over world churches in general . They think
their competitors in Orthodoxy , Constantinople , Alexandria,
Jerusalem , and Antioch , are all weak pushovers , and can be
moved aside . "
At the head o f the delegation sent to the United States by
Metropolitan Filaret is Metropolitan Juvenaly of Krutitsky
and Koloma , a man described by the Anglican source as "the
third- or fourth-highest ranking member of the ROC , a man
in the shadow of Nikodim . " The late Nikodim, the former
head of the church, was one of the staunchest advocates of
renewing the commitment to the "third and final Rome"
doctrine .
Aside from top members of the External Relations office
of the Moscow Patriarchate and theologians from Leningrad
Theological Seminary and Moscow Theological Seminary ,
delegation members accompanying Juvenaly include:
• Vyachaslav Ovsyannikov , deputy editor of The Jour
nal of the Moscow Patriarchate;
• Archimandrite Tiran , administrator of the Nakhichav
an and Russian diocese of the Armenian Apostolic Church;
• Archbishop Edgar Hark of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church of Estonia;
• Reverend Karl Galiti s , secretary of the Consistory of
the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Latvia;
• Rabbi Adolf Shaevich , chief rabbi of the Moscow
Choral Synagogue .

From May 8 until May 1 7 , the delegation split up into
five sections , to visit 1 5 American metropolitan centers . In
all cases, local NCC chapters or NCC affiliates organized
".peace;' gatherings for the KGB -deployed cleric s , to build
up the terrorist infrastructure embedded in the so-called U. S .
"peace" and "ecology" movements .
In some cities , overt contact was made with terrorist
organizations . For example, the church delegations visiting
Portland, Oregon , and Albuquerque , New Mexico , met "na
tive Americans" involved with the American Indian Move
ment . In Los Angeles , Archimandrite Tiran met with church
organizations that are part of the Armenian Secret Army
(ASALA) support apparatus , and contacts were arranged
with organizations backing the terrorist infrastructure in EI
Salvador and Nicaragua.
Richard Celeste of Ohio gave an official state welcome
to the delegation visiting Columbu s . In Grand Rapids , Mich
igan , May 1 5 , the Ford Museum created by Henry Kissin
ger's friend Gerald Ford gave an official city welcome to the
delegation .
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Following this array of trips , the delegation arrived in
Louisville, Kentucky, May 1 6 , to talk to the Governing Board
of the NCC , and to speak at the Christ Episcopal Cathedral
in that city . Emerging from this meeting , the peace-loving
Juvenaly told listeners that "people-to-people contacts are
not good enough" and that there must be "changes at the top"
in the United States if there is to be any chance for improved
U . S . -Soviet relations.
The delegation is visiting the nation ' s capital , to hold a
"prayer session" at the National Cathedral on the 1 8th , and
then , to attend an "Ecumenical Peace Conference" at the
Jesuit Georgetown University , home base of Henry Kissin
ger, on the morning of the 1 9th .
According to an NCC source in North Carolina , "We
have worked most closely with the State Department on this
trip . "

Crisis-mongering and crisis-managing
Washington, D . c . , has been the scene of intensive pen
etration by Soviet official s , ranging from scientists led by
Academician E. F. Velikhov, to think-tankers from the U . S . 
Canada In!ltitute , led b y Kissinger friend Georgii Arbatov.
On May 1 3 , Velikhov gave an interview to Associated
Press in Washington , violently attacking the U . S . beam
weapons program as identical to the Nazis ' plans for a sur
prise attack on the U . S . S . R . in 1 94 1 ! He labelled Reagan' s
policies "very dangerous and very destabilizing . "
Velikhov, Arbatov , et al . have been cultivating the "arms
control" mafia deployed by Pugwash and run by the Harvard
Massachusetts Institute of Technology mafia that created
Henry Kissinger.
. During the weekend of May 1 2- 1 3 , Arbatov and Com
pany huddled with a special "Crisis Prevention and Avoiding
Nuclear War" task force working under the auspices of the
Harvard Law School ' s Nuclear Negotiations Project . Under
direction of Harvard Law professor William Ury and John F.
Kennedy School of Government head Graham Allison , a
member of the Trilateral Commission , the Soviet and Har
vard representatives developed what one Harvard source la
belled "a very solid relationship that can be put into service
in the future . "
Immediately after that , Arbatov ' s team traveled u p to
Hanover, New Hampshire , to attend the May 1 4- 1 8 meeting
of the "Dartmouth Conference , " the yearly back-channel
meeting sponsored by the Rockefeller family interests and by
Kissinger' s strategists . Attendees included David Rockefel
ler, Kissinger crony and Mondale adviser William Hyland,
Harvard arms-control Pugwashite Paul Doty , and New York
Times bureau chief Flora Lewis . Prime subjects were "arms
control" and "the Middle East and regional crises . "
Rockefeller and Lewis had been i n Sweden over the May
1 1 - 1 3 weekend for this year ' s meeting of the Bilderberg
group . Also in attendance at that meeting was Dr. Kissinger,
the man that Izvestia has announced it prefers as the next
U . S . Secretary of State .
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Henry Kissinger's policies wreck
the u. s. -Mexico summit
by Valerie Rush
Mexican President Miguel de la Madrid arrived in Washing
ton, D . C . on May 14 bearing the mandate of every major
Thero-American nation to present their views on the conti
nent ' s dangerously escalating political and economic crises :
namely , Central America and the foreign debt . He met with
stony indifference from President Ronald Reagan; open re
buffs from the administration ' s economic spokesmen; and
threats of destabilization , even overthrow , from Kissinger
allied forces .in the State Department. The diplomatic doub
letalk of "exchanging views" and "agreeing to disagree" could
not cover up the fact that de la Madrid ' s appeal fell on deaf,
even hostile , ears .
In short, the results were just about what could be ex
pected from a Washington regime in which Henry A. Kissin
ger has controlled policy toward Ibero-America since the
summer of 1 982, when he was appointed to head the Bipar
tisan Commission on Central America. But this outcome
means that the United States is on the verge of losing all
influence from the Rio Grande to Cape Hom .
De la Madrid told a joint session of the U . S . Congress on
May 1 6: "The Latin American nations seek , with fairness
and respect, a new type of relationship with the United States .
They seek to eliminate any shadow of subordination, pre
serving their sovereignty and national identity . . . . Justice
and well-being are the only effective guarantees for warding
off the danger of instability and a widespread conflagration
of Latin America.
"How can we accept that a unilateral increase in interest
rates nullifies the great efforts made for economic readjust
ment, accompanied by a lowered standard of living? . . The
developing nations seem trapped in an iron circle of indebt
edness and cancellation of progress . . . . In a world that is
impoverished , we must jointly establish new bases for finan
cial and commercial exchange . . . .
"[The Contadora Group] represents Latin American ac
tions to solve a Latin American problem . We maintain that
dialogue and a negotiated solution to the conflicts are possi
ble; we therefore reject, without exception , all military plans
that would seriously endanger the security and the develop
ment of the region . "
Two days earlier, the Mexican President reportedly
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wa.;;led President Reagan: "The United States must know
that it has dignified neighbors , not slaves ! "

Rebuffs and threats
The de la Madrid visit bears special significance for North
South relations in this hemisphere , because it coincides with
heightened tension stemming from the new interest-rate spi
ral that threatens to blow apart the indebted Ibero-American
economies . One Ibero-American leader after another, aware
tha ' the escalating bank rates have become a question of
natil)nal survival , has warned that the situation is fast reach
ing a breaking point.
Outgoing Ecuadoran President Osvaldo Hurtado de
clared during a May 1 3 stopover in New York City that the
debtor nations were "on the verge of explosion" due to recent
the interest-rate increases . Former Venezuelan President
Carlos Andres Perez has urged that the debtors respond to the
interest-rate hikes by imposing a "ceiling" on their debt
payments .
Argentine President Raul Alfonsfn described the rising
rat May 10 as "like a neutron bomb in which men and
women remain alive , but all that generates wealth is de
stroyed . It is as though madness has taken over the financial
centers . " Alfonsfn conducted hurried telephone consulta
tions with his colleagues in Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil ,
and Mexico to try to bring off an emergency stfmmit on the
interest-rate problem, and his vice-president, Victor Marti
nez , declared outright May 14 that the time for a debtors '
cartel to "defend our common interests" has arrived .
The interest-rate hikes themselves are being used as po
litkaI as well as economic weapons against the outraged
Ibero-Americans . The first 0 . 5 % increase was announced
just as de la Madrid launched his tour of the major Ibero
American debtor countries in April , for which a common
position on the debt and in defense of Central American
sovereignty were at the top of the agenda .
The second 0 . 5 % rate hike occurred during de la Madrid ' s
Washington D . C . visit. Together with the comments o f U . S .
officials like Federal Reserve Roard chairman Paul Vo1cker
anI' U . S . Ambassador to Mexico John Gavin , it spoke vol
umes about the Reagan administration ' s suicidal blindess
National
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towards its neighbors and toward the debt bomb about to
explode on its shores .
Volcker, in a meeting with the Mexican head of state ,
declared that he stood "spiritually" alongside de la Madrid
and the austerity measures he had imposed under the Inter
national Monetary Fund' s (IMF) murderous dictates , but re
jected de la Madrid' s appeals to lower bank rates. "I can ' t
pull a plan to lower Third Wodd interest rates out o f my
pocket . " Beside s , Volcker added , the high interest rates are
beneficial for the U . S . economy .
Gavin was more provocative , asserting that it was the
"irresponsibility of the Third Wodd in managing its affairs , "
and not U . S . economic policy, which was to blame for the
high interest rates .
Meanwhile , Treasury Secretary Donald Regan slammed
the door to unified approaches by the debtor countries
which de la Madrid and the presidents of Argentina, Vene
zuela, Brazil , and Colombia have been working for. Speak
ing on May 17 to a Paris session of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) , Regan
stated that no "new approaches" to solving the debt crisis
would be considered. "[We] continue to believe that the
current [case-by-case] debt strategy provides the right frame
work for addressing debt problems . "
U . S . Commerce Secretary William Brock poured cold
water on the hopes of the debtors that more generous trade
offers on the part of the creditor nations would assist the
subordinated economies in overcoming their unpayable debt
burdens . "It makes no sense , " declared Brock , to undertake
new trade negotiations until "safeguard measures" and trade
subsidies are eliminated . De la Madrid was told by Brock in
Washington that major trade concessions for Mexican prod
ucts would only be granted in return for the elimination of all
Mexican trade export subsidies and credits .

Nazi-communist alliance
A cold shoulder, however, was not the nastiest part of
President de la Madrid' s Washington reception. His arrival
in the nation ' s capital was "greeted" with a two-part series
carried by the Washington Post and written by State Depart
ment stringer Jack Anderson charging that, according to a
"high government source with access to secret intelligence
reports , " Mexican President de la Madrid was stealing his
country blind .
Anderson ' s secret source claimed that not only were for
mer Mexican presidents Echeverria and L6pez Portillo mul
timillion- and even multibillion-dollar thieves, but that de la
Madrid himself had taken at least $ 1 62 million since his
presidential campaign began in 1 982, and was keeping it in
a Swiss bank account . "This is something you might want to
keep in mind when Mexican President de la Madrid calls on
President Reagan this week , " Anderson concluded his sec
ond column .
The Mexican presidential office denied the Anderson
slanders as "inaccurate , false , and tendentious , " protesting
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that Anderson' s "sensationalism" was "staining" the Wash
ington Post' s reputation . George High , State Department
spokesman for U . S . -Mexican affairs , rushed to deny that the
report Anderson was citing existed and reiterated the U . S .
government' s "confidence" i n the integrity of the Mexican
president .
And yet the well-orchestrated "leak" from the Kissinger
dominated State Department was hardly an indulgence in
"sensationalism . " Nazi-communist. forces in Mexico-rep
resented by the drug-trafficking alliance of the former Nazi
party of Mexico , the PAN , and the former Communist Party ,
the PSUM-have been dedicating all their energies to the
creation of a fascist mob capability , arousing anti-nationalists
and the disaffected with concocted charges of corruption
against the previous governments . With the help of their
allies in the State Department, this "anti-corruption" mob is
now to be turned against de la Madrid , creating the basis for
destabilization of the Mexican government and possibly even
invasion from the north .
George High ' s denials notwithstanding , it was High him
self who told EIR on April 1 9 that "it will be very interesting
to see what comes after the PRI , " Mexico ' s ruling party. "Of
course , I am all for democracy," insisted High . "But not just
with one party . . . . It ' s important that there be other parties .
The PAN i s one o f these , and I even believe it would b e good
to have the PSUM . "

Venezuela labeled 'substandard'
The treatment Mexico received in Washington was low
keyed compared to what other Ibero-American nations are
getting . On May 1 0 , U . S . banking regulators determined that
Venezuelan government and private-sector loans were to be
classified as "substandard , " the financial equivalent of label
ing someone a leper.
As even the Wall Street Journal acknowledged , the clas
sification is more political than economic . Banks will be
reluctant to do any further lending or loan restructuring and
the pressure will be high to force Venezuela into ultimately
submitting to IMF dictates. Venezuela is the first Latin Amer
ican debtor to be classified as "substandard . " The only dif
ference between Venezuela and the other major debtors, notes
the Journal, is that "Venezuela is the only big Latin American
debtor to refuse to submit to an IMF program . "
The future awaiting Venezuela should it submit to the
International Monetary Fund is being starkly played out in
nearby Peru , where the government has just announced that
stocks of state-sector companies are being put on the market
for sale to private interest. The Belaunde government, which
in March fired Finance Minister Rodriguez Pastor for advo
cating submission to an IMF austerity program , yielded late
last month and , despite the outraged protests of the popula
tion , signed a "letter of intent" with the IMF . Interest-rate
hikes, elimination of subsidies on food and other necessities ,
new currency devaluations and the just-begun dismantling of
the state sector were at the top of the list.
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Strikes and lockouts
begin to spread
by Yin Berg and Steve Komm
Each day , EIR receives reports of strikes , lock-outs , violence
on the picket line in all parts of the country-labor strife of
the type not seen since the 1 930s . In Europe , such strikes are
influenced by communists and KGB dupes among social
democrats . That is currently not the case in America. Work
ers are seeing their jobs , wages , working conditions , and
trade unions destroyed. The strikes represent desperate de
fensive actions in the face of unjust demands from employ
ers--the direct outcome of the Federal Reserve ' s regime of
usury .

'Strike as long as you want to'
In Toledo , Ohio , where the political mass strikes of the
last depression began with 1 934's famous Auto-Lite strike ,
Sun Oil refinery workers and AP Auto Parts workers are
locked out by managements whose "give-back" demands
amount to disbanding the unions, and are backed by gun
turrets protecting a scab labor force .
.
A one-day nationwide strike by the Teamsters against
Interstate Motor Freight System was crushed May 1 6 when
the Grand Rapids-based firm announced that it would liqui
date its motor-freight operation rather than agree to a new
Teamster contract . More than 1 ,500 Teamsters , including
several hundred in the Toledo-based Local 20, were fired
when they refused to agree to a 35% cut in pay and benefits .
"They can have their strike as long as they want. They have
no jobs , though , " said a company spokesman . Interstate had
demanded the contract concessions after filing for Chapter
1 1 bankruptcy reorganization on April 1 1 . The contract was
not due to expire until April 1 985 . The company is now
expected to sell its trucking operations to a non-union
.
company .
The city of Pittsburgh is in the middle of more than a half
dozen such strikes, blacked out by the media. Twenty thou
sand leaflets were distributed by warehouse workers in the
Teamsters union , fired by Gimbels department store and re
placed by youths hired by a "subcontractor. " The fired work
ers ' virtually all over 40 , and a majority over 54, were making
$7 . 50 an hour; the scabs will make $4 . 70 . Gimbels was
recently bought by the British American Tobacco Company ,
whose negotiator told the employees that older workers have
a duty to move out of the way and let younger workers have
their jobs .
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Security guards working for the Mellon Bank Center
building , some former steelworkers , were also leafleting in
the first weeks of May . Mellon management had "terminat
ed" its contract with their unionized company a year ago ,
hiring replacements at the minimum wage . The Mellons have
a history of union-busting going back to 1 926, when Andrew
and R. B . Mellon ' s Pittsburgh Coal Company machine
gunned locked-out mineworkers , launching the Coolidge
Hoover wave of union-busting .
At the same time , 500 paperworkers forced out on strike
at the Papercraft Company ' s Blawnox , Pennsylvania factory
demonstrated at a shareholders ' meeting and at the Pittsburgh
city council . The company had demanded the workers take a
major pay cut and give up benefits and seniority , or the
company would move operations to non-union plants in Illi
nois and California. The workers struck April 28; by that
time , the company had already moved more than half the
machinery out of the plant .
One hundred and twenty-five employees of the Shasta
Steel Company in Coraopoli s , Pennsylvania, represented by
Shipbuilders Local 6 1 , demonstrated May 1 against Judge
Sylvestri , who had granted their employer an injunction
against more than two of the striking workers picketing at
one time , since more would "cause violence . " Scabs had
physically attacked picketers including the union president
but Sylvestri refused to hear evidence. Company owner John
Shutey told workers there would be no union at the plant after
the strike , and took out newspaper ads offering jobs of "work
ers who are now striking the plant. "

The 'post-industrial' Combustion Engineering
In nearby East Monongahela, 600 workers at the Com
bustion Engineering facility are now waiting to find out if
they will still have jobs at the end of the month . On May 1 1 ,
talks between USWA Local 2 1 0 and management came to an
end . On May 1 2 , union members unanimously rejected com
pany demands for "language changes" in the workers ' con
tract, which was to have run through March-April 1 985 . On
May 24, the company ' s board, dominated by Boston Brah
min families linked to Swiss financial interests , will meet in
Windsor, Connecticut, probably to take the decision to move
the plant south to non-union territory . The company ' s de
mands would have destroyed the seniority system , permitting
anyone to be laid off or assigned to any job at any time ,
permitted free cqntracting-out of work, destroyed a standing
vacation plan , and postponed a July pay raise to January
1 98 5 .
Combustion Engineering was a major nuclear-power
components supplier-until the "post-industrial" financial
policies of the very same families controlling the firm de
stroyed America' s nuclear industry . '1:'he East Monongahela
plant is the fifth or sixth shop to be hit in Combustion Engi
neering ' s drive against its labor force. It has also busted union
shops in Tulsa, St. Louis , and Chattanooga, Tennessee ,
among other locations .
National
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Elephants and Donkeys

Hartdale comes to
California
Several months back, a few political
pundits began applying the term
"Hartdale" to the candidacies of Gary
Hart and Walter Mondale . Their point
was that despite Hart's claim to rep
resent the new generation and Mon
dale ' s to speak for the old , the two are
basically interchangeable .
That's all too true . But some new
information about the California pri
mary demonstrates just how closely
intertwined the two alleged opponents
are .
Gary Hart's California campaign
manager, John Emerson , and Mon
dale ' s state campaign manager, Mick
ey Kantor, not only both work for the
same law firm , but are close friends as
well . And the firm they work for hap
pens to be Manatt, Phelps , Rothen
berg and Tunney-the law firm of
Charlie Manatt, chairman of the Dem
ocratic National Committee .
The two don't simply share the
same employer-their relationship is
much cozier. Kantor, 44 , worked for
Gary Hart in 1 972 when Hart was
George McGovern ' s campaign man
ager. He also headed Jimmy Carter' s
California reelection campaign in
1 980, and former Gov . Jerry Brown' s
U . S . Senate race in 1 982. The 30-year
old Emerson worked as an aide to
Kantor in both the Carter and Brown
campaigns .
Emerson and Kantor say the cam
paign doesn ' t get in the way . "We 're
partners and friends and have been in
volved with each other in many polit
ical and legal efforts for several years
now ," Kantor says . Emerson "is a very
accomplished and effective spokes
man for his candidate and I couldn 't
be more pleased with his success . "
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by Kathleen Klenetsky

Says En:.erson: "It just produces a
friendly rivalry . It' s very similar to the
situation where two friends play
against each other in sports . You do
everything you can to win, but after
it' s over, you walk off the field
friends . "

Califorlua scenario
The Emersc. -Kantor-Manatt connec
tion is just one indication of the or
chestration behind the scenes of the
Democratic presidential selection
process . Even with this high degree of
control , the political volatility of the
electorate and the complete lack of en
thusiasm for the "frontrunners" has
made it impossible for the newfangled
boys in the back room to wrap up the
nomination ,or Fritz . At this point , a
brokered convention is a near
certainty .
Sources privy to the inner councils
of the Democratic Party establishment
tell EIR that Hart intends to fight it out
with Fritz , primarily in order to force
himself on the ticket as Vice-President.
Knowing that Hart ' s ploy could
backfire , several other contenders are
positioning " 'emselves as choices for
the VP slot, or possibly even the top
spot , should the convention deadlock.
But with the sole exception of EIR
founder Lyndon H . LaRouche , how
ever, the "dark horses" come from the
same malodorous stable as Hart and
Mondale.
Among the names being bandied
about are Sen. Dale Bumpers (D . 
Ark . ) , a freo'lent visitor at the W . Av
erell Harrimdll family ' s Georgetown
salon . Bumpers ' s wife , Betty , is the
founder of "Peace Links , " a national
organization of pro-nuclear freeze
women which maintains close con
tacts with KGB-sponsored "peace"
groups in the Soviet Union .
Another whose name is often
mentioned is New York governor
Mario Cuomo . An avowed devotee of
••

Jesuit death-cultist Teilhard de Char
din who claims to represent traditional
family values, Cuomo has initiated a
cost-cutting drive in the state involv
ing a moratorium on hospital con
struction and restrictions on the acqui
sition of high-technology medical
equipment . Recently , Cuomo estab
lished a review board aimed at legal
izing "Do not resuscitate" orders , that
i s , medical orders under which certain
patients are not given life-saving
treatment.
Another leading contender is Sen .
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas , a reputed
conservative Democrat who recently
took to the pages of the Washington
Post to defend Fed chairman Paul
Volcker' s economy-wrecking high
interest rates. Bentsen has been stren
uously courted by the Mondale camp .
A recent entrant into the contest is
Robert Strauss , the Texas wheeler
dealer whom Averell Harriman ap
pointed DNC chairman in 1 97 2 . Our
sources report that Strauss is selling
himself on the basis of his strong ties
to organized labor (in contrast to Hart)
and to the Jewish community . In fact,
Strauss is telling people that he will
have to be on the ticket to carry the
Jewish vote because Mondale hurt
himself badly among Jewish voters
when in 1 982 he advised then-Senator
Muriel Humphrey (D-Minn . ) to vote
for the AWACS sales to Saudi Arabia.
Strauss is resorting to some ob
vious tricks to further his campaign ,
going so far as to tell a Japanese poli
tician on May 7 that, under present
circumstances , Ronald Reagan has a
60-70% chimce of winning re-election
in November.
Strauss ' s bid may get some help
from Lane Kirkland , the Trilateral
Commission ' s head of the AFL-CIO .
The number-one Mondale endorser is
reportedly planning a huge demon
stration at the Democrats ' July nomi
nating convention against the "post
industrial" policies represented by the
Hart camp .
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Kissinger Watch

by M.

T.

Upharsin

or when the Chancellor is in the
U.S.A."
O n May 1 4 , Henry Kissinger gave
a press conference in Vienna and was
asked by a j ournalist whether he in
tends to become the next Secretary of
State . According to an American em
bassy spokeswoman in Vienna, Kis
singer did not answer the question di
rectly. He only smiled and then said:
"I ' m moving out of my private house
in Washington . "

Vienna's Club
of Rome crowd
wants Kissinger to rule
In Vienna on May 1 3 - 1 6 , Henry Kis
singer addressed a high-level gather
ing of Austrian businessmen invited
by the Austrian Kreditanstalt, the bank
run by Club of Rome associate and
form�r Austrian minister of finance
Hannes Androsch . According to a
spokesman for the U . S . embassy in
Vienna, Kissinger repeated "his Time
[magazine] line of March" advocating
the abandonment of Europe by the
United States .
Androsch-according to high
level Austrian sources "a personal and
close friend of Kissinger"-is a mem
ber of the International Council of New
Initiatives and is involved with the no
torious KGB-run International Insti
tute for Applied S ystems Analysis
(IIASA) . Both institutes are headed
by the KGB ' s Dzhermen Gvishiani ,
the son-in-law of former Soviet leader
Alexei Kosygin . Gvishiani is a busi
ness' partner of U . S . Democratic Party
chairman Charles Manatt.
IIASA was established through ef
forts by Kissinger ' s U . S . controller,
Eastern Establishment head Mc
George Bundy . Today , it is under the
patronage of Great Britain ' s Lord Sol
ly Zuckerman , chief of scientific op
erations for the B ritish monarchy .
Considering that Zuckerman ' s
professional activity is t o monitor the
behavior of apes for the London Zoo
logical Society , it is not shocking that
he would be one of the behind-the
scenes sponsors of Kissinger's politi
cal career.
A leading official at IIASA in Lax
enburg, Austria commented: "It wOl,dd
not be bad for us [IIASA] if Henry
Kissinger became the new Secretary
of State . Kissinger was very much in
volved in promoting and helping found
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Embarrassed at
Bilderberg

our institute in the first place when he
was the Secretary of State in 1 972 . . . .
He did a lot for IIASA back then , and
we hope that as the new Secretary of
State he will do more for us in the
future and revise the U . S . point of
view . . . . We are most concerned
about the ' Star Wars ' [beam-weap
ons] problem . "
Kissinger said i n his Kreditanstalt
address that "the West should not get
a nervous breakdown because the talks
with the Soviets broke down for the
time being . . . . The Soviets will re
turn to the negotiating tables within
the coming 1 5 months . "
A n Austrian source summarized
the spirit of this gathering as "express
ing the interest of everyone in Austria
in Dr. Kissinger ' s return to the State
Department , " because "when he was
in office in 1 97 2 , there was a big push
forward in East-West relations . "
Asked whether this was also the
view of West German Chancellor Hel
mut Kohl , the chancellor ' s aide in
Bonn said that "Dr. Kissinger would
certainly return to the State Depart
ment-he j ust has to receive an offi
cial call . " He also said that "there will
certainly be another meeting with Dr.
Kissinger the next time he is in Bonn ,

Earlier, Dr. K. had been in the envi
rons of Stockholm, Sweden, for a May
1 2 meeting of the B ilderberg Society ,
the oligarchical organization estab
lished by the Netherlands ' Nazi Prince
Bernhard and by Polish Jesuit spy Jo
seph Rettinger in the early 1 950s .
Kissinger and his feHow conspir
ators focused on crises in the Middle
East and "arms control , " another term
for sabotaging the U . S . beam-weap
ons program and other defense
commitments .
Although the meeting proceeded
in secrecy , Henry had an unpleasant
surprise . Readers of the daily Svenska
Dagbladet, a journal widely read by
the Swedish elites , saw a May 1 1 Eng
lish-language advertisement for the
showing of a videotape on how Henry
Kissinger is a Soviet agent of
influence .
Nine individuals associated with
KGB-controlled Prime Minister Olof
Palme and with the Swedish foreign
ministry showed up for the videotape
to see U . S . Democratic Party presi
dential candidate and EIR founder
Lyndon LaRouche excoriate Kissin
ger for his appeasement policies .
We are sure word got around
quickly to all the relevant places in
Stockholm . Next , on May 1 3 , Dr. K .
held a three-hour private tete-a-tete
with the S wedish Premier.
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congressional Closeup

S

enate Dems blame Reagan
for Volcker's economics

The de facto alliance between Federal
Reserve chairman Paul Volcker and
the Senate Democratic leadership is
now out in the open . Senate Minority
Leader Robert B yrd (D- W. V a . ) took
to the floor of the Senate on May l O
I I to defend Volcker and blame Rea
gan for the lat�st rise in interest rate s .
Said Byrd: " I n 1 982 . . . we urged
Mr. Volcker and the Federal Reserve
Board to ease up on the money supply
and let the economy grow . The Fed
eral Reserve responded, the treatment
worked, and the recovery start
ed . . . . This administration wants to
blame the Federal Reserve B oard for
the problem that supply-side econom
ics created . Tuesday the White House
attacked the Federal Reserve for the
increase in the prime rate . How can
the administration justify such an at
tack? Did Paul Volcker submit a
budget calling for $200 million defi
cits as far as the eye can see? Of course
not-but President Reagan did . "
Washington Post columnists Ev
ans and Novak reported May 14 that a
secret early-May meeting was held
between the Federal Reserve and staf
fers of the Senate Democratic Policy
Committee , at which the Democrats
pledged to support V olcker, in the op
portunistic belief that the Fed ' s high
interest rates will help defeat Rea
gan ' s re-election bid. Shortly after that
meeting , Sen . Lloyd Bentsen (D
Tex . ) , chairman of the Senate Demo
cratic Campaign Committee , wrote an
op-ed for the Washington Post attack
ing the Republicans for "scapegoat
ing" Volcker, and blaming the GOP
for causing the interest rate rise through
Reagan ' s budget deficits .
Republicans , for their part , are
either pleading with Volcker-as did
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by Ronald Kokinda and Susan Kokinda

Senate � 1aj"'rity Leader Howard B ak
er at a iecent breakfast with the Fed
chairman-or rall ying behind Rep .
Jack Kemp ' s (R-N . Y . ) impotent po
pulist Federal Reserve reform
legislation .
Ker••p t... s tified May 1 6 before the
Joint Economic Committee in support
of his legislation to restructure the Fed
and force it to use specific guidelines
in shaping monetary policy . Outside
of cosmetic changes dealing with
membership on the Fed Board and with
procedures for reporting policy deci
sions , the most substantive proposal
put forward by Kemp would direct the
central bank to make long-term price
stability a major goal in managing the
nation' s money supply. The Fed would
be required to develop an index of
commodity prices and then set target
ranges for the index. Monetary policy
would be geared to meet those targets .

S enate committees on the
rampage against labor

The Senate ' s Permanent Investiga
tions Subconunittee (SPIS) pursued its
vendetta against the labor movement
with hearings on May 1 5 during which
the head of the Hotel and Restaurant
Workers International Union , Edward
Hanley , invoked the Fifth Amend
ment over 30 times.
SPIS , established in the 1 950s as
the vehicle to break unions such as the
Teamsters , has been investigating the
union while it is engaged in one of the
'
bitterest strikes in recent years against
Las Vegas hotels . The strike , which
has been marked by violence, has re
volved around hotel demands that the
workers give back recent wage gains-
demands seen by the unionists as an
overt attew'Jt to break the union .

The subcommittee claims that
Hanley used union funds to make il
legal loans to friends and organized
crime figures , that he became presi
dent of the union through organized
crime influence in Chicago , and that
he padded the payroll of the union .
vice-chairman
Subcommittee
Warren Rudman (R-N . H . ) said in re
sponse to Hanley ' s refusal to answer
questions: "I consider this outra
geous . . . . It is the height of arro
gance . " The subcommittee is consid
ering a contempt citation against
Hanley .
The Hotel Workers Union issued
a statement at the hearing claiming that
the "evidence" against Hanley had
been provided to the subcommittee by
convicted perjurers and liars .
Between SPIS and the Senate La
bor and Human Resources Commit
tee , on whose staff sits the notorious
FBI asset and witch-hunter Walter
Sheridan , the following unions have
been investigated in recent years : the
Teamsters , the Laborers , the Interna
tional Longshoremen' s Association ,
the B oilermakers , and the Union of
Operating Engineers .

S

enate agrees to rotten
compromise on MX missile
Senate Republicans took the first step
May 1 7 to join the political capitula
tion of the Reagan administration to
opponents of the MX missile . The
Senate Armed Services Subcommit
tee on Strategic and Theater Nuclear
Forces , chaired by Sen. John ·Warner
(R-Va . ) , unexpectedly approved the
figure of 2 1 missiles backed by the
Senate Democrats , instead of the 30
which Senate Republicans had been
demanding . The administration had
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requested 40 MX missiles .
The Senate subcommittee action
followed the House vote , to which the
administration agreed , approving an
amendment initiated by Rep . Les As
pin (D-Wis . ) allowing for 15 addition
al missiles, with delays in construc
tion contingent upon Soviet arms-con
trol negotiating behavior.
Capitol Hill sources report that
Warner was acting "like a wet noo
dle ," as the Democratic position was
allowed to prevail. Supporters of the
MX had earlier hoped that the Senate
would approve a higher number of
missiles and then be able to negotiate
a few of them away in conference with
the House, in exchange for dropping
the Aspin construction delays . The
possibility still exists that the full Sen
ate Armed Services Committee could
reinstate the original number of
missiles .
The Senate subcommittee also cut
"only" $ 1 50 million from the Strateg
ic Defense Initiative . The Democrats
had wanted to cut $700 million from
the administration ' s $ 1 . 8 million
request.
In the House on May 1 7 , the
administration was defeated by 247 to
1 79 in its bid to secure a chemical
weapons program . This was the only
major weapons program which the
administration failed to get through the
Congress last year.

Pro-Life Caucus attacks
Kissinger Commission

Several members of the congressional
Pro-Life Caucus , led by Reps . Chris
Smith (R-N . J . ) and Henry Hyde (R
Ill . ) , have written President Reagan
urging him to drop his request for ad
ditional "population control" funds for
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Central America , as recorrunended by
the Kissinger Commission . The mem
bers also asked the President to cut
back on existing funds .
Channeled through the Agency for
International Development and the
United Nations Fund fo Population
Activities , the population control funds
represent a "grave matter of human
rights ," the group declared , because
the United States "is actively engaged
in support of programs that have ster
ilized literally thousands of Salvador
an women , either against their will or
without informed consent . "
Continued efforts to "rid the
administration of the depopulation
lobby" are expected this year in floor
fights over population control pro
grams which will come up when the
Foreign Operations Appropriations
bills are considered on the House and
Senate floors later in the session .

G

uerrilla warfare over
Central America policy

Democratic opponents of military aid
to Central America are resorting to
guerrilla-warfare tactics in their drive
to win over enough conservative op
ponents of · foreign aid to defeat the
administration programs .
After the House approved the
administration request for aid to El
Salvador by the narrowest of margins ,
the House-Senate conference com
mittee broke down May 17 as House
opponents sought to force as many
votes on the issue as possible . "We
could lose on the House f Jor on this,"
Rep . Clarence Long (D-Md. ) was
quoted as saying , "but [the Reagan
administration] can't take it to the well
too many times . People are getting
awfully tired of voting f" reign aid to

El Salvador. " Long is chairman of the
Appropriations Foreign Operations
Subcommittee and a major opponent
of the aid .
The Senate version of the bill con
tains $6 1 . 75 million in emergency aid
to El Salvador and $2 1 million to reb
els fighting the Nicaraguan govern
ment. Aid to the rebels seems to have
provoked the greatest opposition . .
With no compromise in sight on
either aid to the rebels or aid to El
Salvador, another vote is expected in
the House the week of May 2 1 .

R

angel backs FBI attack
on anti-drug operation

Rep . Charles Rangel (D-N . Y . ) , chair
man of the House Select Committee
on Narcotics , whose anti-drug creden
tials are questionable at best, took the
side of the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation in its attack on the National
Narcotics Border Interdiction System
(NNBIS) . The NNBIS is the most ef
fective anti-drug operation existing
today .
Rangel inserted two articles into
the May 1 7 Congressional Record,
from the Washington Post and the New
York Times, giving favorable cover
age to the FBI attacks on NNBIS .
"I was not surprised when I read
articles in the New York Times . . in
which [Drug Enforcement Adminis
trator Francis] Mullen called NNBIS
a ' liability ' and said that it could be
come the ' Achilles heel' of the Reagan
administration ' s drug enforcement ef
fort ," Rangel said . He added that state
and local drug enforcement officials
have been telling the Select Commit
tee that NNBIS "has confused their
relationships and impeded their co
operation with Federal drug agencies . "
.
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Why the FBI always gets
its . . . little fish
Between 60 and 200 Libyan terrorist assas
sins are now reportedly in the United States,
with standing orders and hit lists of leading
anti-Qaddafi exiles and U . S . political fig
ures who oppose the Qaddafi regime . Ac
cording to one source, the description of the
U. S . political figures applies to EIR founder
Lyndon LaRouche , who was attacked as an
agent of the Reagan administration plotting
to overthrow Qaddafi in a Libyan news wire
in January of this year.
The danger of terrorist activation is more
acute following the arrest of two Libyan
graduate students by the FBI in Philadelphia
in early May . The FBI arrested the two after
a "sting" operation which trapped them into
illegally buying handguns and silencers from
an FBI undercover agent.
The FBI , however, by this means pre
maturely blew a major intelligence opera
tion involving the CIA and other agencies
which were developing a case against a na
tionwide network of Iranian and Libyan ter
rorists . The network included Bahram Na
hidian; the Savama (Iranian intelligence)
agent who organized the assassination of
anti-Khomeini leader Ali Tabatabai in July
1 980. Nahidian was protected by the Carter
administration and the FBI .
Another FBI terrorist coverup is now in
danger of being exposed: A group calling
itself the American Movement Army, which
carried out some 20 bombings and arsons in
the Dallas , Texas area between March and
early May , has been implicated in the mur
der of U . S . Maj . Gen . Robert Ownby in
January . The FBI ruled Ownby's hanging a
"suicide . "

be paid for like diseases or procedures could
lead to more patient deaths in hospitals. The
study suggests that the new rules would cause
university-affiliated teaching hospitals to cut
back on aggressive , spare-no-expense care .
The medical c are at these institutions i s more
extensive , and consequently more costly,
than care given by physicians in private
practice; their patients also have a better
chance of surviving .
In addition, the Senate voted May 1 6 to
uphold $6.7 billion in Medicare cuts pro
posed by President Reagan as part of a $ 1 44
billion "deficit reduction" package . The
Medicare cuts will mean that beneficiaries
pay about 1 6% more for doctors' insurance
premiums in 1 985 .
Related developments include the
following:
A Massachusetts state task force rec
ommended unanimously on May 1 5 that only
one Massachusetts hospital be allowed to do
heart transplants for the next 7 . 5 months,
denying permission to other institutions to
perform the life-saving operation. The 1 7man task force is headed by prominent Bos
ton University "bio-ethicist" George C .
Annas .
According to the Boston Globe May 16,
the task-force members consider their rec
ommendations to be an "important bench
mark" in attempts to regulate new technol
ogies that "benefit a few at great cost."
In Florida, the "Health Care Access
Act of 1 984," sponsored by state represent
ative Sam Bell, would establish a budgetary
ceiling in Florida hospitals , prescribe pen
alties for exceeding budget limits , and as
sess annual fees on private and public hos
pitals to help pay for the cost of health care
for indigents.
•

•

NATO chief: Kissinger' s
Cost-cutters savage
medical care

A study carried out by the Stanford Univer
sity medical school has documented that re
cent Medicare rules requiring that a flat fee
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plan a ' serious mistake '
Henry Kissinger made a "serious mistake"
in proposing that U . S . troop strengths be cut
in half, charged NATO Supreme Com
mander Bernard Rogers in an interview on
May 1 2 . He was referring to a proposal by
Kissinger published on March 5 in the na-

tional weekly Time magazine.
In an interview with Bild am Sonntag,
West Germany ' s largest Sunday newspa
per, Rogers said, "American troops sta
tioned at the German-German border are also
there to defend vital interests of the United
States . " He added that "a withdrawal of
American troops would represent a strategic
victory for the Soviet Union. "
Rogers, author o f the so-called Rogers
Plan for a conventional military buildup in
Western Europe, said he agreed with Kis
singer that the West Europeans ought to make
more of a military effort, particularly by
strengthening their conventional forces .

FBI' s Mullen blasts
Reagan 's war on drugs
Drug Enforcement Administration chief
Francis Mullen, who is also a deputy direc
tor of the FBI , has blasted the Task Force on
Drugs , headed by Vice-President George
Bush, and the National Narcotics Border
Interdiction Service (NNBIS) as "ineffec
tive" and guilty of maintaining illegal intel
ligence files on drug traffickers . Mullen' s
charges were first aired i n a New York Times
leak published May 1 3 , quoting a memo to
Attorney General French Smith in which
Mullen made his complaints against the
NNBIS .
The public attack on the multi-agency
anti-drug task force , which was set up to
outflank the corrupt FBI's bid for total con
trol of drug enforcement, is part of an esca
lating pattern of attacks on the Reagan
administration . These include the appoint
ment of a special prosecutor on "Briefin
gate ," a special investigation of Attorney
General nominee Ed Meese , and an Orga
nized Crime Strike Force investigation into
the business partners of Labor Secretary
Ray
.
Donovan.
According to well-informed Washing
ton sources , FBI Director William Webster
is using every means the FBI has to help
elect Walter Mondale, supposedly because
the Reagan administration has denied
Webster his much-coveted seat on the U . S .
Supreme Court. At the same time, the FBI
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Briefly

is reportedly in turmoil over the continuing
attacks against the agency , amid rumors that
Webster will step down in the near future .

Administration big on
'McDonalds ' wage bill
The Reagan administration has combined
longstanding economic incompetence with
election year political opportunism to come
out in support of legislation allowing em
ployers to pay teenagers sub-minimum
wages for summer jobs .
Labor Secretary Ray Donovan said May
1 6 that the bill being introduced by Sen.
Charles Percy (R-Il l . ) and Rep . Ronald
Packard (R-Calif. ) is intended to cut the cur
rent 44 . 8% unemployment among black
teenagers and 1 9 .4% unemployment among
teens overall , according to UPI . The spon
sors of the bill , which has been endorsed by
the Conference of Black Mayors , claim it
could create 400,000 new jobs for youth this
summer.
The Youth Employment Opportunity
Act, which would allow youths 1 6 to 1 9
years of age to work for $2.50 an hour in
stead of the current $3 . 3 5 , has been dubbed
the "McDonalds Bill" by opponents .

Particle-beam weapon
deployable by 1985
John Gardiner, a spokesman for the office
of President Reagan ' s Strategic Defense Ini
tiative told the House Defense Appropria
'
tions Subcommittee May 1 4 that the space
based particle-beam anti-missile weapon
being developed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory could be ready for deployment
in four to five years , given already planned
funding increases .
The program, known a s "White Horse , "
i s one o f several national laboratory pro
grams which are to overcome the technolog
ical barriers to beam weapons . The White
House has kept quiet about these
developments .
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Gardiner told members of the subcom
mittee that a demonstration of the lethality
of the neutral-particle beam, similar to that
achieved by the airborne laser laboratory
last May , was "relatively close at hand," and
that the accelerator could be ocaled down to
the size and weight necessary for deploy
ment into space within four to five years .
The House Armed Services Committee ,
which has been "traffic manager" for funds
into the beam-weapons program, is now
trying to shift the dwindling authorization
amounts toward the neutral-particle beam,
free-electron laser, and ground-based exi
mer laser programs , instead of increasing
funding toward the crash effort which these
results suggest. The Armed Services Com
mittee cut the authorization request for fiscal
1 985 by 25 % overall , and the appropriations
subcommittee now threatens to make fur
ther cuts .

The 'Mr, Clean' of space
weaponry : George Shultz
Secretary of State George Shultz told a con
ference of the League of W-o men Voters in
Detroit on May 12 that "The United States
has long believed that the arms competition
should not be ext�nded to space . For that
reason , we have sponsored or joined several
treaties advancing this objective . " After cit
ing the 1 963 Limited Test B an Treaty and
the 1 967 Agreement on Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space , Shultz said that the adminis
tration is examining the possibility of plac
ing stricter controls on space weapons , in
cluding "control for anti-satellite weapons . "
H e continued: "Let m e mention , i n this
context, the question of space-based missile
defenses . " He described the President' s
Strategic Defense Initiative a s " a research
program designed to explore the possibility
that security and stability might be enhanced
by a system that could intercept and destroy
ballistic missiles before they reached our or
our allies' territory . . . . It could lead to an
informed decision sometime in the next dec
ade , on the question of whether such defen
sive systems are genuinel_ feasible and
practical . "

• GEN. JAMES ABRAHAM
SON, director of the President' s

Strategic Defense Initiative, was
himself on the defensive at a recent
Pentagon briefing where he placed the
SDI within the bounds of "improving
deterrence," stressing "affordable
systems . " Although Abrahamson de
nounced the anti-beams report of the
Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment as riddled with "techni
cal errors , unsubstantiated assump
tions , and conclusions that are incon
sistent with its own findings ," he and
other officials are now presenting the
SDI as "not much more than we would
have done in these areas anyway, even
if the President had never launched
this initiative . "

• DR. RICHARD DELAUER, the
Pentagon' s R&D chief, told Con
gress that the Soviet Union currently
has 1 0 ,000 scientists and engineers
working non-stop on strategic anti
missile defense .
• JUDGE WARREN KING of the
Washington, D . C . Superior Court
gave a suspended sentence and pro
bation on May 1 1 to a retired army
officer who shot and killed his de
spondent son in the hospital , in an
application of "mercy-killing. "
• WILLIE BROWN, speaker of
the California State Assembly, will
host a $400,000 party for 1 0 ,000
Democrats on the first night of the
Democratic national convention in
July , according to UPI.
• TIP O'NEILL is being chal

lenged for his congressional seat in
the Democratic primary by Debra
Gelber. Gelber is leading a slate of
14 Democrats backed by the National
Democratic Policy Committee, she
announced on May 1 7 .
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Editorial

Schiller and thejuture ojthe West
A new institute has been founded o n the western side

nopoly over a fixed body of lore . Schiller ' s conception

institute on the European side within a few weeks , to

of history was inseparable from the necessity of devel

stem the tide toward "decoupling" Europe from the

oping a repUblican citizenry around an understanding

United States . Both institutes will be named in honor

of its heritage , viewed as the fight between the tradition

of the German poet and historian Friedrich Schiller.
Helga Zepp-LaRouche , who launched the call for

established by Solon of Athens (the republican tenden
cy) and Lycurgus of Sparta (the oligarchist tendency) .

the Schiller Institute in March of this year, stated at the

His historical plays took up such themes as the sale

founding meeting on May 1 2 that the Schiller Institute

of mercenaries by the Hessian autocrats to fight Amer

is the only pro-Western alliance force in the world to

ican revolutionaries (Love and Intrigue) , the Italian

day . All the other organizations concerned with the

Renaissance (Fiesco), the Dutch revolt and Hapsburg

alliance favor decoupling .

rule in Spain (Don Carlos) , the Thirty Years ' War of

Those Americans whose knowledge of world events

the 1 7th Century (Wallenstein Trilogy), the Hundred

is confined to the mass media may have virtually for

Years ' War of the 1 5th century (The Maid of Orleans) ,

gotten that Europe exists , the U . S . coverage is so min

and the reign of Elizabeth I of England (Mary Stuart) .

uscule and prejudiced . The European Community is

Each drama addressed the historical challenge to be

falling apart. Riots and strikes are multiplying , and

come "greater than one ' s fate . "

every major government is on the brink of collapse .

Thus , to revive the knowledge o f Schiller i s to re

Yet , if present trends continue and the Soviets suc

connect Americans , Europeans , and indeed , citizens of

ceed in establishing hegemony in Europe-even with

the entire world , with a precious understanding of his

out occupying it, simply through dictating trade terms

tory , the tradition we are responsible to preserve and

that will leave the Soviet Union as the only superpower,

enrich with our efforts . On account of these dramas ,

the largest military-industrial pact in the world , presid

Schiller was America' s most popular foreign play

ing over an ecnomic base in Western Eruope as large

wright , second only to Shakespeare .

as that of the United States .

Yet , today Schiller' s works , and even his name , are

Most Americans would be outraged at this , if they

unknown to most Americans . Fortunately there is a

were allowed to know the facts . On the first level , the

broadly familiar path of access to that heritage: the

task of the Schiller Institute will be to make this danger

setting of Schiller ' s "Ode to Joy" left to us by the great

known, and mobilize the forces to strengthen and renew

est musician mankind has yet produced , Ludwig van

the alliance .

Beethoven , in the choral finale of the Ninth Symphony .

More deeply , the West requires an energetic revival

Beethoven intended these words for the opening reci

of the heritage of Friedrich Schiller ( 1 759- 1 805) .

tative of that finale: "Let us sing the song of the immor

Schiller' s youth coincided with the American Revolu

tal Schiller. "

tion and the intellectual ferment which swept through

Joy (Freude, in German) i s in that poem the out

the Old World when the world ' s first republican nation

come of a titanic struggle to overcome tragedy , the

state was established in the former English colonies .

struggle to become equal to a great historical moment .

Schiller took up the topic of "universal history , " be

Schiller ' s comment on the aftermath of the French Rev

coming history professor at Jena University on the basis

olution was that "a great moment has found a little

of his book on the Dutch revolt against the Spanish

people . " The founding of the Schiller Institute in 1 984

Hapsburg s .
Schiller reviled what h e called the Brotgelehrte, the
academic specialists who put every obstacle in the way
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of advancing knowledge in order to protect their mo

of the Atlantic , which will link up with a fraternal

National

is intended to nurture a repUblican citizenry , capable of
greatnes s , to confront a crisis even more awesome than
that of Schiller ' s day .
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EIR Confidential &2llert Service
What would it have been worth to you or your company to have known in advance
,; that the La tin American debt c r i s i s wou l d
b reak in October 1 9 8 3 ?
,; that the deg ree of Federal Re se rve fake ry,
substantial for many years, has grown w i l d l y
since January 1 9 8 3 to sus tain the recovery myth ?
,; that, cont rary to the predictions of most other

econom i c analy s t s , U. S . intere s t rates would
rise during the second quarter of 1 9 8 3 ?
,; that Moscow has secret arrangements w i t h
S w i s s and S o u t h African intere s t s to rig the
s t rategic m e t a l s marke t ?

"Alert" participan t s pay a n annual retainer o f $ 3 , 500 for hard-copy b riefings, o r $ 4 , 000 for t e lephone b riefings
from s taff s pecial i s t s at EIR's international headqua rters in New York C i ty. The retainer includes
1 . At least 5 0 updates on breaking deve lopments
per year - o r updates dai ly, if the fast-moving
s i tuation requ i res them.
2. A summary of EIR's exc lus ive Quarterly
Economic Foreca s t , produce'd w i t h the aid of the

LaRouc he-Riemann economic mode l , the mos t accurate in the his tory of economic forec a s t ing.
3. Weekly telephone or telex access t o EIR's s taff
of spec i a l i s t s i n economics and world affairs for
in-depth d i s c u s s ion.

To reserve participation in the p rogram, EIR offe rs to our c u rrent annual subscribers an i n t roduc t i on to
the service. For $1,000, we will enroll participants in a three-month trial program. Participants may then
join the program on an annual basis a t the regu lar yearly schedule of $ 3 , 500.

William Engdahl,

EIR Spec ial Services, (212) 247-8820 or (800) 2 2 3 -5 5 94 x 8 1 8
304 W . 5 8 t h S t reet, fifth floor, New York, New York 10019

